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Page 7.—Third line of last paragraph, omit comma after "entertained."

Page 22.—Third to sixth lines of fifth paragi-aph from bottom, for " The

paper which was illustrated by specimens of the Weaver Birds' nests, at

different stages of construction, was presented to the Museum by the

author," read "The paper was illustrated by specimens of the Weaver

Birds nests, presented," etc.

Page 30.—Third line of heading, for "R. V. Legge," read " W. V. Legge."

Page 30.—Fourteenth line from foot, for "Tassus," read " Tarsus."

Page 31.—Fourteenth line from top, for " a light," read " or light."

Page 31.—First line of foot-note, for " One internal," read " The internal."

Page 32.—Seventeenth line from foot, for " of leaves than any other two,""

read " of its leaves than the other."

Page 33.—Twenty-third line from foot, for " there constituting," read "then

constituting."

Page 30 to 35.—Throughout the article, for " Jordan," read " Jerdon."

Page 38.—Second line from bottom of note, for " some years any ago," read

" some years ago."

Page 53.—Lines 10 and 16, for "Algae," read " Algce."

Page v. (IMeteoroiogy).—Third line below table, for " Solar Intensity Mean
39-70," read " Solar Intensity Mean, 89-70."



EOYAL SOCIETY.

MARCH, 1873.

The monthly meeting of the Society was held on Tuesday, the 11th
March, M. Allport, Esq., V. P., in the chair.

The Hon. Secretbary (Dr. Agnew) brought under notice the following

monthly returns :

—

1. Visitors to Museum during February, 1,358.

2. Ditto to Gardens ditto, 3,844.

3. Plants, &c., received at Gardens—From Messrs. Low, London,
46 varieties of fruit and ornamental tree scions, of which 37 were
alive on arrival. From Mons. Ch. Huber, Hyeres, France—One
box containing seeds of Quercus suber, Quercus virens, Quercus,
SBgilops, and twelve packets of flower seeds.

4. Plants sent from Gardens—To Mons. A. Verschaffelt, Ghent,
Belgium, 23 Tree Ferns.

5. Time of leafing, flowering, &c., of a few standard plants during
February.

6. Books and periodicals received.

7. Presentations to Museum.

Meteorological Returns.

1. Hobart Town, from F. Abbott, Esq., tables for January and
February.

2. Port Arthur, from A. H. Boyd, Esq., ditto for January.
3. Westbury, from F. Belstead, Esq., ditto, ditto.

4. Swansea, from Dr. G. Story, ditto November and December,
1872.

5. Melbourne, from R. J. L. Ellery, Esq. Printed ditto for November
and December, 1872.

6. New South Wales, from H. C. Eussell, Esq., B. A.—Tables from
Sydney and other stations for October, November, and December,
1872.

The presentations to the Museum were as follow :

—

1. From H. S. Lewes, Esq., Geelong, 3 shields, 3 boomerangs, 2
throwing sticks, 3 clubs, 3 waddies, and 13 spears of Aborigines
of Lower Murray, Victoria. A net made by Aboriginal women
at Protector's Camp.

[These weapons were procured by Mr. Lewes at considerable trouble
and expense expressly for this Museum. ]

2. From Lieut, W. V. Legge, R.A.—Five bottles containing a col-

lection of Ceylon Reptiles (named.

)

3. From Master J. Colvin—A Bomb Lance, as used for killing whales.
4. From Captain McArthur—Fragments of a Bomb Lance after

explosion.

5. From Mr. Arthur Clarke, Malahide—Stone Axe of Tasmanian
Aborigines.

[A very fine and exceptionally large specimen of these instruments,
measuring 9 inches in length by 5^ inches in breadth.]

6. From E. A. Walpole, Esq.—A hollow spherical mass of Iron Ore
from Hope Island, Port Esperance.

[In a note accompanying this presentation Mr. Walpole remarks,



that before being broken into it was " without fissure or pore, etill on
penetration to our surprise the cavity was full of water," &c.*]

7. From Mr. Hissey— 12 Specimens of Hdix sydneycnsis.

8. From Mr. F. L. Wilson—Samples of Epsom Salts and Common
Salt from rocks and caves at Mount Nassau, Bridgewater.

9. From Mr. C. ,Eady, Elizabeth-street—A Parrot, said to be from Fiji.

10. From the Rev. J. Hutchison—Nine specimens of Pottery manu-
factured by the Fijian women.

[In reference to this interesting series the Rev. J. Hutchison re-

marks :
—"They are chiefly drinking vessels and cooking pots made

by a very simple process which I had the good hap to witness on
one of the remote Islands of the Group. They are manufactured by
the women from a reddish clay tempered with sand. The only imple-
ments employed are a light mallet, a round smooth stone, and a small
cushion, and yet you will notice that the outlines are nearly as true

as if made with European appliances. The figures on the surface

are traced with a shell while the vessels are still plastic, and after being
exposed for a few days to the sun, the articles are baked by surrounding
them with some light combustible, such as dried grass, which is set

on fire and renewed till they are sufficiently hardened. While yet
hot they are rubbed over with the resin of a species of pine, which
makes, as you will see, a very good enamel.]

11. From Mr. W. Barclay—16 old Promissory Notes of the early

days of the colony (1823, &c.)

12. From Mr. T. Priest—A Promissory Note for 50 guineas, London,
1809.

13. From H. M. Hull, Esq.—A sample of Queensland grown Sugar.
14. From J. W. Brown, Esq., Mining Surveyor—Specimen of

Serpentine with veins of Asbestos, from Ilfracombe.
15. From T. Giblin, Esq.—Sample of Tin Ore from Mount Bischoff,

Tasmania.
16. From Tasmanian Mineral Exploration Company—A sample of

Tin Ore from Cape Barren Island.

17. From Mrs. Maclaine, Clarke's Island—A collection of Algse and
Corallines.

18. From Captain J. Macarthur—Figure Head of a New Zealand
Canoe.

19. From Lieutenant Festing, H.M.S.S. Blanche—Two eggs of

Megapodium brazier i, from New Britain—Six Shells (2 Cyp'ea
mappa, 2 Valuta ruckeri, 1 Conus betidina, 2 Cyprea testudinaria.

)

20. From C. Belstead, Esq.—A Land Rail (Hypotcenklia pthUlipensis)

prepared and mounted.
[The Chairman remarked that this bird was our representative of the

Corncrake of Europe, but was far superior to its European congener in

beauty of plumage, as could be seen by the very fine specimen before the
meeting.]

21. From Mr. 0. H. Hedberg—A Twopenny piece, George III,

1797.

22. From Master Elliott Lewis—A Pouched Lamprey.
23. From R. Gatenby Esq., Macquarie River—Two tanned skins of

Native Tigers, (Thylacinus cynocephalus. ) Skin of Owl (Utrix

delicaiulus.J

*A note from Mr. T. Stephens stated that this hollow nodule of iron appeared
to have been fori-ned, after the usual manner of concretionary deposits, from
the local decomposition of a trap rock, which contains in places a large per-
centage of iron, and is in other respects very unlike the rocks of a similar
class in the Port Esperance District.



24. From Captain Williams—Samples of Iron ore from East Coast,

Tasmania.
25-26. From C. Coxen, Esq., Brisbane—28 specimens, comprising 20

named varieties of Land Shells from Queensland. 60 specimens

comprising 20 named species Land Shells from Solf)mon's Islands,

S. Pacific ; and 62 specimens Marine Shells from same place.

[The Secretary requested special attention to the long array of objects

in the following valuable and interesting presentation by Mr. Gould on
his departure from the Colony. 1

27. From C. Gould, Esq. , F. G. S.—Lithographic portrait of Sir Eoderick
Murchison, framed and glazed.

28. Ditto 33 specimens of Fossils from Table Cape, Tasmania.

29. Ditto Coal from Jerusalem, Tasmania.
30. Ditto, ditto from Native Corners, ditto.

31. Ditto specimens of Copper Pyrites, Zinc Blende, Calc Spar,

and Sparry Iron, from Lode 8, Tasmania.
32. Ditto Trilobite, from Redwater Creek, Mersey District, Tasmania.

33. Ditto Iron Ore from near Cataract Hill, Launceston.

34. Ditto Quartz from Goodall's Beef, Fingal, Tasmania.

35. Ditto, ditto from Pioneer ditto.

36. Ditto 19 Samples of Tin Ore, from various mining claims in

Queensland (named).

37. Ditto Tin Ore in matrix from Stanthorpe, Queensland.

38-39. Ditto from New Banca Tin Mine, ditto.

40. Ditto Crystals of Oxide of Tin from borders of New South Wales,

and Queensland.
41. Ditto Antimony Ore, from ditto.

42. Ditto Wolfram, from Greenups Lode, Severn Biver, Queensland.

43. Ditto Butile, from Queensland.

44. Ditto Garnets in matrix from ditto.

45. Ditto Coal from Allora, Queensland.

46. Ditto 7 specimens supposed to be Pink Tourmaline from Bamet
Biver, Queensland.

47. Ditto 4 samples of Tin Ore, and a block of Tin smelted from the

same, from Victoria.

48. Ditto a collection of Marine Shells from Flinders Island—31 Land
shells {Helix and BuUmiis) from ditto.

49. From H. Button, Esq., Launceston, pro S. B. Emmett, Esq.,

specimen of Spiriferous Bock from near the Hellyer river. Speci-

men of Kaolin (?) from same locality, and 2 specimens of Mica
slate from Campijell's Banges.

50. From Messrs. Walch and Sons—4 specimens of Slate from Piper's

Biver, Tasmania.
[These slates were pronounced by the Members to be superior

to any which have hitherto been produced by the Colony. Mr.

C. H. Grant said although they were not equal to the best English

or Welsh slate, they were very good in quality, and would in all pro-

bability still further improve as the quarry was opened out. If fur-

nished at moderate rates they would, he had no doubt, command a very

ready sale, especially in the ISIelbourne market. ]

51. From Mr. G. Crane, Upj^erGoulburn- street, a model of a "Salmon
trap," as made by American Indians.

[Mr. C. H. Grant remarked he had seen these traps made use of in

Canada. They were only suitable for still, shallow waters and would
be entirely useless on such a rapid river as the Derwent.]

52. From A. G. Webster, Esq. , specimen of carbonate of manganese
and lime, from Beecliworth, Victoria.

53. From Miss Ellen Shrimpton, Hamilton, 4 plover's eggs.



[The Secretary read the following letter he had received from Mr.
James Wilson, of Oatlands, but before doing so remarked that he had
much pleasure in bringing it before the meeting. It showed how the
plague of rabbits, in a part of the country, too, peculiarly affected by
it, was so far abated as to be no longer a nuisance. And it also shewed
what astonishing results could be effected by skill and energy when
properly directed, even under such an adverse and apparently fatal con-

dition as the want of capital. Under the circumstances described, and
the same would no doubt apply to many a district in Tasmania, it ap-

peared ver}'- possible for the farmer, even without capital, not only
to pay rent from the beginning, but also to make such profits subse-

quently as would enable him to live comfortably, and add continuously
to the value and extent of his property. He (Dr. Agnew), however,
should not say that no capital was necessary, for skill, energy and
perseverance were capital in themselves and were essential to success.

" Ashgrove,
" February 25th, 1873.

** Dear Sir,—Some time ago I promised to let you know how far

Mr, Burbury and myself had succeeded in destroying the rabbits on
the Estate at Lowe's Park. Of course you are aware of the state many
of thebest properties were in from the number of rabbits on them, and
among the number was the estate we rented. It was so overrun that
many looked upon us with pity, to think that we should waste our
time and energy on such a place. As to capital we could not lose, hav-

.

ing started with nothing. The idea of growing grain was laughed at.

Now Sir, the result ? Why you may ride through the worst place for

rabbits and not see one. I seldom see more than two or three in a couple
of hours' ride, and that where two years ago you could see one on every
square yard. In fact the shepherd cannot get enough to keep his dogs,

and he told me the other day that he would have to part with some,
as they could not get enough for them. You will want to know how
we got rid of them. In the first place we poisoned great numbers with
strychnine, but when grass got green they did not care for baits, then
we netted great quantities where they were thick, and snared also.

Lastly we opened the runs to persons willing to hunt, and who were
not likely to do any damage. These were the means we used, and
persevered in till we succeeded in so reducing their numbers that they
do us no hurt.

*' I must also tell you that they have not eaten all the grain crops as

some persons were expecting.

"This year about 600 acres are reaped, and about 8,000 to 9,000
bushels of wheat threshed, and when all is finished, I believe it will

yield about 13,000 bushels of grain, chiefly wheat. A part of the 600
acres has been cut for hay, so you see that the rabbits have not ruined
us. We were left entirely to ourselves, and have succeeded far beyond
our expectations. The cultivation land we let to two energetic persons

who were to give us a certain portion for rent and they will do well

by it, and so will we. The 600 acres will yield us nearly £600 for the
season, and we have a good percentage of superior lambs, and a large

quantity of fat stock. I consider that it only wants intelligence and
energy to place the country in a healthy and prosperous state. I do not
say merely by cultivation and sheep-farming, for there are many other

things which might pay well, such as the cultivation of flax and manu-
facturing it into bagging, which would employ a good number of men.
It grows well in this part of the country, and only requires some
person who understands its cultivation. I hope before long to see

something done about its cultivation. Green crops, such as mangolds
and turnips, are more largely grown now than they were some years ago.



—I have had about 200 acres of new land broken up this last 2 years,

and shall sow it with artificial grasses this year, and will clear a

quantity more. If others would do likewise, instead of importing meat
we might be exporting. We have this year sold a quantity of stock to

be exported to Sj^dney—so much good the Scab Act has done—but I

am afraid I am trespassing on your valuable time, and wish you good-

bye.
'* Yours truly,

" James Wilson."
The Bishop of Tasmania then read an opening address (this being

the first meeting of the session) on "Natural Science in connection

with Dr. Carpenter's inaugural address at the late meeting of the British

Association." His Lordship began by describing his impressions of Dr.

Carpenter's personal appearance when he saw him at the British Associa-

tion, when he was himself secretary in the Statistical Section under
the presidency of Lord Stanley—" a spare, bald man with keen features

and bald head." The object of the paper was to commend Dr. Carpenter

for rebutting certain physicists, who not content to establish the ordinary

sequence of Nature, " set up their own conception of such sequence as

if they were fixed and determinate laws by which those phenomena not
only are, but ever must be invariably governed." Man's interpretation

of Nature by the medium of science was as like to be influenced by the

mind of men as art and poetry. All our experience is affected by our
intuitions, and this is true of centuries as well as of individuals. "SMiile

we are accepting the conclusions of a previous age we are elaborating

new experience which will become "primary beliefs" for the next.

The paper instanced the illustrations of the debt due to modern science,

enforcing the unity of design, viz., gravitation and the spectrum analysis.

It combated the efforts of some writers to get rid of the notion of force

as being only matter in motion ; for the very fact that to arrest motion
involving the necessity of resistance, implies force to overcome another
force which originally set the object in motion. Nature, after all,

was not absolutely uniform, as is seen in the fact that between 40° and
freezing point the law of expansion by heat became reversed, but for

which departure from an otherwise uniform law the earth would be
uninhabitable. Such a deviation favoured the inference that not only
matter was subject to force, but force had been impressed by afore-

casting Personal Intelligence.
*

' To set up laws as self-acting, excluding

the power which could give them effect, was arrogant and unphilo-

sophical. It was equally unphilosophical to propose to test the efficacy

of prayer by the quantitative analysis of the chemist, or the tables of

the actuary. When science enters into the domain of the spiritual and
moral, she must be warned off as a trespasser. There are boundaries

to her enquiries beyond which is eternal silence, which can only be
broken by the intuitions of some inner Light, and the voice of an
indwelling spirit. Science is not worthy its name which would bring

the domain of mind and conscience under the bondage of physical law.

The law must fulfil the will of Him who inhabited Eternity, foresaw
every result of His own law, and has promised to hear our prayers.

Mr. Barnard had great pleasure in proposing a special vote of thanks
to his Lordship for his admirable address. He was glad to see the
session opened by an address of this character, and hoped the example
now set would be followed on similar occasions in future. He thought
that the letter from Mr. J. Wilson was of great interest, and hoped they
should occasionally receive other communications of a similar character.

Mr. Gould's parting gift deserved special notice ; and the best thanks of

the Society were also due to all the other donors of presentations.

The vote having been carried unanimously, the proceedings terminated.
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APEIL, 1873.

The usual monthly meeting of the Society was held at the Museum
on Tuesday, the 8th April, J. Barnard, Esq. , in the chair.

Among the Fellows present were Sir James M. Wilson, Dr. Agnew,
Hon. Sec, Messrs. M. Allport, F. Abbott, T. Giblin, F. Butler, L.

Susman, C. Belst'^ad, F. Abbott, jun., J. M. Clarke, J. Swan, Justin

Browne, A. G. Webster, H. J. Buckland, &c. The Registrar-General

of Victoria (W. H, Archer, Esq. ), and Commissary-General Home, were
present as visitors.

Mr. James Wilson, of Oatlands, who had previously been nominated
by the Council, was after a ballot declared duly elected a Fellow of the

Society.

The Secretary brought undernotice the following returns, &c., for the

past month :

—

1. Visitors to Museum, 1,599.

2. Ditto to Gardens, 2,637.

3. Books and Periodicals received.

4. Time of flowering, &c,, of a few standard plants in Botanic

Gardens.
5. Presentations to Museum.

Meteorolofjlcal Returns

:

—
1. Hobart Town, from F. Abbott, Esq. Table for March.
2. Swansea, from Dr. Story. Tai)le for January.

3. Port Arthur, from A. H. Boyd, Esq. Table for March.
4. Sydney, from H. C, Russell, Esq. Printed ditto for January.

The presentations to the Museum were as follows :

1. From Mr. Edward Gates, Richmond. Specimen of the " Kiwi"
(Aiiteryx sp.), and of the Owl Parrot or " Kakapo" f>S'<?'?/gf02?s

habrojytUus), from New Zealand.

[The Apteryx was recognised by the meeting as a valuable addition to

the Museum. It is becoming rare even in New Zealand.

An excellent coloured drawing of the Owl Parrot, in the "Student"
for January, 1871, was exhibited.]

2. From Mr. J. Townsend, Forcett, curious stems of a climbing plant,

from Bream Creek,

3. From Captain Harrison. A beautifully prepared skull of a large
*' Killer " (Orca gladiator), and the jaws of very large shark
(Squalus carcharius.

)

[The Secretary requested special attention to this presentation. The
head of the " Killer" had been admirably prepared with considerable

labour by Captain Harrison, and was in every respect perfect. The
Shark jaws were the largest in the Museum. The size of the mouth
was enormous, measuring in the fresh state 2 feet 6 inches vertically

and the same laterally, being thus capable of grasping with ease the

body of a full grown man. The teeth were quite perfect ; and the

long rows of the reserves, at the base of the erect teeth, were well

shewn.]
4. From Dr. W. Walker, F.R.C.S.E., of Kiama, New South Wales—

A Specimen of Meerschaum from that locality.

5. From A. McGregor, Esq.—Specimen of a large species of Dolphin
{Delphimis sp,), known to whalers as the " Cow tish."

[For this valuable presentation the Society is much indebted to the

donor. It could not, however, be exhibited, as it is in maceration under
preparation for a skeleton.]

6. From Miss J. Buckland—Four Pairs Chinese Hooks and Eyes.

7. From Messrs. Hedberg and Harcourt—Specimens of Fire Clay,

Bricks, and Tiles, from Seymour, East Coast.



8. From Mr. Blythe, Honeywood—Three Whip Snakes (Hoplo-
cephalus coron ides), &c.

9. From Mr. McCoy, Launceston—A Portuguese Copper Coin.

10. From Mr. A. Randall—A Eock Specimen from Guy Fawkes
Rivulet, Cascades.

11. From Mr. Herbert Crowther—A Fijian Female Dress.

12. From Mr. C. Hanlon, River Styx—A curiously twisted root of

Wattle.
The Secretary having reminded the meeting of a description of a

huge cuttle fish found on the East coast of New Zealand, which he had
read at the meeting held on the 12th November last, proceeded to read
the following extract from a letter giving some further details of the
monster :—

•

"Description of a monster cuttle seen on the East Coast, New Zealand,
about 23 miles to the southward of Castle Point.

"The fish, which was of a reddish brown colour on the back, and
white underneath, had eight arms, many of them broken otf at different

lengths, but the sound ones measuring, by step, 10 feet or thereabout,
furnished on the under side with suckers measuring from 1 to 2^ inches
in diameter, and getting gradually smaller towards the extremity, one
long trunk, about 3 inches in diameter and (14) fourteen feet in length,

terminating in a large sucker of the same diameter as the trunk. The
body, which was rolling about in the surf, appeared about 6 feet in length
by 2 or 2^ feet in diameter, and the fish would weigh at the lowest
computation six cwt. The arms and trunk were severed from the
body and measured by step as accurately as possible, and were after-

wards washed away by the surf, the dimensions of the body we could
only guess. The fish was seen by Mr. F. G. Moon, my brother F.

Moore, &c.

—

John Moore."
Mr. F. Abbott read a paper on the "Transit of Venus in 1874."

Sir James M. Wilson said the Society was much indebted to Mr.
Abbott for the interesting paper which he had just read, and for the
pains he had taken to collect and transcribe the opinions entertained,

by a number of scientific authorities, on the character of the phenomena
resulting from the operation of the physical laws by which the earth
is influenced in its connection with the sun and planets. The primary
question which should engage the attention of the Royal Society at this

moment is the great coming event of the transit of Venus over the
sun's disc in 1874. The all-important question of ascertaining the sun's

true parallax will, in all human probability, be accurately defined. The
interest taken by the Governments and scientific bodies in Europe
seems to warrant this conclusion. Tasmania, as one of the illuminated
portions of the earth for the ingress and egress of the planet passing
over the sun's disc, is, from climatic reasons, probably the most
advantageous site for the observation of this most interesting event.
Instead, however, of offering any observations on the paper to which
the Fellows had just listened with so much interest he (Sir James
Wilson) would now call their attention to the action taken by himself
and colleagues in the late Government, in which they were strongly
sustained by His Excellency the Governor, with a view to inducing
the Home Government to make Hobart Town an official station for the
observation of the transit of Venus. [The memorandum by Sir James M.
Wilson, and despatches from Lord Kimberley, were here read.] From
these documents it would be seen that the late Government had not lost

sight of the importance of securing the selection of Hobart Town as a
station for official observation of the transit, and had urged upon the
Secretary of State considerations which were certainly deserving of
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serious attention. This had been done well in advance of the event. 5ut
it would seem that the arrangements of the Home authorities had, even

at that early date, been already made. The Astronomer Royal seems to

prefer Christchurch, New Zealand, and the Lords of the Admiralty
appear to have been influenced by financial considerations, and declined

on those grounds to add another station to the five already selected for

these observations. It was by no means improbable that climatic causes

might interpose to prevent accurate observations being taken in the

meridian of Christchurch, and it would be a misfortune to the cause

of science if advantage were not taken of the perspicuous nature of the

atmosphere of Tasmania—as ascertained by a long series of meteoro-

logical observations—to record this remarkable occurrence with all the
accuracy which modern science could bring to bear upon such an event.

He (Sir James Milne Wilson) thought that the Royal Society would be
justified in applying to the Home authorities for the use of instruments
requisite for the purpose. He could scarcely doubt that such an appli-

cation would be favourably entertained.

The Chairman informed the meeting that the Society had had corres-

pondence with the American Government on the subject. At the request

of that Government a series of hourly observations from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

had been carried on by Mr. Abbott, at the instance of the Society, during

the months of November and December, 1872, for the purpose of deter-

mining the percentage of sunshine. The information thus acquired was
transmitted to the National Observatory at Washington.

Mr. M. Allport proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Abbott for his paper,

and to the donors of presentations. He would be glad to propose &
special vote to Captain Harrison for his very valuable donations. It

was clear that a very great amount of trouble had been taken in these
preparations—especially the large head of the "Killer"—and the Museum
would soon be very rich indeed if others of our whaling Captains
followed the example of Captains Harrison and George McArthur. The
vote having been passed the meeting separated.



MAT, 1873.

The monthly evening meeting of the Society was held on Tuesday,
the 13th May, J. Barnard, Esq., in the chair.

In the absence of Dr. Agnew, Mr. M. Allport acted as Secretary.
Messrs. A. Hopkins and J. W. Briant, who had previously been

nominated by the Council, were, after a ballot, declared duly elected
Fellows of the Society.

The following returns were brought under notice :

—

1. Visitors to Museum during April, 1408.

2. Ditto to Gardens ditto, 2,843.

3. Plants received at and sent from Gardens
4. Time of leafing, &c. , of a few standard plants in Society's Gardens.
5. Books and periodicals received.

6. Presentations to Museum.
Meteorological Returns—

1. HobartTown, from F. Abbott, Esq.—Table, &c., for April.
2. Westbury, from F. Belstead, Esq.—Ditto for March.
3. Swansea, from Dr. Story—Ditto for February.
4. Melbourne, from R. J. L. Ellery, Esq.—Printed tables for

February.
5. Sydney, fromH. C. Russell, Esq.—Ditto.

6. New Zealand, from Dr. Hector—Ditto July to December, 1872.
The presentations to the Museum were as follow :

—

1. From Mr. Inches, Shipwright's Point—A specimen of fossiliferous

limestone from that locality.

2. From Mr. Stewart, New Town—Two butterfly gurnards.
3. From Mr. Miles—Sample of oil from " Cowfish " {Delphhms sp.)

4. From the Rev. D. Freeman—Specimens of Prawns obtained about
three miles at sea off the mouth of Lyttelton harbour, New
Zealand.

[In reference to this presentation the donor states that when leaving
Lyttelton harbour the vessel in which he was a passenger sailed during
a whole day through masses of these crustaceans—the water being
literally alive with them—so that they could readily be captured by
dipping a bucket over the ship's side ; and had a suitable net been
available an enormous quantity might easily have been taken. To all

appearance they are identical in species with specimens taken at various
times from the stomachs of fish caught in Tasmanian waters].

5. From Mr. J. Newman.—A very large species of Mantis, from
Adelaide.

6. Bark of Paper Bark Tree [Melaleuca sp.)

7. From Mr. T. G. Kearney, Coal River.—A RoseUa Parrot un-
usually marked.

8. From Mr. L. Young, Howrah.—A Kingfisher [Halcyon sanctus.)

9. From Mr. Luckman, Clarence Plains, a white-fronted Falcon
(Falco lumdatus) of an unusual colour.

10. From Mr. Stopford.—A curious excrescence on a root of Black
Wattle.

11. From J. Forster Esq.— Samples of Tin Ore &c., from Mount
Bischoff, Tasmania.

12. From Captain Tyson.—A box, used as a Bee hive, fiUed with
honeycomb.

13. From Mr. Simpson. An exploded Bomb Lance, and the ear-

bone of a Whale, found on Bird Island.

14. From the Ven. Archdeacon Davies, specimens of Coal and Iron
Ore, from Rostrevor, Spring Bay.

15. From Mr. Gill, Rheban.—The bony palate of an Angel Ray.
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16. From Mr. F. S. Edgar.—An old view of the country round
Hobart Town, taken from Mount Nelson.

17. From Mr. J. Brown, Survey Department.—A fine sample of

Kidney Iron Ore from Ilfracombe—with a note.

In reference to the parrot presented by Mr. Kearney, Mr. Swan"
remarked that he believed it to be an abnormal specimen of Rosella
(Platycercus eximius) only, and not a cross—as aberrant forms of this
genus were very frequent.

^
As to the Kingfisher (Halcyon sanctus) the same gentleman expressed

his belief that it was only a casual visitor to Tasmania, as its proper
habitat was further north, and the nest had never, so far as he knew,
been discovered in this Colony.

After reading some remarks by Mr. EoUings, of Forcett, as to the stone
implements of our aborigines, the Acting-Secretary observed that it was
strange none of the handles spoken of, as being used with the larger
implements, had been preserved ; and Mr, Swan suggested that it was
quite possible those natives whom Mr. EolHngs had seen fixing handles
to the stones had acquired the art from Europeans, as none of the early
accounts mentioned implements with handles.
The attention of the Fellows was especially called to the mounted

specimens of the Apteryx and Night Parrot, which had been admirably
set up by Mr. Gaskell of Melbourne at a very trifling cost. The
difficulty of the work must have been enhanced by the poor quality of
the skins sent over, and if fresh skins of our own manomals and birds
were from time to time supplied, charming additions might be made to
the Museum collection.

The meeting closed with the usual vote of thanks to the donors of

presentations.
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THE TEANSIT OF VENUS 1874.

With special reference to the importance of determining the

true distance of the Sun in connection with Meteorology.

By F. Abbott, F.R.A.S., F.E.M.S.

[_Bead 8th A^ril, 1872.]

The title of the present paper may appear at first sight

somewhat paradoxical. It may be asked what has the transit

of Venus to do with Meteorology? The answer is—the

transit of Venus is the best means of procuring the sun's

true distance from the earth, and the sun has everything to

do with Meteorology. The relation of these subjects to each
other appears an interesting question for discussion.

The time appears now to have arrived, since such inesti-

mable additions as spectrum analysis and photography have
been applied to the telescope, for the better examination of

celestial objects. When this is accomplished, the physical

laws which, by the agency of the sun and planets, influence

the Meteorology of the earth cannot fail to be better understood.

The study of Astronomy requires mathematical knowledge
of the highest order, and its truths are not at all times open
to ocular demonstration. But on the other hand, the astounding

spectacles in Meteorology, storms with thunder, lightning,

&c., could not fail strongly to impress the imagination of man,
and lead him to conclude that meteorological phenomena bore

directly on his well-being.

But if these two sciences were bom at the same time, they

are far from having made the same progress. Astronomy
has long ago attained a certainty so great, that it is now con-

sidered the first of all sciences of observation. Meteorology,

on the contrary, is still in its infancy; it requires the applica-

tion of different laws of physics to particular phenomena.
Meteorology, therefore, could make no real progress until the

physical sciences were sufficiently advanced, the most impor-

tant of which for meteorology is electricity, which dates back

scarcely a century, and at the present time its operations in

nature are but little known ; but in whatever way these phe-

nomena offer themselves to the earth, they are analogous with

solar physics.

There is no problem in astronomy which has had so much
attention paid to it as that which proposes the true parallax of

the sun. Different results have been arrived at by different

observers over a long space of time, and yet it remains an open
question to be determined at the forthcoming transit in

December, 1874. The earth's true distance from those power-

ful solar influences, which in many ways affect its atmosphere

is a problem much required to be solved. By this means only
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can we obtain a more correct knowledge of those physical laws

which influence the phenomena observed in our solar system.

The parallax of Venus is known to be almost four times

as great as the solar parallax, which causes a very sensible

difference between the times that Venus will be seen to pass

over the sun by observers situated at different parts of the

earth's surface ; if the observations are correctly made, the

sun's parallax can be determined in this way to a small jjart of

a second, and will furnish an universal standard of astronomical

measure for all the planets in the system.

The older astronomers endeavoured to ascertain the sun's

distance, or in other words the sun's parallax ; but in practice

this is a very delicate problem, as the sun's parallax forms a
very small angle. Aristarchus of Samos, 260 years B.C.,

thought that as the centre of the sun,the centre of the moon,
and the eye of the observer, form the three summits of a
triangle, in which one angle is a right angle when the moon is

at a quadrature, or when the light and dark portion of the

lunar disc are separated by a perfectly straight line. Aris-

tarchus measured the angle subtended and deduced from it

the ratio ofthe distance very much too small. The same may be
said of the plan employed by Hipparchus,and afterhim Ptolemy,
which consisted in measuring the distance of the diameter of the

earth's shadow in eclipse of the moon. The parallax of the
sun at this time was set down at 3', which is much too great.

Kepler, Riccioli, Hevelius, and Vendelini, being provided with
better means, reduced the parallax of the sun successively to
2' 28"', and finally to 15", the latter figure still being nearly

twice as large as it should be.

By the three well-known astronomical laws of Kepler,

which govern the motion of all the planets round the sun, and
establish a connection between the duration of revolutions and
mean distance, the sun's parallax was found to be by Cassini

10", by La Hire 6", by Maraldi 10^ by Pond and Bradley 9
to 12'^, and by Lacaille 10"5". The approximate parallax now
known is 8-9", which gives for the sun's distance 91,308,642
miles ; until recently 95,000,000 miles has been adopted.

The earth's parallax taken from 8-578'" to 9-343'" gives a
difference of 0*765", and every tenth of a second is equal to

1,130,000 miles, so that this difference will bring the sun in

the northern hemisphere about 3,000,000 miles nearer to the
earth in winter, and in the southern hemisphere 3,000,000
nearer in the summer season.

Laplace arrived at a very striking result in this way from his

researches on the value of the solar parallax ; among the
equations in longitude involving that element and varying with
the angular distance between the sun and moon, the co-
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efficient of his equation, when compared with observation, was
found to give 8*6^' for the mean value of solar parallax. The
result agrees with the mean of those obtained, from the transit

of Venus in 1769. "It is very remarkable," says Laplace,
" that an astronomer without leaving his observatory, by
merely comparing his observations with analysis, is enabled
to determine the magnitude and figure of the earth and its

distance from the sun and moon." (Exposition du systeme dw
monde.)

The protrusion of light from the sun indicates the presence
of a medium of continuity ; it is not wholly electrical because
electrical action implies separation and reunion with force; it

is therefore principally combustion of the metals of the alkalis

and alkaline earths, which produce both light and heat with
the greatest possible energy. It will appear clear, therefore,

that a difference of the sun's distance from the earth,

amounting to three millions of miles,would make a considerable

meteorological difference to the earth and its atmosphere.
That the motions of the planetary system are derived from

the solar motion is proved by the fact that their mean motions
correspond with the plane of the solar equator,and the breadth
of the planetary zodiac is taken at 7f degrees on each side of

the solar equator, while 7f degrees is the inclination of its

pole. The two large hemispheres above and below appear to

be the articular region for the range of comets.

Professor Zollner's late investigation as to the origin of the
earth's magnetism, and the magnetic relations of the heayenly
bodies, draws the conclusion from simultaneous forces acting
at a distance. He considers that the sun is a magnetic
body like the earth. The earth in its annual course round
the sun cuts a plane perpendicular to the ecliptic twice a
year. On September 6th the south pole of the sun is towards
the earth, and on March 7th the north pole, and whatever
magnetic effects are produced on the earth by the sun will

have their maximum at these two dates.

It is a well known law that every particle of matter in the
universe attracts every other particle, with a force directly

proportioned to the mass of the attracting particle, and in-

versely to the square of the distance between them. There is

a disturbing force, oblique to the line joining the moon and
the earth, which in some situations acts to accelerate, in
others to retard her elliptic orbital motion—in some to draw the
earth from the moon, in others, the moon from the earth.

The known mass of Venus is rather greater, and her
density rather less than that of the earth, the force of gravity
at her surface is about the same as on the surface of the
earth, but she produces disturbing causes both in the orbit of
the earth and the moon.
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The mass of Jupiter being great, his influence is con-

siderable in disturbing the other planets, the disturbance

produced by him is the reciprocal effect produced in the

motions of himself and Saturn. The mutual action of these

immense bodies is of such a nature that if one be by the

disturbance put before its mean place, the other will be behind
its mean place. This inequality is of such a magnitude as

at its maximum to advance or retard Saturn by 0-49" in longi-

tude, and to retard or advance Jupiter by 0-21'. This great

inequality goes through all its changes of magnitude in

about 918 years.

At a meeting of the R.A.S., Lieut. Col. Strange, F.R.S., in

following the Astronomer Royal as to the iiuiifficiency ofexisting
physical observatories, or what is more recognised as physical

astronomy, said if the study of the sun only was in question,

that alone would justify such a measure. There can hardly

be a doubt that almost every natural phenomenon connected
with climate can be distinctly traced to the sun as the great

dominant force. " It is my conviction," says Col. Strange,
" that of all the fields now open for scientific cultivation,

there is not one which promises results of such high utili-

tarian value as the exhaustive systematic study of the sun."

No one who has studied the combined sciences of astronomy
and meteorology will deny that Col. Strange's suggestion is a

step in the right direction.

The connection of planetary configurations and solar spots,

with terrestrial magnetism and auroral phenomena, must tend
to establish a connection between sun-spots and solar radiation.

So long ago as August 1612, Galileo wrote, in the second of

his three celebrated letters, that it was his oj)inion solar

spots have some relation to the planets.

This principle has been made all but clear from a paper read
by Mr. Meldrum at the meeting of the British Association,

showing that cyclones ofthe Indian Oceanhave a periodicity cor-

responding with sun-spots. Mr. A. Elvins, at Toronto, has fo

many years recorded such astronomical phenomena and storm
periods, the result of which, from his registered tables, is

that storm periods usually occur at sun-spot maxima.

We may gather from these remarks that every solar dis-

turbance receives an immediate response from the earth, and
that the magnetic impulse travels sensibly with the velocity

of light. There is a counterpart of such cyclones and lateral

movements in the body of the sun, by which the wave-lengths
of luminous vibrations of light are measured in passing from
one colour of the spectrum to another, and by which means not
only the rate at which solar storms travel over the sun, but
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which supplies a means for measuring the velocity of the

stars, from which Dr. Huggins finds the motion of recession

of from 15 to 28 miles per second, and the motion of approach

amounting to 55 miles per second in the case of Arcturus. In
early scientific history, we hear nothing notable of meteorology

or its connection with any astronomical influences, either

from the Egyptians, Chaldeans, or Phoenicians. In the 4th

century before Christ, Aristotle relates to meteorology as being

confined to the region intermediate between the earth and the

region of the stars ; the subject itself including enquiries into the

nature of meteors, comets, and the Milky Way. The Egyptian
priests are related to have kept registers, in which they

entered notices of remarkable natural phenomena, such as

the rain-fall in Uj^per Egypt, which they considered to be

the cause of the inundation of the Nile. From the Chinese,

who had fixed observatories, early records were obtained,

some of which were employed by Laplace to determine the

ecliptic obliquity, but they convey no knowledge of physical

astronomy, such as solar spots, magnetism with its momen-
tary changes, electricity, aurora or zodiacal light, or any united

phenomena which emanate from the action of the sun. A
very striking example of the transformation of force from the

sun is given in planetary movements with very eccentric

orbits. A cometary orbit, whose greatest elongation should

extend beyond the distance of Neptune, while its perihelion

should be within the orbit of Mercury, would acquire a
velocity of from one to two hundred miles per second at peri-

helion, but at its remote aphelion its velocity would be
reduced to two or three miles per second. Perhaps the best

illustration on record of combined force from planetary con-

junctions, in which the earth was connected, is recorded as

having taken place November 27th, ] 703, when five of the

planets were in conjunction with the sun, Jupiter, the earth

and moon, Yenus, the sun. Mercury and Mars, at which time
the most frightful storm ever remembered swept over the

continent of Europe. There were blown down 800 houses,

400 wind-mills, 25,000 timber trees, 100 churches
unroofed, 300 sail of shipping lost, 900 small crafts, 1,500
sheep. The loss in London was over a million sterling. Sir

Cloudesley Shovel,with his fleet in the Downs, lost three ships

of 70-guns, one of 64, two of 56, and one of 46, besides 1,500
men, who perished on the Goodwin Sands. It was on that
day the whole structure of the first Eddystone Lighthouse,
together with its architect, Winstanley, and other inmates,
was blown into the ocean.

Knowing, therefore, that these astronomical connections,

conjunctions, and appositions, together with other forces of a
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lesser character, produce such remarkable phenomena may we
not hope that a better knowledge of the solar and planetary

influences will enable us to make some approach to meteorolo-

gical forecasts.

By knowing the true distance of the sun from the earth,

and the greatest elongation of the planet, it becomes a simple

question in plane trigonometry to ascertain the distance and
size of all the planets in the system, a problem, the solu-

tion of which will for ever form an epoch in the history

of mankind. The complicated movements of our globe,

and the system to which it belongs, have been demon-
strated in a general proposition by Lagrange and Laplace,

viz., an invariable relation exists among the eccentricities

of any number of perturbed orbits, and that the sum of

the squares of the eccentricities, each multiplied by an
invariable co-efficient, is itself invariable, and subject to no
change by the mutual action of the parts of the system. The
masses of the planets, and the constants of their motion, might
all be changed from what they are (within certain limits) yet

the same tendency to self-destruction in the deviations of the

system (from a certain state) would still exist, so that at the

end of each period of the system, all its parts are re-established

in their original position to set out afresh, to run the same
unvarying round for ever.

To James Gregory, a Scotch mathematician, is due the

original suggestion of using the inferior planets for getting the

parallax of the sun, although Halley has the credit of having
first recommended to the notice of future astronomers an
affecting exhortation not to suffer so precious an occasion

as the transit of Venus in 1631 to pass unprofitably, but to

deduce from this observation one of the most important
elements of our system. Halley at this time was aware of the

rarity of the transit of Venus, as the plane which Venus des-

cribes does not coincide with the plane of the earth's orbit

owing to which circumstance two transits usually, but not
always, occur in an interval of eight years, after which they
do not again occur for more than a century, and always in June
and December. If however a transit does not happen at the

same node after an interval of eight years, it cannot take place

again at that node for 235 years, which will be in the year
2117.

Venus, seen from the earth, accomplishes an entire oscilla-

tion round the sun in 584 days, and then returns to inferior

conjunction again, but during this time the earth has made
one entire revolution round the sun, besides having described

an arc of about 216deg., five times which makes l,080deg., or

three circumferences of 360 deg., therefore at the end of five
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conjunctions, or iSve times 584 days, which is equivalent to

2,920 days, or eight years, the conjunctions are reproduced

almost on the same day and in the same part of the heavens.

The latitude of Yenus and the sun however are not rigorously

identical at the end of eight years, but present a difference of

20' to 24', therefore making a difference in 16 years of from
40' to 48', a quantity which surpasses the semi-diameter of the

sun ; these intervals therefore do not return again for more

than a century, when they succeed each other as before.

In the year 1627 Kepler completed the Eudolphine tables

which enabled him better to calculate the motions of the

planets. In 1639 the planet Yenus passed over the sun's disc,

and on this occasion the transit took place unknown to any

notable astronomer. It was only seen by two young amateurs,

Jeremiah Horrocks, of Toxteth Park, near Liverpool, and

William Crabtree, of Broughton, near Manchester. In taking

the mean between the Eudolphine tables and those of Lans-

burg, Horrocks arrived at the position and time of both

ingress and egress of the planet's transit over the sun's disc

at 3h. 15m. p.m., on observing which it seemed to him at the

moment as if Divine Providence had encouraged his aspira-

tions in this most gratifying spectacle, the object of so

many earnest wishes. This was the first recorded time the

planet Yenns was seen crossing the sun's disc. At this time

Horrocks was but twenty years old, and he died three years

afterwards. His companion, Crabtree, lived but a short time

after him, when the world lost two young men of extra-

ordinary promise, who have left an interesting account of this

transit entitled " Venus in Sole Visa."

The earth passes her ascending node in the beginning of

December, and her descending node in the beginning of June.

If to the date of the first transit seen by Horrocks and Crabtree,

December 4th, 1639, we add 235 years, it will give the time of

the forthcoming transit in December, 1874, at the same node.

Prom her inferior to her superior conjunction, Yenus appears

on the west side of the sun, when she is a morning star. From
her superior to her inferior conjunction she appears on the

east side of the sun, and is then an evening star, alternating

morning and evening star for a period of 292 days. Each
time Yenus never departs quite 48° from the sun ; she is never

seen at midnight, nor in opposition, being visible about three

hours before sunrise, and about the same time after sunset.

The physical emanations in the sun are known to undergo
remarkable changes, these emanations are to be found in the

aurora, the zodiacal light, meteorides, etc. ; the chemical

emanation by which photographic impressions are produced,

observed with the refracting telescope, requires a peculiar form
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of lens. The heat ray of lower intensity is conveyed to a focus

by a lens of rock salt, as rock salt absorbs little or no heat,

either dark or luminous, the calorific powers of the different

coloured rays can be best compared by using a prism of

this substance. The phosphorogenic ray for the refracting

telescope is best transmitted by a lens of quartz, they are all

however concentrated into foci by metallic reflectors.

The forthcoming transit will be recorded by photography,
for which purpose preparations are being made in England,
America, France, Prussia, Eussia, Portugal, and many other

places. By this means the epoch of each photographic record

may be determined with accuracy, the time of the exposure

being from 1-50 to 1-100 of a second. The angle of position

of successive situations of the planet on the sun's disc, as shown
on the series of photographs, and the distances of the centres

of the planet and the sun, are data that determine the chord,

along which the transit has been observed to within O'l'''', and
an error of V^ in the measurement will give an error of only

0185" in deduced solar parallax.

In the photographic method there is the possibility of a sys-

tematic distortion, either optical or mechanical, and where
the determination of a definite point is so refined as that which
will have to be of the solar parallax, any distortion may be

considered a serious defect. The observation is also uncertain

on account of irradiation, and being only momentary, if missed,

the record is irretrievably lost.

The Americans propose to exclude the distortion error by
dispensing with the secondary magnifier, and employing a

lens of considerable focal length (40 feet) in order to obtain an
image lin. in diameter. This plan is also being adopted in

Lord Lindsay's preparations, in order to obtain an accurate

image of the sun at least 4in. in diameter formed by rays as

little oblique as possible being reflected into the telescope

horizontally by means of a heliostat.

Some observers intend using the spectroscope, especially for

examining the dark ligament seen by some observers during

last transit of Venus. This, however, is not always the case

when first the opaque globe of Venus begins to touch the

bright limb of the sun. " I know," says Captain Smyth, "by
my own experience, it may be noted within a second of time.'*

The same remark is made by Sir David Brewster, in his edition

of Ferguson's astronomy, the times by observation of internal

contact can be observed with much greater accuracy than any

angular distance can be measured, and on this depends the

superiority of the method.

Venus at that time is at her maximum size, being 61-236*,
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her mean value according to M. Arago, being 16-904". When
the elongation of Venus is 30° 44' between its inferior con-

junction and greatest elongation, it appears the brightest, and in

this situation, Venus is often seen with the unassisted eye in

broad daylight. At inferior conjunction the sun and Venus
approach each other at the rate of 4 sees, in the minute, so

that if the time of contact be erroneous at each place of ob-

servation 4 sees, of time, the angle may be erroneous, equal

to 8-15 of a second ; therefore the limit of error is about 4-15

of a second, so that an angle only 4-15 of a second can be

measured, a less quantity than can be determined with cer-

tainty by any other method.
In conclusion : Suppose the two observers to be exactly 90°

apart, a circumstance scarcely to be expected,yet by knowing the

distance, and the greater the distance that the observers are

apart on the Earth's surface, the more correct is likely to be the

observation it will not be difficult to find the magnitude of

the chord-line within the Earth, and from hence deduce what

must have been the result had their distance been exactly

90°.

From previous observations the parallax of the sun is included

within the limits of 8'5", and 8'7/'
; the mean 8'6'' has been

adopted by Delambra, and Laland, but is not considered

sufficiently correct. When the true distance of the sun has

been determined, and all the planets in the system adjusted

thereto, we may look forward with hope to the time when
the conservation of forces which unite the planetary to solar

influences may be brought to our knowledge, and give a

principle of abstraction which will enable observers to ob-

tain a correct investigation of those physical laws which

control the earth and its atmosphere.
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JUNE, 1873.

The monthly evening meeting was held on Tuesday, the 10th
June, M. AUport, Esq., in the chair.

The following gentlemen, who had previously been noarinated by
the Council, were, after a ballot, declared duly elected as Fellows
of the Society, viz. :—R,. Brough Smyth, Esq., Secretary for Mines,
Melbourne (corresponding member) ; and C. J. Barclay, Esq., Hobart
Town.
The Hon. Secretary brought under notice the following returns for

the past month :

—

1. Visitors to Museum, 1,223.

2. Ditto to Gardens, 2,203.

3. Time of leafing, &c, , of a few standard plants in Botanic Gardens.
4. Books and Periodicals received.

5. Presentations to Museum, &c.

Meteorological Returns—For Hobart Town, from F. Abbott, Esq., and
Port Arthur from A. H. Boyd, Esq., tables for May.

The presentations to the Museum and Library were as follows :

—

1. From the Home Government—Asuit of steel armour (16th century).

2. From Mr. A. Dowling—A specimen of carbonate of Lime incrus-

tation on Moss, from Tunbridge.
3. From Mr. J. J. Low, Richmond—Specimens of Stream Tin with

gold, &c., from El Dorado, Beechworth, Victoria.

4. From the Hon. C. ^lei'edith—A sample of Stream Tin, and two
specimens of tin ore from jMount Bischoflf.

5. From Mr. F. L. Piguenit—Two butterfly Gurnards.
6. From Mr. Hedberg—A harpoon much twisted, taken from a whale

killed by the boats of the Maid of Erin.

7. From Mr. R. Gatenby, Macquarie River—Two snakes, a lizard

with double tail, a specimen of Gordius aquations, and a female
native tiger ( Thylacinus cynocepliahis).

8. From Mr. Flexmore—A kingfisher (Alcyone azurea).

9. From the Rev. G. Clarke—A copy of Roscoe's Spectrum Analysis

^

1 vol., bound.
10. From Mr. J. Buckland—A Russian copper coin.

11. From Mr. H. Hull, jun.—Seven coins (6 copper and 1 bronze.)

The Secretary directed the special attention of the meeting to the
very interesting presentation No. 1. It was a complete suit of the
Armour of a Man at Arms, of the date of the 16th century. The
fact of its having been presented by the British Government was
a sufficient proof that it was genuine, and that its age was correctly

determined. A despatch to His Excellency the Governor, from the
Right Hon. the Secretary of State for the Colonies, in reference to the
Armour, was read.

The specimens of Tin Ore (presentation No. 4) having been examined
with great attention by the meeting, the Hon. C. Meredith observed
that it might be of interest to know he had himself obtained them
on the spot when recently on a visit to Mount Bischoff. He had
obtained other and much finer specimens, but these he had forwarded
to Sydney. There they were regarded with the greatest interest,

because their mass and general appearance indicated they were taken
from a solid lode, or vein of ore. In this respect they were different

from specimens of tin he had seen from New South Wales or Queens-
land, which were always waterworn and in the form of granules. At
Mount Bischofi" there had been apparently an upheaval or outburst
of the ore, and extraordinary expectations had been formed as to the
value of the discovery. He did not think, however, that this would
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be the only locality in which large quantities of tin would be found, as

from information he had received he fully expected that other dis-

coveries should be made in the very imperfectly explored districts

lying to the south and west of Mount Bischoff. He need scarcely say
that all the country in the vicinity of the Mount had been applied for,

immediately after the discovery of the tin was made pubHc.
Dr. Agnew informed the meeting that as Hon. Secretary to the

Society, he had had some correspondence in reference to the stone
implements of our Aborigines, with Mr. Brough Smyth (secretary for

mines, Victoria), who was writing on the subject of the Australian
Aborigines. On one point the evidence was conflicting. By some he.

Dr. Agnew, had been told that in addition to the stono implements of

which our Museum has several specimens, the Natives made use of others
after the manner of axes, that is, they fastened to them handles in the
shape of withes, bound round with the tendons of some animal. Other
observers think our Natives did not originally use these handles,

but learned how to attach them,, from some New South Wales Aborigines
who came to this country in the early days of its settlement. On the
occasion of his (Dr. Agnew's) recent visit to Melbourne, Mr. Brough
Symth, who was anxious to have all the information possible on the
point at issue, suggested to him the following queries, which were now
brought forward in order that a wide publicity might be given to them
when the official report of the meeting ai^peared in the newspapers :

—

1. Were tomahawks made by striking off flakes until the desired

shape was obtained ; or were they simply pebbles of suitable

form taken from a river bed ?

2. Did they grind or polish the cutting edge, and if so what means
did they employ ?

3. Of what kind of stone w^ere the tomahawks made ?

4. Are there any tomahawks to be got in Tasmania ?

5. Did they use gum in fastening the wooden handle to the head ?

Discussion ensued, from which it appeared the general belief of the
Fellows present was, that the stone axe with the handle attached was
never used by our Natives until taught by those from the neigh-

bouring continent.

The Secretary read a paper from Lieut. Legge, E. A., F.Z.S., M.K. A.S.,

a corresponding member of the Societj'', now stationed in Ceylon, on
the Ploceus{baya (Blyth), the "Weaver Bird" of Ceylon. The paper,

which was illustrated by sj)ecimens of the Weaver Birds' nests, at

different stages of construction, was presented to the Museum by the
author.

Sir James M, Wilson, after remarking that he had heard some
rumours as to the probability of a party of observation being established

at Possession Island on the occasion of the Transit of Venus in 1874,
enquired if the Victorian Government was likely to take any action in

the matter.

The Hon. Secretary replied that he had not heard of any such
intention on the j^art of the Victorian Government, and in reference

to the question, proceeded to read a letter from Dr. Hooker, which
appeared in JVature for March 20th, 1873, page 384, in which it was con-
clusively shown that the station was quite unlit for the purpose of

observing the transit.

[For further observations on Possession Island see " Voyage of Erebus
and Terror to the Antarctic Regions," vol. 1, page oO. It will be
remembered that Dr. Hooker was Botanist to this expedition. ]

Some conversational discussion having taken place, a vote of thanks
was i>assed to the donors of presentations, and a special vote to Mr.
Legge for his very interesting paper. The proceedings then terminated.
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JULY, 1873.

The monthly evening meeting of the Society was held on Tuesday,
the 8th July, the Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Tasmania in the
chair.

The following returns for the month of June were brought under
notice :

—

1. Visitors to Museum, 1,243.

2. Ditto to Gardens, 2,599.

3. Plants, &c., received at and sent from Gardens :

—

a. From Mr. W. Ball, London—83 packets seeds.

h. From Botanic Gardens, Christchurch, New Zealand—One case

containing 70 plants.

Supplied for planting public places :

—

a. For Church of England grounds, Avoca—25 plants.

h. For Cemetery, Cornelian Bay—373 plants.

c. For Church of England grounds, Longford— 123 plants.

d. For ditto ditto, Bothwell—114 plants and 48 roses.

€. For Launceston and Western Railway station— 120 plants.

4. Times of leafing, &c. , of a few standard plants in Botanic Gardens
during June.

6. Books and periodicals received.

6. Presentations to Museum.

7. Meteorological Returns—
a. Hobart Town, from F. Abbott, Esq., table for June.

h. Westbury, from F. Belstead, Esq., ditto for May.
c. Port Arthur, from A. H. Boyd, Esq., ditto for June.

d. Swansea, from Dr. Story, ditto for April.

€. Sydney, from the Government observer, printed ditto for March.

The presentations to the Museum and Library were as follows :

—

1. From Mr. J. Crooke, Ballochmyle—A young Wallaby from the

pouch.
2. From Mr. D. McPherson—A young Kangaroo Rat from the pouch.

3. From Mr. Hissey—A white Rabbit, a Ferret, and a Bantam Hen
from Mauritius.

4. From the Trustees of the British Museum, 64 volumes and parts

of publications on Natural History.

5. From the Royal Academy of Sciences, Munich, 17 vols., and parts

of the publications of that institution.

Presentation No. 4 was examined with great interest by the meeting,

the volumes comprising it being of great value as works of reference,

many being profusely illustrated by engravings and coloared drawings
of admirable execution.

Presentation No. 5 was particularly noticed, being a prompt and liberal

return from the Royal Academy of Sciences, Munich, for copies of the

publications of the Royal Society of Tasmania, forwarded last year to

that institution. The volumes comprising the presentation range over a

period from 1857 to 1871.

In addition to the above an unusual number of books from various

scientific bodies in England were laid before the meeting ; of these

the Ray, the Royal Geographical, the Geological, the Linnean, the

Zoological Societies, and the Society of Arts may be named.
The Secretary referring to the notice taken by the last meeting of

the Society as to the nature of the implements made use of by our

Aborigines, stated that he had received several communications on the

subject. After reading extracts from letters from Mr. Robert Gatenby,
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of the Macquarie Eiver, and Mr. Rollings, of Forcett, the following

from Mr. James Scott, M.H.A., of Launceston, was read :

—

*

' Hobart Town,
"26th June, 1873.

"Sir,—In answer to your queries as to the stone implements used
by the aborigines of this colony, viz., ' Were tomahawks made by
striking off flakes until the desired shape was obtained, ' &c. , as in queries
1 to 5.

" By information from my late brother, Mr. Thomas Scott, assistant

Surveyor-General, who was in this colony from 1820, and had many
opportunities of deserving the habits, &c. , of the aborigines, I may state

that I never learnt that they used the flint implements as tomahawks ;

but invariably held them in their hands with the thumb resting on the
flat surface, and turning the stone as found convenient to get the cutting

edges where required. He had seen the men sitting for an hour or so

at one time, chipping one flint with another so as to give them the
peculiar cutting sharp edges. The flints were used principally for cutting

and sharpening spears, waddies, and for making notches or rough edges
on the end of the waddies, for the hand to grasp firmly, in order to

prevent slipping when in the act of throwing, &c. They were also used
for cutting notches in the bark of trees, to enable the natives to climb
by placing the great toe of each foot alternately in the notches. The
ends of the spears were hardened by being a short time in the fire. In
addition to cutting holes in the bdrk for their toes the natives, when the
trees were large and high, made use of a grass roj^e, which was passed
round their body and the tree. To make such a rope some eight or ten
men would all begin in a most expert way to pull the long wiry grass ;

and when they had sufficient would all run together, and mix it ; then
half of them would get small crooked sticks and twist the grass, whilst

the others let it out into small fine ropes. Then all these ropes were
twisted together into one strong one, sufficiently long to go round the
tree and the man ascending.

" As to the flint implements, I have often found them in various parts

of the colony, but chiefly in the midland districts, and as far north as

Launceston, always in the shape used by holding in the hand, never
in the shape of a tomahawk.

'
' A few years since I found above one hundred flints, all of the

usual shape, at what I believe must have been a regular camping place

of the Aborigines, as they were obtained on a space of about one acre

on the east bank of the Macquarie Eiver, at the foot of Mount Pringle,

on the estate of Mount INlorriston, at the head of a broad sheet of

water about one mile in length, on the edge of the Salt Pan Plams
and the hills rising to the east.

"Should the Royal Society of Tasmania undertake to keep the flints I

found on the bank of the JMacquarie River, and to designate them as
* The Mount Morriston ' collection, I shall willingly hand them over

by the first opportunity after I get to Launceston.
" The flints were said to be obtained by the aborigines somewhere

between 'The Split Rock ' and 'The Great Lake.' This I believe

could be easily tested. I am informed a rock very similar is also found
at * Stocker's Bottom,' forming part of ' Mount Morriston,' about five

miles easterly from the spot where I found them. Another is also found
at a spot about eight miles south, on the Macquarie River, known
as ' The Tea Gardens,' but I cannot from personal knowledge affirm this.

" One custom of the aborigines was to plait strings from the bark
of a yellow coloured shrub, equal to flax, both in strength and fineness,

and found in abundance.
" Another custom was for females who had lost a child to wear an
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arm, or thigh bone, of such child, fastened by a string (with perhaps
eagle's talons added), round the head for a certain time after the death
—such I have myself seen sent home as a curiosity.

*' Some years ago I sent to England by Mr. Briton, late Police Magis-
trate at Launceston, a round stone chipped all round to a circle about
iinches diameter, and 1^ inch thick in the centre, to 1 inch thick at the
edge. On this the females broke the bones of animals for the marrow,
using another stone about six inches in diameter for stiiking. Both
these stones were smooth and well worn, having evidently been long
in use. I daresay, wherever 'Mr. Briton's collection is, these two stones

could be identified from this description, and casts could be taken from,

them, as they were the only ones of the sort obtained. It may be also

well to state that the Aborigines, in moving from camp to camp, if

possible, carried a fire with them, to save the labour of getting it by
friction of two pieces of wood—the use of which was known to them.

'

' I beg to remain,
" Yours very truly,

" J. W. Agnew, Esq., " James Scott.
" Hon. Secretary, Royal Society of Tasmania,"

All enquiries on the subject of the stone implements of the Tasmanian
Aborigines tend to prove that no true tomahawks were known to, or

fabricated by them. They merely used sharp-edged stones as knives.

These were made sharp, not by grinding or polishing, but by striking off

flakes by another stone till the required edge was obtained. As a very
general, if not invariable, rule, one surface only was chipped in the pro-

cess of sharpening. They were made from two different kinds of stone

—the one apparently an indurated clay rock, the other containing a
large proportion of silex.

A letter from Mr. Johnston, Eailway-office, Launceston, enclosing

photographs of leaf impressions and a fossil Unio, was read. The fossils

were found on the bank of the Tamar, in a tertiary deposit, at high
water level. The photograph was attentively examined, and a hope was
expressed that Mr. Johnston would continue his explorations and favour
the Society with specimens of such fossils as he might meet with.

Mr. Morton Allport remarked that having noticed in the Annals
and INIagazine of Natural History for May, 1873 (No. 65) page 338, a
paper by Professor Frederick McCoy " on a new Australian Species of

Thyrsites," named by him Thyrsites micropvs, he thought it right to

mention that the species referred to (being the Tasmanian "Kingfish)"
was sent to England, in spirits, by him in 1870, and that Dr. Giinther

had recognised it as an already described form, viz., Thyrsites solanderi.

A good preparation in sj)irit of the nutmeg, showing the leaf, the
entire fruit, and the mace, sent by Mr. R. R. Rex, was exhibited.

Specimens of the Kauri gum of New Zealand, in various stages of

preparation for the market, from the Ven. Archdeacon Davies, were also

shown.
Some ancient bronze drinking cups from Pompeii, engravings of old

Dutch painters and political celebrities, &c., sent by Mr. J. Northcott,
were brought forward for examination.

Mr. T. Stephens read a paper entitled " Notes on the Mersey Coal
Measures, and their relation to the other members of the carboniferous
series."

After some conversational discussion on the "subject of the paper, in

which the Bishop, Mr. Grant, Mr. INl. Allport, Mr. Rule, and others took
part, Mr. Grant remarked upon the great value of the presentation by
the British Museum, and moved that a special vote of thanks should be
forwarded to the trustees of that institution. This was carried, and
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thanks having also been accorded to the other contributors, and to Mr.
Stephens for the paper just read, the proceedings terminated.
The following is a list of the books, presented by the Trustees of the

British Museum, above referred to :

—

Catalogue of Carnivorous Mammalia.
Ditto Monkeys.
Ditto Seals and Whales (and supplement.

)

Ditto Birds of Tropical Islands of Pacific.

Ditto hand list of Birds.

List of Birds, part III., sects. III., IV. Part V.
Catalogue of Fishes (Giinther's) vols. I. to VIII.
Ditto Iluminant Mammalia.
Ditto Shield Reptiles, Pt. I. (supplement) and appendix.
Ditto ditto Pt. II.

Ditto Bones of Mammalia.
Ditto Coleopterous Insects of Canary Islands.
Ditto Halticidse.

Ditto Orthopterous Insects, Pt. I.

Ditto Blattarice.

Ditto Dermaptera, Saltatoria, &c. (supplement.)
Ditto ditto, Pts. II. to V.
Ditto Hemiptera, Heteroptera, Pts. I. V.
Ditto Diurnal Lepidoptera.
Ditto Lycsenidse (specimen).
List of Lepidopterous Insects, Pts. XIX. to XXXV.
Ditto MoUusca Pt. II.

Catalogue of Amphibodous Crustacea.
Ditto Sea Pens.
Ditto Lithophytes, or Stony Corals.
Ditto British Birds.

List of British non-parasitical Worms.
Ditto Diatomace^.
Catalogue of Meteorites.
Index to Minerals.
Guide to Ditto.

Ditto to Exhibition Booms.
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AUGUST, 1873.

The monthly evening meeting of the Society was held on Tuesday, the

I2th August, the Right Rev. Bishop Bromby, D.D., in the chair.

The following gentlemen, who had j^reviously been nominated by
the Council, were balloted for and declared duly elected as Fellows of

the Society, viz., Messrs. J. A. Turner and G. H. Latham, of Hobart
Town ; and Mr. R. M. Johnston, of Launceston.

The Secretary (Dr. Agnew), submitted the following returns for the

past month :

—

1. Visitors to Museum, 1,166,

2. Ditto to Gardens, 2, 434.

3. Plants, &c., sent from Gardens :

—

a. To Mr. G. Brunning, Melbourne—lOOpackets of seeds.

b. To Mr. W. Bull, London—60 packets of seeds of indigenous

plants.

c. For Church of England grounds, Xew Norfolk—50 plants.

d. For St. David's burial ground—12 plants.

e. For Friends' ditto—36 plants.

4. Plants, &c., received at Gardens :

—

a. From Mr. Brunning, Melbourne—74 plants, 11 varieties of

Scions.

h. From Royal Gardens, Kew, seeds of Cedrus deodara.

5. Books and periodicals received.

6. Presentations to Museum.

7. Meteorological Returns.

a. Hobart Town, from F. Abbott, Esq.—Table, &c., for July.

h. Westbury, from F. Belstead, Esq.—Ditto for June.

c. Port Arthur, from A. H. Boyd, Esq.—Ditto for July.

d. Swansea, from Dr. Story—Ditto for June.

e. Report of Meteorological Office, Dominion of Canada.

The presentations were as follows :—
1. From Mr. J. Watson,Muddy Plains—A Musk Duck [Bizmra lohata).

2. From Mr. Aldred—A Nankeen Night Heron {Nycticorax cak-

donicus).

3. From Dr. Huston—A "Native Companion," or Australian Crane

{Gi'us audralaskmus).
4. From Mr. Hissey—Two Shells [Hcdiotis sp). A Silver Pheasant,

prepared and mounted.
5. From Mr. T. Askill, Brighton—A Swamp Parakeet {Pezoporm

formosiis).

6. From Mr. Gregory—Four young Native Cats {Dasyurus viverrinvs)

from the pouch.

7. From Miss Castray—Algte and corallines, from Port Arthur, dried

and pressed.

8. "From Mr. D. Girdwood—Fossil Ostrea (?) and Terebratula, from

Greymouth, New Zealand.

9. From Mr. F. H. Eckford—Copper Ore, from Yamba, Queensland.

10. From Mr. Nevin—A piece of Turf, or peat, used for fuel in Ireland,

IL From jSIr. Mason—A Fish, from Shipwright's Pomt, Huon.

12. From Messrs. Cawthorn Bros., Macquarie Plains—A Lamb with

eight legs. Two Mountain Thrushes [Oreocinda lunidata).

13. From Mr. R. M. Johnston. A collection of Fossils, from near

Launceston.
14. From Mr. S. H. Wintle. A number of Mineralogical Specimens

from various parts of the colony. Accompanying them was an
**Analysis of a specimen of mineral incrustation from the inside
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of a boiler supplied by well-water during a period of three years
"

—from the estate of J. Todd, Esq., Blue Hills.

A specimen of coal of a peculiar character from Rostrevor, Spring Bay,
was exhibited by the Ven, the Archdeacon. On testing, it was found
to be incombustible. In appearance it resembled lignite, and contained
no trace of bitumen.
The Bishop brought forward some specimens of iron ore, from Mount

Pleasant, Swansea ; and Mr. Allporfc exhibited a collection of tin ore
from Mount Bischoff.

A letter from Dr. G. F. Story was read, giving, from information he
had received, some account of certain habits of the aborigines. As to
the implements used by them, the information was very similar to that
already laid before the Society.

The following statement from Mr. Robert Thirkell was read, and
possesses some interest as coming direct from the actual observer and
eye-witness of the subjects referred to :

—"Mr. Robert Thirkell, of
Woodstock, near Longford, arrived in Tasmania in the year 1820, and
was constantly amongst the natives. He found them a peaceable and
inoffensive race of people, and in no case had he to resort Ito force to
prevent mischief. On the first occasion the natives visited his place of

residence on the Macquarie River, about 20 men and the same number of

women and children came, after which various numbers came at inter-

vals. When he was engaged building a house the men came and
curiously inspected the work, and would use gimlets and other tools.

At other times, Mr. Thirkell states that he met them in the bush, and
in no case had he any cause for fear. Their mode of climbing trees
was to get a grass band twisted, put it round the tree and hold the twa
ends in one hand, and then with a sharp flint stone they would chip the
bark downwards and make a notch for the big toe, then change hands
and do the same on the other side. They had no handle to the stone,

merely an indent for the thumb, and the edge ground (? chipped) as
sharp as they could against another stone. When the opossum was got
out of a hole in the tree, they would knock its head against the tree
and throw it down. Those below would catch it if not dead. Their
spears were made of wood entirely, and jagged at the sharp end. They
used a shield made of a piece of flat wood, and waddie about 2 feet

6 inches long. They had merely a piece of kangaroo skin round their
loins, or rather hanging in front, no other covering, and no rugs or
bedding. Each family had a fire separate from the others at night.

They would not move about after dark, in fact not until sunrise. Mr.
Thirkell never considered it necessary to carry firearms to protect him-
self against them. He has met the Chief, who would walk up and put
his hand on the horse's neck, talk as well as he could, and be quite
friendly. Mr. Thirkell considered any injury sustained by the white
people was entirely occasioned by their own ill-usage of the females.

They used to half-cook the opossums whole, and were much pleased to
get potatoes from the white people.

"

The Hon. C. Meredith did not agree with the idea that the emnity
of the aborigines was due to the ill-treatment of their females by the
whites. Among the blacks there was no such feeling as jealousy, and
it was notorious to the early settlers that the blacks were in the habit

of forcing their gins to visit the whites in order to obtain what they
could from them. In the eastern districts, with which Mr. Meredith
was familiar, the blacks never jagged their spears, nor did they make
use of a shield. The jagged spears and shields would therefore appear
to have been used more particularly by the northern tribes, which were
specially referred to by Mr. Thirkell.

The Secretary read a paper by Mr. R. M. Johnston, of the Railway
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Department, ** Regarding the compoaition and extent of certain tertiary
beds in the neighbourhood of Launceston."
The paper, which was well illustrated by drawings of sections and

fossils, was very elaborate, and betrayed a great amount of care, zeal,

and ability on the part of the author.
Several of the Fellows—the Chairman, Mr. Gould, Mr. Grant, and Mr.

Allport—expressed their high sense of Mr. Johnston's researches, and
thought several of the points brought forward were worthy of careful
consideration and discussion. To give time for this purpose, it was
agreed that the subject should be resumed at next meeting, oa
which occasion a general hope was expressed that Mr. Johnston would
find it convenient to be present, in order that he might have an
opportunity of affording, from his intimate knowledge of the locality,

&G., any information which might be required during the discussion.
A special vote of thanks to Mr. Johnston, and the usual recognition

to the donors of presentations, terminated the proceedings.
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ON THE WEAVER BIRD (Ploceus laya : Bltth),

In Ceylon.

By E. V. Legge, R.A., F.Z.S., M.R.A.S.,

(Corresponding Member of the Royal Society of Tasmania.)

The sub-family Ploeeince, or Weaver Birds,—by reason of

their singular and interesting habits, and the wonderful

ingenuity displayed in the construction of their nests,—may
be said to rank foremost in the great family of FringilUdcB

;

and differ, in company with another interesting section, the

Munias (Fstreldincs)^ from others of the finch tribe, in having

a minute first primary. The weaver birds, which are inhabit-

ants of tropical Asia and of parts of Africa, are represented

in the former region by only one genus, Ploceus, of which
there are four species,

—

Ploceus haya (Blyth), P. striatus

(Blyth), P. Bengalensis (Linn.), and P. Philippinus. The
two first inhabit Ceylon, but P. haya is the best known of

the two, on account of its wide distribution throughout the

low country, and the singular and ingenious nests which it

builds ; while the latter, which is mostly a reed-builder, is

(according to Layard, the pioneer of Ceylon ornithologists)

only found in the eastern parts of the island. I have not

met with it even there, and have not observed it on the west

or south coasts ; so that it inhabits, in all probability, but a

very small portion of the island.

Before giving some little account of the habits and nesting,

as well as of the distribution, of the Baya throughout the

country, it may perhaps be as well, for the information of

those who may not be acquainted with this interesting bird, to

describe the species from Ceylon specimens in my collection.

Adult Male, in Breeding Plumage.—Total length, from 5i to

6 inches ; tail, 2f in. ; wing, 2 '8 in. ; tassus, "8
; mid. toe

without claws, '6 ; bill to gape, •?. Iris, hazel brown ; bill,

blackish, lighter about the ga,pe ; legs and feet, fleshy reddish

grey. Forehead, crown (extending down the sides of the

head), and chest, light yellow, glistening on the head ; centre

of nape, hind neck, back and wing coverts, sepia brown,

—

margined on the interscapular region with yellow, and on the

back and wing coverts with fulvous grey ; rump, rufous
;
quills

and tail, brown, margined yellowish. Lores and above nostril,

cheeks, and throat, blackish brown, lightest on the chin
;

breast and beneath, with the under-tail coverts, whitish,

—

washed with fulvous on the flanks, the feathers of which have

dark shafts.

Adult Female differs in being sepia brown above, the feathers
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margined with yellowish grey ; a yellowish grey supercillium

and a light patch below the eye ; rump, wings, and tail as in

the male, with the edgings more fulvous ; beneath whitish,

washed with obscure yellow on parts of the throat and chest.

Males in Winter Plumage resemble females, and Jerdau
(Birds of India) gives younger males in breeding plumage as

having the breast pale rusty instead of yellow, and wanting
the yellow margins on the interscapulars.

Young Birds in nestling plumage, which I have reared up
from the nest, are dark brown above, the feathers edged
fulvous, a light brownish buff ; supercilliary stripe buff ; chin

and lower parts whitish ; breast fulvous ; bill brownish
fleshy ; legs, feet reddish fleshy. The baya, as it is called in

India, is distributed throughout the whole peninsula, from the
Himalayas to Ceylon, extending eastwards into Burmah and
Malayana. In Ceylon it inhabits the whole low country.

Layard thought it to be migratory, and I was of the same
opinion for some time, but from further investigation, and a
knowledge of its different times of breeding in the north and
south of the island, combined with the generally accepted idea

that it nests but once a year, I believe that it does not
migrate from one district to the other, as do so many of our
small insessorial birds, but that ifc is stationary on both sides ;

merely wandering about from part to part of the same locality

until the breeding season, which is at crop time, when it

suddenly appears in large numbers and commences to build.

In support of my theory that it does not migrate, I may state

that it nests in the south-west and south from June until

August, when " internal migratory "* species have been driven

over to the East Coast by the south-west monsoon ; and in

the north from October until December, when the same birds

have moved back to the west, under the influence of the north-

east wind. It is found inhabiting the north and south of the
island, therefore, at the time of the year when, according to

the movements of migratory species, its habitat would be
exactly reversed. According to the late Dr. Jerdan, it is

stationary in most parts of India, and breeds there (as it does
in Ceylon) during the rains, according to the locality, from
April to September.

In this island the baya does not extend into the hills, that

* One " intei-nal migi-ation " of many of our birds takes place from west
to east and vice versa, according as the south-west or north-east monsoons
prevail. To what extent this exists, and what species are subjected to it are
still among the most difficult questions connected with the study of Ceylon
ornithology. I have digressed somewhat from the matter of this paper in
order to touch upon the subject as connected with Ploceus haya, because there
are so many ditferent opinions concerning its sudden appearance in various
parts of the country.
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is, up to any great elevation, but is found in the well wooded
districts of the low country, affecting the edges of low jungle,

scrubby patches of land, or detached groves and woods in the

vicinity of open places or fields, to which it resorts for the

purpose of feeding on grain and various kinds of grass seeds.

The " paddy "f fields, however, when the crop is ripening

afford it its flivourite food, and it is generally in the vicinity

of these that it assembles in colonies to breed. The nest is

suspended from either the cocoa-nut palm, the bamboo, or the

outspreading branches of some thinly foliaged tree growing

in the vicinity of the material used in its construction.

It would be imagined that the projecting leaves of a palm
•would farnish the best situation for a long pendant nest like

that of the baya, but the tops of the fronds, to which on such

a tree it is always attached, do not afford so steady a hold-

fast for it as the twigs of an ordinary branch, and in nine cases

out of ten the little architect chooses a common tree in pre-

ference to '' cocoanuts " growing close by. As many as four or

five nests, however, may sometimes be counted on a palm-tree,

but I have frequently seen a dozen hanging from a long-

branched tree such as the " Nooga," Ficus laccifera, or others

of similar growth. Indian writers record this weaver bird as

building much on palms, with the singular exception of Bur-

mah, where it almost invariably chooses the thatch of native

houses, or even of a much frequented European bungalow.

The nest in Ceylon is made of strips of cocoa pahn, date

palm, or bamboo leaves, and sometimes of blades of " paddy,"

according as the material is at hand. In the Southern

Province, where the date palm luxuriates, I have found more
nests made of leaves than any other two, the fibre being very

strong and more durable than that of the cocoa-nut. The
strips of which these wonderful structures are composed, are

about /-^th of an inch broad, and are torn off the palm frond

in the most dexterous manner by the hard working little

*' weavers." The bird alights near the base, and with a bite

and twist of its bill quickly detaches one end of the desired

piece, launches itself out into the air, and after a momentary
flutter, has it torn off, and is winging its way back to the nest.

The neck, or part which connects the e^^ compartment with the

branch or leaf, as the case may be, varies from 6 inches to more
than a foot in length, and is in general about one inch in

diameter ; at the bottom it suddenly expands into the peculiar

flattened " goblet " or retort-shaped mass which contains the

nest itself, and the origin of the entrance to it. It is during

the formation of this part that the extraordinary ingenuity

and highly developed constructive powers of the male bird in

+ Rice.
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particular are exemplified. Carrying a long strip of material

in its bill it alights on the nest and quickly weaves in one end,

then taking a little hop forwards, it stretches itself out, and
taking the other extremity in its bill it underlaces that in like

manner, the whole operation occupying a few seconds only. It

then frequently hops to another part, and clinging on well with

its claws, reaches itself out and minutely inspects its work, tuck-

ing in any projecting ends that it may observe. The body of

the nest takes from four to five days to construct, and when the

circumference has been extended far enough down, a strong

loop is thrown across the bottom, a little at one side of the cen-

tre, giving the nest, as Jerdan, in his Birds of hulla, remarks,

the appearance when taken from the tree, of a basket with a

handle. It is curious how many people have erred in noting

the use of this loop, some being of the opinion that it is meant
for the male bird to sit upon, in what has been equally

erroneously described as the male nest ! It is the keystone to

the whole structure and of course exists in all nests ; it is the

ground work of the separation between the e^g compartment
and the entrance or " Spout " ; and, if examined, will be found

to be attached to the interior walls by strong buttresses running

up for a couple of inches. On one side of this loop the

exterior of the nest is brought down and up to it again, forming

the receptacle for the eggs, while the opposite side is built

down into the form of a tube or spout, the loop there

constituting merely a bridge over which the bird has

to mount in order to enter the nest. I think an exami-

nation of the nests I had the honour of presenting to

the Society's Museum will illustrate what I have

endeavoured to describe. The " spout," or tubular entrance,

varies in length, according as the passion for htoilding, if I

may so describe its instinct, exists to a greater or less degree

in the male bird, as it is nearly always continued by him after

the female has commenced to lay, and in some cases after she

has begun to sit. In some nests it is 18 inches long, in others

only 3 or 4. During the time the egg compartment is being

built the pieces of clay are attached, about which there are

so many different theories. Layard suggests that tliey are

for sharpening the bird's bill on. The natives have an idea

in India (Jerdan : Birds of India, Vol. II., p. 346) that they

are intended to stick fire-fiies to, in order to light up the

compartment at night ! Jerdan himself believes that tiicy

are used for the purpose of steadying the nest and prevontip^

its being knocked about by the wind. From my own cb&erv.v

tion, I find that these lumps of clay are but seldom used in

Ceylon, probably because they do not ])uild here at £\ very

windy season of the year ; and I have noticed that, in a whole
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colony of nests build in a sheltered wood, no clay at all was
used. It is therefore probable that Jerdan's theory is the

correct one. During the time the weaver birds are building,

the whole flock keep up an incessant chirping, varied now and
then with a long grating whistle uttered by the male, as he

clings to the nest he is making. Many nests are deserted

when the body is being constructed, both before and after the

loop has been formed ; and this is, according to some writers,

to furnish the male with a roosting place. This is, I am
sure, an erroneous idea ; the proportion of such nests is

sometimes only three or four in a large colony, and it is most

probable that they are rejected by the birds on account of

some fault in their construction—the egg-chamber too small,

the neck not strong enough, or some such weak point. I am
strengthened in this view by observing, as above stated, how
particular the male bird is at times in examining and inspect-

ing his work ; and under these circumstances it is only natural

that badly-made nests would be deserted. Again, as Jerdan

says {Birds of India, Yol. II., page 347), these nests may be
" simply the efforts, if built late in the season, of that con-

structive faculty which appears to have such a powerful effect

on this little bird, and which causes some of them to go on

building the long tubular entrance long after the hen is seated

on her eggs."

In Ceylon the baya lays from two to four eggs, the general

number being three. Burgess and Tickell, in writing of India,

say 6 to 8, and 6 to 10. They take about ten days to incubate,

and are " long-oval " in shape, of a pure white colour, and
measure 11 lines by 7| lines. Although the natural food of

this weaver bird appears to be grain of all sorts, I find that

they feed their young much on the fruit or berry of the Lan-
tana, Lantana mixta, a plant introduced into this island some
fifty years ago, and which has now over-run the whole cul-

tivated portion of the country, often choking up and rendering

useless acres of ground in the same spot. I cannot conclude

these few remarks on the natural history of the common
weaver bird without referring to the extraordinary intelligence

displayed by it when taught, in confinement, by natives,—

•

as recorded by Mr. Blyth, whose account of its performances

I quote from Jerdan's Birds of India :
— *' The truth

is that the feats performed by trained bayas are really

very wonderful, and must be witnessed to be fully credited.

The usual procedure is, when ladies are present, for the

bird, on a sign from its master, to take a cardamon or

sweatmeat in its bill and deposit it between a lady's lips, and
repeat this offering to every lady present ; the bird following

the look and gesture of its master. A miniature cannon is
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then brought, which the bird loads with coarse grains of pow-

der, one bj one, or more commonly with small balls of powder

made up for the purpose ; it next seizes and skilfully uses a

small ramrod, and then takes a lighted match from its master,

which it applies to the touch-hole. All this we have witnessed

in common with most persons who have resided in or even

visited India ; and we have seen the little bird apply the

match five or six times successively before the powder ignited,

which it finally did with a report loud enough to alarm all

the crows in the neighbourhood, while the little baya remained

perched on the gun, apparently quite elated with its perform-

ance."
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THE MERSEY COAL MEASURES.

By T. Stephens, M.A.

(Read July 8th, 1873.)

All wlio are interested in the progress of Tasmania must
regret the discontinuance of the geological survey, and the

more so because there are so few here who have at the same
time the inclination and the opportunity of prosecuting what
is certainly, in a new country, the most important branch of

scientific investigation. It is a commonly prevalent notion

that there is nothing to be done in the way of geological dis-

covery in the settled districts of Tasmania ; whereas the fact

is that, excepting reports on special districts, we have no
information of any practical value which can be made available

for the guidance of an intelligent prospector ; and even these

are deprived of much of their intended usefulness by reason of

the interruption of the survey before it was possible to establish

a satisfactory connection between the formations examined in

various parts of the colony.

I have lately read an interesting paper on the Mersey coal-

field, written by Mr. Haiusworth, of Latrobe, and published in

the Launceston Examiner in September, 1872. After noticing

the characteristic features of the Mersey coal measures, and dis-

cussing the qucestio vexata of the age of the Newcastle coal

seams, he concludes an argument, which is distinguished no
less for the intelligence which it displays, than for the modesty

with which the writer's views are stated, in the following

words :
—" The practical result to be deduced from the fore-

going facts, and the one most interesting to the general news-

paper reader is, that the Mersey beds are identifiable in age with

the West Maitland beds, a locality situated four miles north-

west of the Newcastle coal-field in New South Wales. In West
Maitland five seams of coal have been found, all occurring

beneath certain fossiliferous beds which are identical, as regards

age, with the Mersey fossiliferous beds ; and though it does not

follow that the same number of seams will be found in the

Mersey coal-field, the facts support the inference that other

and thicker seams may exist below the present one." Those
who take any interest in the subject are probably familiar with

the controversy between the Rev. W. B. Clarke and Professor

M'Coy as to the conclusions to be drawn from the palseon-

tological evidence afforded by the fauna and flora of the coal

measures of New South Wales, and it is not my intention at

present to refer to it, except for the purpose of noticing an
important point in the evidence connecting the Mersey beds with
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those of West Maitland, to which no allusion is made in any

of the reports to which I have had access. The occur-

rence of the genus Glossopteins in the West Maitland beds is

one of the main facts upon which the supporters of the mesozoic

theory rely ; though there are some eminent authorities who
refuse on independent grounds to allow that its evidence is at

all conclusive. Mr. Clarke, however, did not base his argument
in favour of the palaeozoic age of the coal upon either the flora

or fauna alone, but upon their simultaneous or alternate

occurrence in the same geological formation. As regards the

the Mersey beds, and their relation to those of New South
Wales, it seems to me that an important omission in the

evidence has been made (which I have only noticed withiu the

last day or two), and that Mr. Clarke and others who have
written upon the subject hav^e had to form their deductions

without any guidance except that afforded by the marine
fossils. Now it so happens that among the very few plant

impressions which I possess from the Mersey coal measures is

a specimen of Glossopteris, probably G. hroivniana, obtained by
myself several years ago from the clod overlying the coal in what
was then known as " Johnson's mine," to the east of Tarleton.

It is almost incredible that the discovery of this fern should have
been made only by a passing traveller with a few minutes at

his disposal ; but as I cannot find that any notice of it has
been published, I think it desirable to place the fact on record.

We have now two distinct localities, separated by some
hundreds of miles, where the coal beds containing plant

impressions of supj^osed mesozoic age are overlaid by strata

with marine fossils, which are undoubtedly palaeozoic, and the

contemporaneity of the two formations is established.

Here, however, we must pause, and be careful to avoid

drawing sanguine conclusions as to the existence of other and
thicker seams beneath what is known as the 2 feet seam at the

Mersey. Mr. Gould, who made a careful survey of the dis-

trict, and collected a large amount of information from the

borings and other works which had previously been executed,

points out that the coal measures have been proved to a depth
of 250 feet below the 2 feet seam without success. The
character of the coal itself, as compared with that occupying
the same geological horizon in New South Wales, is a some-
what discouraging feature ; and when we add to this the

excessive dislocation of the whole series by numerous faults,

and the circumstance of its position in a synclinal and pro-

bably shallow trough of Lower Palaeozoic rocks, it becomes
evident that in this particular locality there are no strong
grounds upon which a further expenditure can be recom-
mended, except in developing the seams which have been
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already proved, and in examining those upper members of tlie

series which have not yet been tested.

There is, however, a large area with in the settled districts'of

which little or nothing is known, and my chief object in

penning these remarks is to call attention to the necessity of

obtaining more complete and satisfactory information re-

specting the palaeontology of the rocks which are supposed to

belong to the carboniferous series, as well as of all others

which contain any organic remains. The fossiliferous sandy

shales, mudstones, and limestones of the Southern districts

have always been spoken of as underlying the coal measures.

But they are also believed to be contemporaneous with the

marine beds at the Mersey, containing Fenestella, Stenopora,

Spirifera, Froducta, &c., and overlyiog the coal, and it is very

important that this point point should be settled by a careful

comparison of all the specimens which can be collected from

the two formations. There are numerous localities in which,

if we can only obtain some certain data to start with, good
grounds may be shown for attempting a systematic examina-

tion of the country with a reasonable prospect of success,

among which I may mention the western bank of the Tamar,

the basin of the Piper's E-iver, the north-western flanks of

Ben Lomond, and various portions of the midland districts,

and of the basins of the Derwent and Coal Eiver. I see little

prospect of the profitable working of the magnificent seams
of the Fingal district for many years to come ; but there is no
reason why we should not, at any rate, endeavour to establish

their geological position, of which little is known, except that

they are evidently much more recent than those of the Mersey,

and that there are some grounds for classing them in a totally

distinct series. For myself, I regret very much that, with

good opportunities for forming general conclusions as to the

geology of the greater part of Tasmania, I have had no leisure

for many years past for the collection of evidence, or the ex-

amination of any particular formation ; and all that I can do at

present is to urge the importance, on scientific as well as on
economical grounds, of stimulating the exertions of all col-

lectors whose services can be enlisted in the good cause, and
securing by every available means what is now the chief

desideratum in our museum.

Note.—I have to report the discovery of a rock in the

Mersey district containing casts of Trilohites, and what I take

to be Orthis and JSellerophon, as well as other forms, which are

too indistinct to be made out with any certainty. It is at no
great distance from the spot where impressions of trilohifes

were discovered by Mr. Gould some years any ago, and may
prove to belong to the same formation.
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REGARDING THE COMPOSITION AND EXTENT OF
CERTAIN TERTIARY BEDS IN AND AROUND
LAUNCESTON.

By R. M. Johnston.
(Read 12th August, 1873.)

GRAVEL.
In the immediate vicinity of Launceston, and scattered over

the westward plains, are to be seen vast accumulations of
water-worn gravel, lying here and there in pockets, but
principally arranged in horizontal layers from 1 to 3 feet

thick, and associated with clays and tuffs, more or less

laminated.

Some of these gravel beds were extensively exposed for the
purpose of obtaining ballast for the Launceston and Western
Railway, and I was thus enabled, during my leisure hours, to
glean some information regarding their contents.

The most extensively exposed deposit is spread over that
elevated plain situated between Perth and Longford. This
plateau is 115 feet above the present channel of the South
Esk at Longford, or about 630 feet above the level of the sea.

The contents of these beds are principally composed of
silicious pebbles and gritty concretions. The pebbles are all

more or less rounded and waterworn, but the most remarkable
feature is that their surfaces present the appearance of having
undergone great alteration by heat subsequently. Frequently
adhering to the smooth surface of these pebbles, are angular
gritty concretions, which generally fracture before yielding at

point of contact ;j when the gritty mass parts at point of
contact with the pebble, it usually leaves a red burnt-like scar.

OPALIZED WOOD.
In great abundance and scattered throughout the whole

extent of these gravelly accumulations. At altitudes varying
from 50 to 700 feet above the level of the sea, are to be found
the silicified fragments of fossilized trees. These fragments,
though preserving some degree of angularity, are all water-
worn, and also give evidence of having been subjected to sub-
sequent heat.

The internal structure of these trees is in various stages
of preservation

;
generally, the minute cellular network, inter-

lacing the delicate medullary rays, is distinctly visible, and by
the aid of a good lens, the structure exhibits great beauty.

In sections of smaller branches now in my possession, the
medullary rays radiate directly to the circumference in a
straight line. {8ee Fig. 24, a, 5, c.)
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In the sections of larger trees {Figs. 25-6), however, these

rays appear to be ranged more closely together, and become
wonderfully twisted and contorted, especially so at the several

stages which mark the periodic concentric layers. Whether
this peculiarity indicates a different variety, I am not yet

prepared to decide.

FRAGMENTS OF LIMESTONE.

Intimately associated with these opalized woods, are to be
found waterworn fragments of three different varieties of lime-

stone.

The first [!is replete with two or three forms of Bryozea,

particularly Fenesfella ampla. It also contains casts of Spirifer,

Fecten Avictola, and JPlatyscliisma. This, possibly, is the

impure limestone or Hue mudstone rock, abounding in the

neighbourhood of Hobart, Chudleigh, and Tork Town.
The second is a close grained cream coloured limestone, not

so commonly distributed as the first, and only contains the

remains of a branching coral, possibly a variety of Stenopora.

The third, more frequently to be met with, is light and
porous, and is principally composed of finely comminuted
shells. It contains abundant casts of Spirifer and Platyschis-

ma ; Fenestella is absent. All these limestones are greatly

altered, and are not acted upon by acids.

FOSSIL IMPEESSED GREENSTONE.

Among the gravel I also discovered a fragment of close

grained greenstone, containing the well defined cast ofa branch

of a tree repeatedly divided. The fragment is quite angular,

and does not appear to have been waterworn.

ENQUIRY WHEN, AND UNDER "VVTEAT CONDITIONS,
DISTRIBUTED.

With regard to the distribution of these accumulations,

there are two important enquiries, viz :—The means by which
they were distributed ; and the period during which such

distribution took place.

It would appear probable that subsequent to marine denuda-

tion, which planed down the rocks of the Fer7nia)i and Carboni-

ferous age—and at a period prior to the deposition of the Wind-
mill Hill beds,Launceston—there existed all over the westward
plains, and the Campbell Town Valley, a dense and luxuriant

growth of vegetation ; that upon the commencement of the

later volcanic eruptions, the natural drainage to the sea

was dammed up either by a stream of lava, filling up the old

watercourse to the sea, or by dislocation, and so converted the

valley of the Tamar and the westward plains into one great

lake. The vegetation thus deluged by water, chemically
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affected by constant showers of scoriae, and heated by streams
of h'quid lava from the adjacent igneous centres, would, no
doubt, undergo great change, such as already described.
While such a large surface of the water acted upon by winds
would heap together upon its shallow banks and shores, its own
water-worn fragments together with the re-arranged detritus
of a former period ; and away beyond these shallows towards
the outlet to the sea it would bear the finer particles of scoriae

sand, mud, and carbonaceous matter which forms the lignites

and the four to five hundred feet of laminated clays and sands
upon which the town of Launceston is built.

It is evident from the contents of the latter beds that around
the margin of this vast lake a rich vegetation still continued
to flourish, notwithstanding the activity of the surrounding
igneous centres, and it is also evident, from the following cir-

cumstance, that the deposition of the Launceston bed took
place very slowly. These beds are composed of fine clay and
tufaceous sand, and they are for the most part separable into
very fine laminations.

Between the laminated clays and sands, however, and form-
ing a direct chain through the whole series, occur thin beds of
fine blue clay, in which there is little indication of horizontal
lamination. They contain the remains of water plants which
grew in situ while the fine mud was being formed into clay

around them.
That these water plants grew vigorously and in great abun-

dance is proved by the fact that the leaves falling elsewhere
in myriads upon the lake bottom, are never found to penetrate
this subaqueous thicket. Fragments of branches and twigs
occur among these plants abundantly, being heavy, but the
feathery leaves would be too light to penetrate their tortuous
branchlets, and would thus become speedily decomposed,|being
unprotected by a muddy envelope.

The type of leaf most abundant in these beds, appears to
be a kind of elm. {See Fig. 1.)

Although there are plenty of other forms like to the leaves
of maple, laurel, plane, and coniferous trees, ferns of Lyco-
podon are also well represented. (See Figs. 1 to 10 inc.)

Of the fauna I have not been fortunate as yet in obtaining
any trace, with the exception of two or three JJnios, picked up
further north. {Fig. 2.)

The carbonized tissue of various woods occurs abundantly
in some beds of clays together with the well-defined structure
of the bark of large trees composed principally of the oxide of
iron. This presents a large field for the palseontological

microscopist. I am sure valuable information would be
yielded to science were these beds to be minutely investigated.
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The distribution of the water-worn fragments of opalized

woods already referred to, bearing testimony directly upon
the age and extent of this old lake basin and its eiffluents, is

of considerable importance. The only link wanting appears

to be the relative age or position of these trees with respect

to the various distinctive beds within the Tamar Valley.

In a cutting of the Launceston and Western Railway

beyond Breadalbane a section of tufaceous basalt is exposed.

Embedded in some cases in the softer, but more frequently in

the harder, rock are numerous trunks and branches of fos-

silized trees, generally disposed horizontally. The difference

between these remains and the silicified fragments so abun-

dant in the gravelly beds is as follows :

—

They are chiefly composed of lime, and consequently, while

the harder parts of the structure appear more boldly in relief,

the fine cellular structure, so common to the silicified speci-

mens, is scarcely discernible. The thickness of these is gene-

rally from two to three feet, and the trees appear to have

been very resinous. The centre from which the medullary

rays spread is generally one mass of amber-like matter, and
when it has been exposed for any length of time to the atmo-

sphere, it assumes a white, twisted, asbestos-like appearance.

FOSSIL FEUIT.

Intimately associated with these trees I discovered a cluster

of fruits, also preserved in lime.

They are small, egg-shaped nuts, grooved longitudinally,

—

length, |-inch ; breadth, ^-mch..—(See Fig. 27.)

If any of the trees here referred to could be identified with

the silicified fragments scattered throughout the upland

plains, we would be enabled to indicate the position of the

latter with respect to the Launceston beds, as the enveloping

basalts and tuffs immediately overlie the bed of lignite at the

Railway " Big Cutting," near to the Fossil Tree Cutting

already referred to.*

The bed of lignite at this point, although it has not been

penetrated, has been ascertained to be of considerable thick-

ness. It is for the most part very impure, and is thickly

studded with small beads of resin, which on ignition flame

briskly.

Compressed branches and stems {^ig. 25) occur in great

* Since writing the above, I have been aided by I\Ir. E. D. Harrop, of the

Commercial Bank, Launceston, in making microscopic examinations of the

various fossilized trees found either as trunks in situ, or in the form of water-

worn pebbles ; and while we consider that there is an indication of different

vaiieties, yet all such remains are evidently coniferous. This also applies to

those preserved in a ferruginous form. It is veiy remarkable, considering

the greater abundance of leaf remains of other trees, that only coniferous

woods are preserved to us in the maimer already described.
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abundance, and although highly bitumenized, the concentric

layers may frequently be traced. Sections of these, prepared
for the microscope, will doubtless shed some additional light

upon the subject.

A bed of lignite crops out in the channel of the Eiver
Tamar, and from its position it seems to be one of the lowest
members of the Launceston series.

It lies unconformably upon inclined Greijwaclce, a short

distance below Rostella.

—

{See Fig. 31.)

A section of the greywacke beds is exposed along the shore
of the West Tamar, upon Dr. Maddox's property, where a
quarry has been worked for some time, and from which the
freestone for the Launceston Mechanics' Institute has been
obtained.

The strike at this point is in an easterly direction across

the Tamar. Dip about 30 degrees to the horizon south-east.

From a rough computation of the oblique, or exposed, surface

I obtained the following measurements, viz, :

—

Thickness.
1

.

Intrusive greenstone —
2. Close-grained greenish-grey sandstone, worked )

i OO f f
some time for building purposes ]

3. Micaceous flagstone 78 ,,

4. Reddish fissile shales 60
5. Laminated flags and shales 1 00 ,

,

6. Sandstone 60 ,,

7. Band of black homogenous shale, with peculiar ) 9 "

"h

grooved markings ]
" ^^^ ^^'

8. Sandstones and shales, obscured by stone
\

boulders and gravel 3

Total thickness exposed, say 400 Feet.

(^ee Fig. 31.)

The bed of lignite which rests upon, or is flanked by these

beds, is very probably a continuation of the Breadalbane
deposit, and should it prove to be so— it, together with the
distribution of the opalised woods—will be of good service in

determining the relative positions of the several beds within
this hitherto neglected series.

It would be premature on my part to attempt to define the
relative position of these beds as the data at the command of
one individual is too meagre to form a conclusion with any
degree of confidence. Notwithstanding this, there are suffi-

cient grounds for the determination of three zones within the
Tamar valley. These I may call the Upper, Middle, and
Lower Zones. I do not mean that these zones are to be
considered as distinct, because of a marked difference in the
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types of fossils to be met with. Indeed, I am of opinion that

the types as described in figures No. 10 to No. 23, may yet

prove to be common to all the members of this system.

The only purpose for which I propose this nominal division

is for the better determination of sequence by an attempt to

classify the several members of the system from the data now
before me.
To be able to do this properly, one should be thoroughly

acquainted with the rock systems which on every side flank

its borders. Unfortunately I have not sufficient leisure to

investigate this matter personally ; and with the exception of

the reference made by Strzelecki in his Fourth Epoch, 1 am not

aware of anything being done towards its identification.

BOUNDAKIES.
Although Strzelecki inaccurately extended the variegated

sandstone as dipping towards the north at Launceston, in a

section running from " Dry's Bluff to Launceston," yet I have

reason to believe that he is correct in showing the sandstones

and fossiliferous limestone as dipping at a considerable angle

to the north-west on the Norfolk Plains, near to the Tiers.

Flanking the north-west side of the Tamar basin, and to the

north of Norfolk Plains—at the village of Hadspen

—

a
variegated porous sandstone, with flakes of mica, dips towards

the south.

On the north we have the greywacke, dipping at an angle

of about 30 degrees to the south-east, and upon the west the

basin is flanked by a series of greenstone ridges, which stair-

like, forms an inclined plane, having Ben Lomond for its

summit. It would thus appear that this tertiary deposit lies

in a trough or hollow, of upper and lower primary strata, and
conceals the point of junction between these older systems,

probably near to Longford, thus {See Fig. 29).

LOWER ZONE.

Having thus briefly sketched the principal boundaries of

the Tamir basin, I shall now address myself to describe the

peculiarities which characterise the division within, and which

I have arbitrarily divided into three zones,—the Upper,

Middle, and Lower.
The most destinctive feature marking the lower zone is the

formation of lignite which is found to rest inconformably upon
greywacke on the West Tamar.
A fine section is exposed at Muddy Creek on the West

Tamar. It is composed of a series of beds of blue and white

clays, occasionally interlaminated with thin bands of tenacious

clay containing leaves, the predominating types of which are

roughly sketched in Figs. 10 to 23.
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There is a marked absence of tufaceous sands, and it is

upon this circumstance chiefly that I infer the lower zone marks
the epoch immediately preceding the later volcanic eruptions.

At any rate its deposition occurred during a time of repose,

as the clays are not impregnated with the oxide of iron, which
so distinctly colours the upper members.
The remains of leaves (which are those referred to in my

former letter to this society) imbedded are preserved to us in

a carbonized form. This I consider is a very important feature,

for among the thousands of leaves exposed by me in the

upper beds, there was not one preserved in a carbonized form
;

only the ochreous casts remained.

Unlike the shifting beds at Windmill Hill, Launceston, the

laminations are conformable with each other, and they dip

very slightly to the north-west, i.e.,—in an exactly opposite

direction to the series of greywacke beds which flanks the

northern extremity.

Mr. Gunn also"^ informs me that the lignite appears on
marshy ground near to the Western Tiers.

Generally we may indicate this zone as a deposit formed
prior to the more recent volcanic eruptions.

MIDDLE ZONE.

The Middle Zone is well represented by that series of beds
which forms the Windmill Hill, Launceston.

They are chiefly composed of shifting beds of clay and
tufaceous sand. These beds admirably illustrate the mode in

which mud and sand is precipitated in running water.

Wedge-shaped beds are cut through and overlie similar

beds, in the most wanton unconformity.

They generally present a wavy horizontal appearance, but
they intersect each other repeatedly throughout the series, in

a manner difficult to describe.

Yery probably these beds were thrown down in the channel
of running water from the upper lake, by the conflict of two
currents meeting each other at right angles.

From the appearance of that valley running from First

Basin to Glen Dhu I infer that a considerable stream, emerg-
ing or flowing by way of that rocky fissure, which forms the

channel of the South Esk, w^ould be diverted into Glen Dhu by
an obstruction at that romantic gorge which now forms its

narrow outlet. The division of a powerful volume of water
from this rock basin in the direction of Glen Dhu, and meeting
the main body of water by way of the North Esk valley, would
no doubt help to precipitate the mud and sand held in sus-

pension by both streams.

This supposition would also account for the peculiar horse-
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shoe shaped indentation, within which the town of Launceston
is situated, and for the ever-shifting series of beds which
compose the Windmill Hill.

An important feature in the Launceston beds is the altera-

tion that appears to have taken place in the tufaceous sands.

Here and there, in irregularly disposed horizontal bands, occur

indurated ferruginous nodules of tufaceous sand or clay.

These nodules have frequently for their centre a core of blue

clay, which has in most cases filled up the cavity of a hollow
tree or branch.

On splitting open one of these nodules it invariably pre-

sents the appearance of a section of an exogenous tree, with
regularly disposed concentric rings round an indurated vitre-

ous or ferruginous pith.

On closer examination, however, we observed that although
the iron-coloured rings present the appearance of a nodule
formed by a succession of layers, like the coats of an onion,

yet the laminations are disposed horizontally, as in the sur-

rounding strata. This is more fully substantiated by the
casts of leaves being disclosed in laminae at right angles to

the ferruginous rings, which envelop the nodule where these

latter rings are at right angles to the surrounding beds.

—

(See

Fig. 25a.)

It is thus proved that, subsequent to deposition as a soft,

porous mass, the ferruginous particles have, by a process of

segregation, gathered together in rings round an attracting

centre ; these rings approaching closer and closer to the
centre as the process continued, until in many cases the
nodule is converted into brown hematite.

It would appear, therefore, that the beds of the Middle
Zone are in most cases principally formed of the scoriae and
ashes of active volcanoes in the immediate vicinity of Laun-
ceston ; that the waters, although locally and periodically

affected chemically by the substances with which it comes
in contact, was on the whole, capable of sustaining animal and
vegetable life, while its borders supported a most luxurious
vegetation of types as shown. (Figs. 1 to 10.)

Generally, then, we may characterize the Middle Zone as a
series of beds, deposited during the period of volcanic activity.

THE UPPER ZONE.

The Upper Zone is well represented by those low rounded
hills and terraces flanking the present course of the Eiver
Tamar. They are principally composed of alternate beds of
conglomerates, breccias, and gravels, and the detritus of the
lower zones. (Fit/. 30.)

Prominent among them all, we recognise the partially
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water-worn, thougli angular fragments, of the ferrugineous

nodules so characteristic of the Windmill Hill beds ; the
beaches all along the Tamar are principally composed of them.
Some of these ridges and terraces are about 100 feet above
the present river.

It is very probable that the water flowing over the barrier

which had dammed up the old valley and river course into a
lake, would during this period rapidly cut and wear out a new
channel for itself; and that to the gradual deepening of

this channel, and the consequent shallowing of the upper
lake levels, we mav ascribe the scoonine^ out of mnsf. nf

{MB. JOHNSTON'S TAPER.)
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SEPTEMBER, 1873.

The monthly evening meeting of the Society was held on Tuesday,
the 9th September, M. Allport, Esq., V.P., in the chair.

The following gentlemen, who had previously been nominated by the
Council, were balloted for and declared duly elected as Fellows of the
Society.

1. Dr. John Agardh, of Lund, Sweden, (corresponding member).
2. Josh. J. Clarke, Esq., of Tremayne, Hobart Town.
The following returns for the past month were brought under notice,

riz. :

—

1. Visitors to Museum, 1,331.

2. Ditto to Gardens, 3,503.

3. Plants and seeds received at Gardens—From Mr. G. Brunning,
Melbourne, 60 plants. From C. Huber, France, 13 packets

seeds. From the Botanic Gardens, Adelaide, 60 varieties of

ornamental trees and shrubs.

4. Plants, &c., sent from Gardens—To the Acclimatisation Society,

Canterbury, New Zealand, 80 packets seeds. For the Church of

England Grounds, Richmond, 136 plants. For ditto ditto at

Green Ponds, 101 plants. For St. David's Burial Ground, 48
plants.

5. Time of leafing, &c. , of a few standard plants during the month.
6. Books and Periodicals received.

7. Presentations to Museum.
8. Specimens sent to Dr. Haast for the Museum, Christchurch, New

Zealand.
Meteorological Tables.

1. Hobart Town, from F. Abbott, Esq.—Table for August.
2. Westbury, from F. Belstead, Esq.—Ditto.

3. Port Arthur, from A. H. Boyd, Esq.—Ditto.
4. Sydney, New South Wales, from the Government Astronomer

—

Printed tables for May.
5. From the HobartTown Marine Board—Monthly tables from January

to July, inclusive, from the following stations in Tasmania

—

Mount Nelson, Bruni Island Lighthouse, Swan Island ditto,

Goose Island ditto, and Kent's Group ditto.

The presentations were as follows :

—

1. From R. Gatenby, Esq., Macquarie River—A very large specimen
of the Wombat (Phascolomys loomhat.)

2. From J. Swan, Esq.—Two Fish.

3. From Mr. lies, SoreU—A very large egg of the domestic goose,

weighing 11| ounces.

4. From Mr. Baynton, a fossil (cast of Euomphalus) from Brown's
River.

5. From Mr. Cartwright—A Hen's egg curiously malformed.
6. From C. M.-S. Chichester, Esq.—A specimen of EUiott's Volute

( Voluta Elliottl

)

[This beautiful shell was pointed out as being a very acceptable pre-

sentation, both for its rarity and because it completed a pair with one
already in the possession of the Society.]

7. From Mr. B. O'Neil Wilson—A volume of Faulkner's Dublin
Journal, 1738.

8. From the Hon. Charles Meredith—5 Leases by the early Governors
of Tasmania, 1810 to 1818.

9. From Captain Dart, of the Sapphire—Part of Skeleton of a large

Turtle, head of Tunny, two birds (one a Curlew) caught four

hundred miles at sea.
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10. From H. Bilton, Esq.—A Lizard (Omolepida camaHncR), from
Glenorchy.

11. From the Zoological and Acclimatisation Society of Victoria

—

Proceedings for 1872, Vol. 2.

12. From Dr. Agnew— Lindley's "System of Botany," and ** Intro-
duction to Botany " (2 vols).

Of these No. 7 was brought under special notice as a very valuable
presentation, afifording as it does a contemporaneous record of events
of a past and eventful period, and thus presenting many points of
interest to the reader of history.

The papers referred to as presentation No. 8 were examined with
curiosity by several of the Fellows, many of them, as legal documents,
by their brevity and vagueness of diction affording remarkable contrast
to similar instruments of the present times of the colony.
The Chairman read the following note from Professor McCoy,

relative to the Tasmanian Kingfish, referred to at the last meeting of the
Society :

—

** Note of Thyrsites micropus (McCoy),—In reply to the remark of
Mr. Allport I beg to say that the Thyrsites solanderi differs so much
from Thyrsites micropus that I did not think it necessary to point the
differences out. The latter is much shorter and deeper, has fewer fin

rays in dorsal and anal fins ; has more than double the number of

dorsal and anal finnules, and has the lateral line forked."
After the explanation thus given by the learned Professor, the

Chairman said he could only come to the conclusion that we had on our
coasts besides the Barracouta [Ihyrsites atun) two other species of

Thyrsites both known as " King-fish ;" and this might also account
for the marked difference in the quality of these fish.

The following extract from the Government Gazette of the 31st March,
1827, kindly forwarded by Mr. Calder, was read :

—

"King's Island,—This island, of which Mr. Barnard has completed
a laborious and interesting survey, is about 30 miles long from north to

south, and 12 or 15 from east to west, and with the exception of the

hills near the shore, is low and flat. Mr. Barnard crossed it by six

different routes, and found the soil and its products, generally speaking,

inferior to those in this island. It is well watered near the coast, but

except a rivulet to the north of Sea Elephant Bay on the East Coast,

possesses no stream of any magnitude. The tide was found to rise some
feet higher on the east than on the west coast, a phenomenon which
confirms the theory of the general progressive motion of the sea, in-

fluenced by the sun in that direction. It scarcely possesses one good
harbour, the best being at New Year's Island. Gum trees prevail,

besides which, the black and light woods, the celery leafed pine, and
the sassafras abound in perfection. There is a shrub that the sealers use

in the place of tea, and which affords an acrid, stimulating drink, and
also a viscous strong smelling plant which they smoke as tobacco.

Kangaroo are not very numerous, but the small species called wallaby,

on the western coast, are almost like rabbits in a warren. Mr.
Barnard makes no mention of the small white wombat, which affords

such delicate eating, and we fear the dogs left on the island by the

sealers have nearly destroyed the species. The sea elephant and seals,

with the bones of which the beach is strewed, are, we regret to say,

also become very scarce. Swans, ducks, teal, snipe, quail, pigeons, a

peculiar species of cockatoo, and a sort of widgeon, also common at

Macquarie Island, in size between the quail and partridge, a very

pretty bird and very delicate eating, are all found in abundance," &c.

Several members expressed doubts as to the existence at any time

of a "white" wombat as a distinct species. If one occasionally had
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been noticed, it was probably an albino, and therefore an exceptional

case, as is frequently seen in the kangaroo, &c.

The following letters addressed to the Secretary by Baron von
Mueller, were read :

—

"Melbourne,
"9th August, 1873.

** It affords me much gratification to send you a third supplementary
contribution towards the phytography of Tasmania, although it is with
regret that I saw almost four years pass since my last communication
to the Royal Society, and since my visit to your island, without being

able to continue my collateral researches on Tasmanian plants either

here or there. But during these three or four years my quiet

unostentatious work was so much disturbed, by intrusions on my
position, by harassing misrepresentations, and by the reductions of my
means of working, that even my special publications here, during that,

to me, sad period, did but little proceed. Even now I am quite

uncertain whether I shall be able to effect any future progress in my
literary labours, as I have no longer the means of a well-organised

department, such as I formed many years ago in the botanic garden, at

my command ; and as I have hardly any other resources left than
my modest salary, for scientific operations or writings of any kind. I

state this at some length in order that I may free myself of the reproach

of having done so little for the Society in late years.
" The writings now conveyed to you refer to more than 100 Cotyledonar

plants and ferns, on which I have given notes, either concerning new
localities of the species, or other remarks supplemental to Dr. Hooker's

great work. Then about 60 Algaa are recorded in these pages, either

from new spots of growth, or being in other respects worthy of remark.

Among the Cotyledonar plants and ferns, 21 are not contained in the

"Flora Tasmanise." Several, however, are immigrated plants. But
Imperata and Cyathea are additional genera for Tasmania beyond the

introduced Cryptostemma, Sanguisorba, and other genera. The Algas

have given five new genera to Tasmania—CurdioBa, Gloioderma, Dumontia,
Bryopsis, and Valonia. Not less than 35 species are added to those of

the list furnished for Dr. Hooker's work by the lamented Dr. Harvey.
Five of the species are absolutely new to science. The additions to the

chapter of Algae were obtained (beyond some few furnished by myself)

partly from Dr. Harvey's Phycologia Australica, partly from notes of Dr.

Sonder, but for the greater part from recent investigations of Dr. John
Agardh, of Lund, who thought it worthy of his precious hours to devote

many of them to the study of collections sent him from your island.

For the labour thus bestowed, it would be a graceful recognition if the

Koyal Society of Tasmania would call this illustrious man into the ranks

of its honorary members.
" During the next few months, I hope to add notes to the records of

Ghimacece of your island, as I am engaged on the elaboration of these

orders for the 7th volume of the universal work on Australian plants. I

have reason to believe that these kinds of plants have not attracted

full attention of all Tasmanian collectors. Thus, for instance, I refer

in the pages now transmitted to a Lepyrodia, altogether new for your
island, and there, as yet, only gathered on one single spot. If, therefore,

the members of the Society would aid me by sending sedges, rushes, and
such like plants from as many localities as circumstances will permit,

much interesting novelty and much of utilitarian importance also might
come to light. Indeed, I would encourage collecting of any kinds of

plants, by amateurs, anywhere, and would willingly examine such col-

lections, which latter again would be formed in twofold series of speci-

mens, so that the names, for instruction of the sender, might be
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communicated. I venture to draw the attention of the Society also to

the remarkable fact that the fruit of the Donatia—a genus which I first

proved many years ago to exist also in Tasmania—remained unknown
up to the present day, although the original species was discovered ia

Fuegia fully a century ago, and then named and described by the two
Forsters, who went with Captain Cook in his second expedition. Perhaps
it is within the means of the Society to procure the needful material for

a record of the Donatia fruit in its journal, as the plant occurs near the
survey station on Mount Field, East, and would ripen its fruit in the
winter months.

" Could your Koyal Society not kindly take it upon itself to procure
the Donatia fruit ?

"Could the residents of Flinders Island be asked to send flower and
fruit specimens of the various Casuarinse from thence, so that the new
C. bicuspidata might be further studied ?

"Water plants of any kind are also yet much wanted from your
territory."

"Melbourne,
"24th August, 1873.

" I beg to send you a few supplementary notes to the essay forwarded
last week ; also a few specimens of the elegant Imperata arundinacea,

which R. Brown already", in 1810, recorded asTasmanian, without giving

the precise locality, but which no one ever collected again except Dr.

Story.
" I imagine that so conspicuous and remarkable a plant might easily be

recognised by the members of your Society, and that thus, when once
their attention is directed to'it, they will trace out new localities of this

grass. Dr. Story's place of finding is clearly a diiferent one to that on
which R. Brown got his specimens.

"

The Secretary, after referring to the deep obligation under which the
Society felt themselves to the distinguished savant whose letters had
just been read, for his great and valuable contributions to the literature

of the Flora of Tasmania, proceeded to read the paper already alluded

to, entitled '

' Contributions to the Phytography of Tasmania. "—By Baron
Ferd. von Mueller, CM. G., M.D., F.R.S., &c.

Mr. Abbott read "Notes on Ancient Symbolisms, Naked-eye Observa-
tions, and Modern Astronomy."
The usual vote of thanks having been passed, with special reference

to Baron von Mueller, the proceedings terminated.
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OCTOBER, 1873.

The monthly evening meeting of the Society was held on Monday, the
13th Oct. ; the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Tasmania in the chair.

The following new members were balloted for, and declared duly
elected, viz., Miss Davis and Miss Gellibrand, of Hobart Town ; Messrs.
\Vm. Bedford, of Bothwell, W. E. Shoobridge, of New Norfolk, and J.

Bidencope, of Hobart Town.
The Secretary laid before the meeting the following returns :

—

1. Visitors to Museum during September, 1,549.

2. Ditto to Gardens, 2,940.

3. Seeds received at Gardens.
4. Books and Periodicals received.

5. Presentations to Museum.
Meteorological Returns—

1. Hobart Town, from F. Abbott, Esq., table for September.
2. Port Arthur, from A. H. Boyd, Esq. , ditto.

3. New Norfolk, from W. E. Shoobridge, Esq., ditto, August and
September.

4. Swansea, from Dr. G. F. Story, ditto August.
5. Westbury, from F. Belstead, Esq., ditto September.
6. From the Hobart Town Marine Board, monthly tables received

from the lighthouses, &c., viz. :

—

(a) King's Island (observer, Mr. A. N. Spong), January to June,
1873.

(bj Swan Island (observer, Mr. C. C. Baudinet), August and
September.

(c) Goose Island (observer, Mr. R. H. Napper), August and
September.

(d) Kent's Group (observer, Mr. T. Morgan), August.
(e) 'Mountl>lehoii (observer, Mr. J. Z)?(^?/j, August and September.

7. Melbourne, from R. J. Ellery, Esq., Government Astronomer,
printed tables for April.

8. Sydney, from H. C. RusseU, Esq., B.A., Government Astronomer,
table for May.

[In the above returns observations for New Norfolk will be noticed
for the first time. They have been kindly undertaken by Mr. W. E.
Shoobridge, and will be regularly furnished to the Society, ]

The presentations to the Museum and Library were as follows :

—

1. From Captain Fenton.—A young native Tiger ( Thylac'mus cyno-
cephalus).

2. From the Rev. J. W. Simmonds.—A specimen of Tin from the
smelting works of Bolitho and Co., Penzance, Cornwall.

3. From Miss Hissey—A sparrow, prepared and mounted.
4. From Mr. C. A. Glover, Sorell—Eight Tasmanian shells, viz., 2

fine specimens of -4 na^ma s/)., 2 specimens of A. Tasmanica, two
valves of PJioIas sp., &c.

5. From Jas. Scott, Esq., M.H.A.—A large number of stone imple-
ments of Tasmanian aborigines, from Mount Morriston.

6. From J. E. Calder, Esq.—Two skulls of Forester Kangaroo.
(Macropus major.

)

7. From F. C. Hull, Esq.—Iron ore from Southport, four limestone
fossils from Tolosa, O'Brien's Bridge.

8. From Dr. Agnew—Chambers's Encyclopoedia, complete, 10 vols.

9. From S. Hannaford, Esq.—A remarkable abnormal form of a
common Tasmanian plant, Tetratheca pilosa, caused apparently by
a number of stems having become fused together.

The Secretary prefaced the reading of the following letter by referring
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to the deep debt of gratitude we owed to the distinguished writer, Baron
von Mueller, for his labours in the field of Tasmanian Botany. These
labours,which we had fullyrecognised,have on many occasions called forth

our warm appreciation and grateful acknowledgment, and it would be
noticed from the concluding portion of the letter that the Baron, if

circumstances permitted, was about to confer a still further obhgation
on the Society by compiling a complete list of all known Tasmanian
plants, accurately named according to the most recent nomenclature :

—

*' Melbourne,
"22nd September, 1873.

** You are again entitled, dear Dr. Agnew, to the expressions of my
deep gratitude for the extremely generous manner in which you brought
my poor essay before the E,oyal Society of Tasmania, also for the ready
response to my suggestion of electing Professor Agardh into your ranks.

I will inform by the next post my illustrious friend of the honour con-

ferred on him.
"I trust to collect a few more additional notes on Tasmanian plants

from time to time from materials in my Museum, even should I not get

from settlers on your island occasional contributions of the plants around
them.

" Perhaps the gentleman who lately explored King's Island, has

brought plants with him, or took at least notice whether any particular

objects of vegetation, such as the Mistletoe, {Loranthus) did appear there.

Would you kLudly ask him ? Perhaps he also would be in the position

to say whether I could address any one there settled, with a prospect

of really getting any extensive collection gradually from there. The
vegetation of King's Island is worth examining. Thus, I find now
that stipa crinita occurs there, while it seems absent in Tasmania.

** Next year I hope to draw up a list of the plants actually occurring

in your island, under the adoption of those names which, after the

advance of observation since the issue of Dr. Hooker's work, is demanded.
*'Ferd. von. Mueller."

The Bishop read a highly interesting paper on " The Law of Weather
and Storms " which was listened to with much attention.

Mr. Grant, after some remarks on the importance of tbe subject of the

paper just read, and on the very lucid, interesting, and suggestive

manner in which it had been treated, moved a special vote of thanks

to His Lordship. This having been given and acknowledged, the pro-

ceedings were closed by the usual vote to the donors of presentations.
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NOVEMBER, 1873.

The monthly evening meeting of the Society was held on Tuesday,
the 11th November, M. AUport, Esq., in the chair.

Dr. Julius Haast, F,R.S., Director of Museum, Christchurch, New
ZealandjWho had been previously nominated by the Council, was after

a ballot declared duly elected as a Corresponding Member of the
Society.

The Hon, Secretary, Dr. Agnew, submitted the following returns for

the past month, viz :

—

1. Visitors to the Museum, 1,332.
2. Ditto to Gardens, 3,423.

3. Seeds sent from, and received at Gardens.
4. Time of leafing &c. , of a few standard plants in Botanic Gardens.
6. Books and Periodicals received.

6. Presentations to Museum and Library.

Meteorological Returns.
1. Hobart Town, from F. Abbott, Esq.— Table for October.
2. Westbury, from F. Belstead, Esq.—Ditto.

3. New Norfolk, from W. E. Shoobridge, Esq.—Ditto.

4. Port Arthur, from A. H. Boyd, Esq.—Ditto.

5. Swansea, from Dr. G. F. Story—Ditto for September.
6. Results of Meteorological Observations taken at the Coast Stations

in Tasmania, during 1872. Compiled from the monthly tables

furnished by the Hobart Town Marine Board, and others.

7. Results of Meteorological Observations made in New South "Wales,

1872. From H. C. Russell, Esq., B.A., Government Astronomer.
8. From Colonial Secretary—Results of Meteorological Observations

taken atRadcliffe Observatory, by Rev. R, Main, M.A.
The Secretary called the special attention of the meeting to the

** Abstracts of Meteorological Observations taken at the Coast Stations

during 1872," which had been compiled from the monthly tables by Mr.
Roblin.

The presentations were as follows :

—

1. From Jas. Grant, Esq., Tullochgorum—The first gold found in

Tasmania, with the original note from Sir Wm. Denison, giving

its specific gravity, &c. Weight of specimen, 3 dwt. 9 grains.

2. From Rev. Canon Parsons, D.D.—Three silver and seven copper
coins, viz., one Shilling, George II., 1746 ; one Sixpence, William
III,, 1696 ; one coin, Ferd. VII. of Spain, 1833 ; one Sou, Louis
XVI. of France, 1791 ; one 4 Doubles, Guernsey, 1830 ; one Half-
penny, William and Mary ; two coins (illegible) ; one Farthing,

Elizabeth, 1602 (Irish) ; one Half-penny, Chas. II., 1682 (Irish.)

3. From Sir Robert Officer—Schellens "Spectrum Analysis," 1vol.,

bound. The " Decree of Canopus,*' hieroglyphics and translation,

1 vol. bound. The "Rosetta Stone," hieroglyphics and trans-

lation, 1 vol, bound.
4. From C. Gould, Esq., F.R.G.S.—Six parts Meyer's Palfeonto-

graphia ; one ditto Meyer's Fossil Crustaceans ; Prospectus of

Government School of Mines, 1859-60 ; Products of Tasmania
at Exhibition of 1862, by G. Whiting ; Maps of Enghsh Geological

Survey ; ditto of Darhng Downs and mining properties, Queens-
land.

5. From Mr. Eady—A Parrot said to be from Fiji.

6. From Mr, G. Watson, Kangaroo Point—A young Native Cat
(Dasyurus viverrinus.

)

7. From Mr. A. J. Ogilvy, Circular Head—Skull, &c., of Dolphin
{Delphinus, sp.

)
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8. From Mr. H. J. James—A Land Rail (Rallus pectoralis) prepared
and mounted.

9. From A. Finlay, Esq.—A young Salmonoid from Bagdad Creek.
10. From W. C. Sharland, Esq —Sample of Coal from the River Der-

"went, at Charlemont, New Norfolk (with a note)
11. From Mrs. J. Allport—A coloured drawing of a fish (Cheironectes

sp. ), found at South Bruni.
12. From Dr. Haast, Director of Museum, Christchurch, New Zea-

land—Skeleton of Moa (Dinornis giganteus, var. maximus)
prepared for articulating.

[This invaluable presentation contains all the known bones of the
gigantic variety of the Moa. A few months ago some of the bones of

several varieties of this bird were sent for classification to the accom-
plished Naturalist of New Zealand to whom our Museum is so much
indebted. These have all been returned, and so carefully named and
labelled that, should further presentations of a similar character be
received, there will be little difficulty in making up deficiencies, so as

possibly in some cases to approach the formation of perfect skeletons. ]

In reference to the fish, a drawing of which was presented by Mrs.
Allport, the Chairman observed that it belonged to the genus
Cheironectes, and was chiefly remarkable for its operculated gill opening,
by means of which a supply of water was kept in a labyrinth of vessels

for the purpose of occasionally wetting the gills, thus enabling the fish

when left by the tide to breathe atmospheric air while travelling over
the sand on its limblike pectoral fins. The only place in which the
Chairman had seen the present species living was in one of the bays
on S^uth Bruni. As to Mr. Finlay 's interesting presentation (No. 9) the
Chairman said that he had in the first instance been decidedly of

opinion that it must belong to one of the migratory salmonidte, but that
after a careful comparison with the smolts caught in the salt water of

the Derwent, he had come to the conclusion that there was a marked
difi"erence between the two fish. The Derwent smolts had in every
instance when placed in spirits, shown faint traces of the parr markings
so characteristic of the immature salmon and salmon trout, but Mr.
Finlay's specimen showed no such markings after immersion. It was
therefore, more than probable, that this specimen was one of the fry
of the silvery variety of the common trout now so well known in the
tideway of the Derwent, below New Norfolk, and which fish appear to
have assumed a mueh more salmon like appearance from their visits to,

and residence in, brackish water. From the manner in which the
present specimen was taken, it seemed clear that it was on its way to
the Jordan estuary, and it was more than probable that the parent fish

had been hanging about the tideway, and entered the Bagdad rivulet
to spawn, and that this fish with the others, captured at the same
time, were following out the partially migratory instinct of the parents.
The Chairman also called attention to the very marked difi"erence in
the quality of trout taken in different rivers, and even between fish from
the same rivers in different years, and suggested that a continued
study of the causes might lead to a mode of improving rivers which
now produced inferior fish. In the present season the trout from the
Lachlan were far better shaped and better fed than those of last year,
and this is probably to be accounted for by the presence of vast num-
bers of larvae of a small species of Ephemera, or jNIay fly—this season,
which were not noticed during the last. The splendid fish from the
Clyde clearly owe their quality to the weedy nature of the stream, as
the masses of weeds yielded enormous quantities of molluscs, crustaceans,
and insects, and also afforded shelter for crowds of minute fish and eel

fare, which, in their turn, supply the larger fish with food. It is
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well worthy of consideratioo whether exotic water weeds might not
be effectually introduced into some of the more rocky rivers with good
results, care being first taken to ascertain what water weeds will be
useful without becoming such a nuisance as the AnacharU alslnastrum,

or Canadian duckweed has proved itself in the English rivers, or the
common watercress in those of New Zealand. Mr. Gould quite endorsed
the Chairman's opinion as to the value of weeds as food producers for

the fish, but pointed out that, though beneficial to the fish, they were
frequently detrimental to the fisherman. Mr. W. E. Shoobridge men-
tioned that an indigenous grass-like weed had much increased in the
Derwent, between New Norfolk and the Styx, during the last few years,

but he much doubted whether any weeds could get a footing in the
upper streams, from the rapidity of the currents.

Mr. Gould introduced to the notice of the Society a small series of

beautifully crystallized examples of three species of minerals, identical

in chemical composition, but differing in various physical characteristics,

such as system of crystallization, cleavage, &c. These were Rutile,

Anata.se, and Brookite, all of which had the same composition (Oxide of

Titanium, or Titanic Acid).

The Rutile, Mr. Gould pointed out, presented a good example of

doubly geniculated crystals of the pyramidal system.

The Anatase occurred in simpler forms of the same system, while

the Brookite belonged to a totally distinct system of crystallization, the
Rhombic, or Trimetric.

The Butile has been found abundantly in a locality originally dis-

covered by Mr. James Smith. The other species occurred with it, but
only in rare specimens.

Tito?? ic ^c«^ commands a high price at home for limited quantities,

from its yielding a rich colour for painting porcelain. Numerous patents

have also been taken out by Mr. Mushett, a metallurgist of repute, for

applying Titanic Acid to the oroduction of steel of superior quality.

Hitherto, however, Mr. Mushett does not appear to have achieved by
them a commercial success.

This ButHe occurs at Clayton Rivulet, on the N.W. Coast of Tas-

mania, in a drift derived from the destruction of Metamorphic Rocks.

Mr. Gould also exhibited specimens of Kyanite (a mineral sometimes
used as a substitute for sapphire) and of rubies and sapphires procured

from near the same locality.

After further conversation, in which Mr, Grant, Mr, Giblin, Mr.
Abbott, and others took part,

Mr. Justice Dobson, in proposing a vote of thanks to the donors of

presentations, referred especially to the contributions made to the
Museum, not only at the present meeting, but on former occasions, by
Mr. Gould. These presentations would remain with us as permanent
mementoes of Mr. Gould's discoveries, details of which were more
particularly given in the papers and proceedings of the Society. As to

the great presentation of the evening (the Moa bones), he (Mr. Dobson)
had some difficulty in expressing the pride and gratification with which
he regarded it, and in saying so, he was sure he only echoed the
feelings of every one present. It was indeed a noble gift, and one of

which even the British Museum itself might be proud. To Dr. Haast, our
warmest thanks were due for this invaluable addition to our Museum.

Mr. Barnard, in seconding the vote, referred to the fact that a very
interesting and original paper by Mr. W. Colenso, on the Moa, appeared
in the Tasmanian journal of Natural Science as far back as 1843. lour
years before that period, Owen had read his celebrated paper on some
fragments of the bones of the Moa before the Zoological Society,

The vote having been passed, the meeting terminated.
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CONTEIBUTIONS TO THE PHYTOGEAPHY OF
TASMANIA.

By Baron Feed, von Mueller, C.M.G., M.D., F.E.S.

ni.

The material for tliis third unpretensive addition to the

literature on Tasmanian plants has gradually been brought

together from various sources. It was intended to offer this

new contribution some considerable time ago, but the

harassing anxieties which arose during the last few years in

the writer's official life, and the impediment which thu3

occurred to his work in all directions, must plead excuse for

the retarded appearance of this record of all those plants,

placed so kindly at his disposal by several disinterested con-

tributors. Some of the Algae now specially mentioned as not

known from Tasmania at the time when Dr. Jos. Dalton

Hooker's great work appeared, were already recorded in the

magnificent volumes of the late Dr. Harvey's Phycologia, on

the scientific elaboration and artistic embellishment of which

work he spent also on Tasmanian shores many of his valuable

days. These Algae, for completeness sake, have been

admitted into the present supplementary list, along with more
recently discovered species, on the examination of which the

great authority of Professor Dr. J. Agardh, of Lund, was
brought to bear. For quotations and arrangement, the

writer of these lines is responsible. Circumstances over which

he had no control, frustrated his plans to visit Mount
Humboldt and the surrounding Alps for new observations

;

but he trusts to traverse these secluded highlands, which seem

yet to promise much addition to our knowledge of the Tas-

manian vegetation, during the approaching spring or summer.

Much has also yet to be learnt respecting the geographic

range of the rarer species of plants of the island ; and this

can only be accomplished by the local exertions of intelligent

and observant inhabitants in their respective districts. By
the formation of general collections in various localities, the

rare species would gradually become better known as regards

their natural distribution and their distinctive characteristics

;

moreover, the writer will always feel pleasure to examine

collections so formed, and place such observations thereon, as

may be of interest or novelty, before the Tasmanian Eoyal

Society. Thus also additional material would be obtained for

the universal work on Australian plants, for the elabora-

tion of which he has spent almost all his spare hours and his

worldly resources, in the great land of our southern homes
for the last twenty-six years.
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Cardamine radicata, J. Hook, in icon, plant, t. 882. Near
Lake Petrarch ; Hon. J. R. Scott.

Drosera pygmcea, Cand. prodr. i, 317. Ascends the Alpine

elevations about Lake St. Clair ; Th. and B. Gulliver.

Drosera hinata, La Bill. Nov. HoU. plant, spec, i, 78 t. 105.

Advances also to Alpine heights at Lake St. Clair. This and
the preceding species with numerous other Alpine plants

might be readily naturalized on the highland-moors of Britain.

Colobanthus Billardiern, Fenzl in Annal. des Wien. Mus. i,

49. King's Island ; Ambr. Neate.

Scleranthus hijlorus, J. Hook. fl. Nov. Zel. I. 74, King's

•Island ; Neate.

Olaytonia australasica, J. Hook, in icon, plant. 293 ; var.

alpina. Depressed into cushions, with leaves only « to J inch

long and one-flowered peduncles. Summit of Mount Wel-
lington ; F. V. M.

Didymotheca tliesioides, J. Hook, in Lond. Jo urn. of Bot. vi.,

279. Dry Hills at Kelvedon ; Dr. Story.

JRicinocarpus pinifolius, Desf. in memoir, du musee Paris,

iii., 459, t. 22. Swanport ; Dr. Story. Mr. G. Bentham
mentions in the 6th volume of the Flora Austral., p. 135, as

Tasmanian ; on the authority of La Billardiere—Adriana

quadripartita (Gaudich Bot. Freycinet Voyage, 489 ; Croton

quadripartitum, La Bill, Nov. Holl. pi. sp., ii., 73, t. 223.)

But in La Billardiere's work several plants from the vicinity

of Cape Leuwin have been erroneously recorded as Tas-

manian, and as this Adriana is not foundagain in anylocalityin

Tasmania, visited by D'Entrecasteaux's expedition, it was most
likely obtained in West Australia. But the writer of these

lines has fully 20 years ago observed and recorded this

Adriana from Wilson's Promontory, and therefore a search

after the plant on the Tasmanian smaller islands in Bass's

Straits might not prove in vain. On the specific limits of the

Adriana some remarks were offered in the transact. Edinb.

Bot. Soc, vii., 481-482. Eicinocarpus major (Miill. Arg.

in Linnaea xxxiv., 59) is another dubious euphorbiaceous

plant, said to have been found by Yerreaux in Tasmania.

*Sanguisorha minor. Scop. Poterium Sanguisorba, L. sp.

1411. Near Lake St. Clair, 4000 feet high; Th. and B.

Gulliver.

Eucalyptus ylohulus, La Bill, voy. i., 153, 1. 13. The geo-

graphic limits of this highly important tree, almost restricted

to Tasmania and Victoria, seem in the island yet imperfectly

known. It is according to Mr. Stephens confined to the S.

and S.E. districts, having its northern boundary about

Falmouth on the East Coast, and Spring Hill, near Oatlands,

on the eastern inland tracts, abounding between this and the
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coast. In the Derwent country it extends about as far as

Dunrobin. Mr. Grould records it from Flinders Island.

jE^icalyptus vernicosa, J. Hook, in Lond. journ. of Bot., vi.,

p. 478. Mount Arrowsmitb ; Th. and B. Gulliver.

Anodopetalum higlandulosum, All. Cunn. in Endl. gen. pi.

818. A full description of the fruit was given for the first

time last year by the contributor of these notes (in Caruel's

Giornale Botan. Italian, p. 272) from specimens kindly sup-

plied by Eonald Gunn, Esq., F.R.S., who found regular forests

of Anodopetalum trees between the Surrey Hills and the

Eiver Leven.

Baii6ra rubioides, Andr. Bot. Rep. t. 198; var. pleniflora.

Found at Port Esperance by Th. Gulliver.

Spp^dium ohovafum, Benth. Flor. Austral. I., 429. Eldon's
Bluff, 4700 feet high ; Hon. J. R. Scott, Th. Gulliver.

Hydrocotyle pterocarpa, F. v. Muell., in transact. Yict. inst.,

1855, p. 126. St. George's Bay ; W. Bissill. Circular Head
;

S. B. Emmett.
Hydrocotyle asiatica, L. sp. 234 ; var. monantha : Leaves

quite entire, measuring only J to ^ inch ; inflorescence reduced
to a single flower

;
petals not less broad than long ; bracts

short and blunt. Lake St. Clair ; Th. and B. Gulliver. The
ordinary form occurs at Macquarie Harbour and Southport.

La Billardiere (Voyage in search of La Perouse, Engl. edit. I.,

152) affirms that Crithmum maritimum occurs at Storm Bay.
Whether he mistook another plant for it, or whether the

Crithmum remained as much overlooked on the Tasmanian
shores as the Cakile on the Victorian coast, remains to be
ascertained.

Himnaca cordifolia, Benth. gen. pi. I., 876 ; var. minuta:
Hardly an inch high, nearly glabrous j umbel few flowered.

Lake St. Clair ; Th. and B. Gulliver.

Actinotus helUdioides, Benth. Fl. Austral. III., 869. With
the preceding plant.

In reference to Umbelliferae it should still be observed that

in all likelihood species of Leschenault's genus Catapha
(Sieberia of Reichenbach and Bentham, not of Gay ; Trachy-
mene of Sprengel and De Candolle, not of Rudge) will yet be
found withinTasmanian territory,as several plants of that genus
occur as far south as Port Phillip and Wilson's Promontory.

Abrotanella scapiqera, F. v. M. in Benth. flor. Austr. III.

554. Lake St. Clair ; Benj. and Th. Gulliver.

Cassinia spectabilis, R. Br. in transac. Lin. Soc. xii., 128.

King's Island ; Ambr. Neate. Swanport ; Dr. Story.

Helichrysum pumilum, J. Hook, Flor. Tasm. i. 218 tab. QO.

On Mount Arrowsmith, 3--4000 feet high j Th. and B.
Gulliver.
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Antennaria nuUgeyia, F. v. M. in transact. Phil. Soct. Yict.
i., 45. Summit of Mount Olympus, Hon. J. E. Scott and Th.
Gulliver. This with the following plant is left in the old genus
Antennaria, as Raoulia rests on very frail characters, and as it

will be impossible to assign for any genus the best limits until
the whole of the species of the globe shall have been disco-
vered. These additions to Antennaria may likely occur in the
Alps of Central Africa and New Guinea.

*Antennaria 3feredithcs, F. v. M. in notices of the Eoyal
Soc. of Tasm. 1870, p. 15. On Mount Olympus in society
of A. nubigena, the two plants preserving fully their
characteristics under precisely the same conditions. It is

remarkable that A. Meredithae should have been so long over-
looked. In all likelihood it is to be found on many of the
Tasmanian alpine heights. Its leaves are smaller, and of a
thicker consistence than those of A. nubigena. This was the
only absolutely new phaneorogamic plant discovered by the
writer during his short visit to Tasmania in 1869.

In reality A. nubigena might be placed either in the section

Leontopodium, or that of Chionolaena or even in that of
Anaphalis, by the union of which a very natural genus (Anten-
naria) would be formed, with no greater habitual differences

among the species, than are observable in the closely allied

genera Helichrysum and Helipterum.

*Gnap7iaUum candidissimu^n, Lam. encycl. methodiq. H.,
754. In the vicinity of Hobart Town, on roadsides and
in cultivated fields ; S. Hannaford, Th. Gulliver. The
transmitted specimens accord precisely with the South African
plant. This is the first knowledge, which we possess, of this
pretty species having strayed out of its native home. The base
of the stem is woody ; hence the plant is doubtless perennial.

Senecio leptocarpus, Cand. prodr., vi., 372 ; var. pectinata.
Eldon's Bluff; Hon. J. E. Scott.

^Taraxacum officinale^ Weber, primit. flor. Holsat. p. 56.
Eendered long since spontaneous on the South Esk, also
according to Dr. Milligan's collection in Flinders' Island and
Seal Island ; occurring probably on many other places within
Tasmanian territory now.

* Cryptostemma calendulaceum, E. Br. in W. T. Ait. hort.
Kew., second edit., v., 141. Seems to have first sprung up
about Hobart Town in 1870, according to Mr. Samuel
Hannaford. It is an unfortunate introduction, of which
Tasmania kept free so long, while this weed had already
immigrated into Australia at least forty years ago, according
to Baron von Huegel's collection. It is the doubtful Gorteria,
mentioned among the plants introduced in Australia at page
cviii. of the introduction to the Flor. Tasman,
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Donatia Novcb Zelandice, J. Hook, flor., Nov. Zeland, i. 81,
t. 20. Lake St. Clair, Hon. J. R. Scott ; Eldon's Bluff, Th.
Gulliver ; Mount Field East, B. Gulliver. The plant is placed
here as Stylideous among the synpetalous orders, its true
systematic position havingfinally been ascertained by the writer
of these remarks only this year (Cont. fragm. phytogr. Austr.
viii., 41). Although the genus was discovered already by both
Forsters in Fuegia during Cook's second expedition about a
century ago, the mature fruit is unknown up to the present
day, it having not yet been found either in the Australian, New
Zealand, or S. American Alps, it ripening probably in the
beginning of winter, and could likely yet be found early in

spring after thawing of the snow.
Azorella dichopetala, Benth. flor. Austr. iii., 365. Eldon's

Range, Hon. J. R. Scott and Th. Gulliver.

Coprosma repens, J. Hook, flor. Antarct. i., 23, t. 16 a. (not
b) ; flor. Nov. Zeland, i., 110 ; Handbook of N. Z. flora i.,

119. Alpine country about Lake St. Clair, Th. and B.
Gulliver. Sent only in a sterile state. The leaves thick and
margined. Closely allied to the following species.

Coprosma pumila, J. Hook, flor. N. Zel., i.. Ill ; handbook of
the N. Zeal, flora, i., 119 ; C. repens, J. Hook, flora antarct, i.,

23, t, 16, b. Lake Petrarch ; Th. Gulliver. The leaves are thin,

remarkably acute, distinctly pointed and narrowly petiolate.

Specimens from Mount Laperouse, imperfect like the rest,

seem rather to accord with C. repens than with C. pumila.
Local observations must clear up the questions concerning the
characteristics of these species.

Goodenia humilisj Br. prodr., 575 ; var. alpigena. The
whole plant merely one or two inches high, with only 1 to 3
flowers. Alpine meadows about Lake St, Clair, Th. and B.
Gulliver.

Isotomafluviatilis, F. v. M. in Benth. flor. Austr. iv., 136.

Accidentally omitted in the 4th volume of the Australian Flora
as a Tasmanian plant, although an expressive figure is given
already in Dr. Hooker's work. Lobelia pratioides, occurring
on the S. Esk and probably elsewhere, has latterly proved a
deadly herb to cattle in Victoria.

Styphelia scoparia, Sm. New Holl. 43. Lake Petrarch ; Th.
Gulliver. A broad-leaved form with pentamerous flowers

from the above-mentioned Alpine locality. The genus
Monotoca must now also be re-united with Styphelia, as
latterly a species with very minute flowers, and a two-celled

ovary was discovered by the writer in West Australia ; more-
over, Mr. Bentham having proved the existence of a species

of the section Leucopogon with a one-celled ovary also in

West Australia.
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StypJielia oxycedrus, La Bill. Nov. Holl. pi. sp. i. 49, t. Q9.

King's Island ; Ambr. Neate.

Trocliocarpa pumila, F.v.M. fragm. phytog. Austr. vi. 57.

Eldon's Bluff; Th. Gulliver.

Trochocarpa disticha, Spreng. syst. veg. i. 660. Mount
Arrowsmith at an elevation of 3500 feet ; Th. and B. Gulliver.

Yar. microphylla : leaves only J-incb long.

Trochocarpa Gumiii, Benth. Flor. Austr. iv. 167. Fatigue

Hill ; Th. & B. Gulliver. Lake St. Clair ; Hon. J. R. Scott.

JPrionotes cerintJioides, E. Br. prodr. 553. Mount Arrow-
smith ; Th. & B. Gulliver.

Dracopliyllum minimum, F.v.M. fragm. i. 89. Eldon's Bluff;

Hon. J. E. Scott.

Mitrasacme montana, J. Hook. Flor. Tasm. i. 274. t. 88 C

,

var. minuta. Smaller in all parts than the ordinary form.

Creeping among alpine mosses on Mount Arrowsmith ; Th.

and E. Gulliver.

Villarsia exaltata, Don syst. of dichlamyd. plants, iv. 169.

Lake St. Clair ; Th. & B. Gulliver. This handsome swamp-
plant, being also alpine, would prove hardy in Britain.

Gratiola nana, Benth. in Cand. prodr. x. 404. Lake St.

Clair ; Hon. J. E. Scott. It has the habit of Mimulus repens,

Ourisia integrifolia, E. Br. prodr. 439. Lake Augusta
;

Hon. J. E. Scott and Th. Gulliver.

Veronica nivea, Lindl, botan. reg., 1842 ; misc. 42. Lake
St. Clair ; Hon. J. E. Scott.

Utricularia dichotoma, Labill. Nov. Holl. plant, specim i. 11,

t. 8 ; var. uniflora. Alpine regions about Lake St. Clair

Hon. J. E. Scott.

Cenarrlienes nitida, Labill. Nov. Holl. plant, spec. i. 36, t. 50.

Base of Mount Arrowsmith ; Th. and B. Gulliver. Drupe
purplish black.

Halcea acicularis E. Br. in transact, Lin. Soc. x, 181 ; var.

lissosperna. Lake St. Clair ; Hon. J. E. Scott.

Orites revoluta, Eob. Brown in transact. Linn. Soc. x. 190,

Lake St. Clair ; Hon. J. E. Scott.

Fersoonia Gunnii, J. Hooker in Lond, journ. of bot. vi. 283.

Lake St. Clair, Hon. J. E. Scott and Messrs. Gulliver. Drupe
black, pruinous ; the pericarp of rather a pleasant taste.

Thesium australe, E. Br. pr. 353. Derwent Eiver ; E,
Brown.

Pimelea cinerea, E. Br. prodr. 361. (P. Gunnii, J. Hook,

fl. Tasm. i. 332.) Lake St. Clair, Hon. J. E. Scott. Nearly

allied to P. drupacea, which grows at the same locality. Mr.
Bentham believes both to be distinct.

Fimelea spathulata, Labill. Nov. Holl. plant, specim. i. 9, t.

4. (P. eernua, R. Br. prodr. 359.) Mr. Bentham identified
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Brown's plant with that of Labillardiere by comparison of

original specimens.

*AtripIea; paludosuj7t, E. Br. prodr. 406. Port Dalrymple
;

E. Brown. Existing probably in many other localities of the

muddy coasts.

'^Polygonum lajyathifoUum^ L. sp.pl. 517. Port Dalrymple;
E. Brown.

Australina pusilla, Gandich. in Freyc. voy. botanique, p.

505. Huon Eoad, beyond Mount Wellington ; S. Hannaford.
Fagus Gumili, J. Hook. icon, plant, t. 881. Eldon's Eange

j

Hon. J. E, Scott and Th. Gulliver.

*Casuarina hicuspidata, Benth. fl. Austr. vi. 202. Flinders'

Island ; E. Brown. This species has been added here as be-

longing to the Tasmanian flora on Mr. Bentham's authority.

The plant is as yet very imperfectly known.
Dacrydium tetragonum, Parlatore in Cand. prodr. xvi. 496.

(Microcachrys tetragona, J. Hook. fl. Tasm. i. 358, tab. 100
B ; J. Hook in bot. magaz. tab. 5576.) Eldon's Eange and
Mount Olympus up to 4,400 feet ; Th. Gulliver. The beau-

tiful crimson colour of the fresh mature fruit-scales, as recorded

in the pages of the E. S. of Tasmania (1870, p. 19), is a
character by which the fruit is conspicuously distinguished

from that of Pherosphsera. In dwarfness this coniferous plant

has only rivals in the N. Z. Dacrydium laxifolium, and in the

alj^ine state of Juniperus communis (J. nana. Willd. sp. pi. iv.

p. 854), which latter bears fruits already at a height of four

inches. There must, however, in this comparison with Juni-

perus not be overlooked, that, while Juniperus nana is creeping

and dwarf like the Microcachrys, it passes gradually into the

tall Juniperus communis, which is known to attain a height

of 50 feet, just as the dwarf Exocarpus nana of Tasmania
passes through E. humifusa into the tall Exocarpus cupressi-

formis. In the abstract sense, therefore, Tasmania possesses

in Microcachrys probably the dwarfest coniferous plant of the

globe.

JPlierosp]iaeraSooheriana,KxQ\iQx in J. Hook, fl. Tasm. i. 355,

tab. IC. Parlatore in Cand. prodr. xvi. 497. Found along

with Dacrydium tetragonum and Diselma Archeri by Messrs.

Gulliver. The plant might well be placed sectionally into the

genus Dacrydium, notwithstanding the position of the ovules

and the want of the disc, the latter being neither developed
in Dacrydium Kirkii of New Zealand.

Athrotaxis selaginoides, D. Don in transact. Linn. Soc.

xviii, 172, t. 14. On Mount Olympus and Eldon's Eange up
to 4,500 feet ; Hon. J. E. Scott and Th. Gulliver.

Nagaia alpina, F.v.M. Podocarpus alpina E. Br. in Mem. du
Mus. Paris, xvii., 75. Summit of Mount Olympus ; Gulliver.
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Phyllocladus rhomboidaliSf Ach. Eich. Conif, 130, t. 3, fig.

2. Cuvier's River, Th. & B. Gulliver. King's Island, Barnard.
Zostera tasmanica, Martens accord, to Aschersonin Linnaea,

Neue Folge, i, 168, and
Zostera Muelleri, Irmiscli, I.e., are the two Tasmanian

species, recently proved to be distinct from Z. marina, L. and
Z. nana, Roth, of the northern hemisphere.

Typha JSrownii, Kunth enum, plant iii, 92, Brown's Tas-
manian plant has been carefully distinguished by the late Dr.
Rohrbach from the following :

* Typha Muelleri, Rohrbach in den Yerhandl, des bot.

Vereins von Brandenb. 1869, p. 95. This is the T. angustifolia

of J. Hook, fl., Tasm., ii, 38, according to Dr. Rohrbach, who,
alas, as a youthful and most promising worker in the field of

phytographic knowledge was early called away from his earthly
labours.

SisyrincMum pulchelhim, E. Br. prods. 305, Southport.

Camjpynema lineare. Labill, Nov. HoU. plant, spec, i., 93, t.

121. Lake Petrarch. Hon. J. R. Scott. A dwarf alpine

form.

Thelymitra aristata, Lindl. orchid, plants, 621. Southport.

Thelymitra cyanea^ Lindl. Bot. Reg. XXV., append. 60.

Southport.

*Caleana minor, 'R. Br. pr. 329. Near Hobart Town, Eon.
Gunn, according to Benth. flor. Austr. VI. 366.

JPterostylis harhata. Lindl. gen. et. sp. Orchid. 388 (P.

squaraata, J. Hook, fl. Tasm. ii., 20 ; non R. Br.) Flinders*

Island ; Dr. Milligan.

Diuris pardina, Lindl., gen. et. spec, Orchid, 507. Near
South Esk, from specimens there collected. The late Pro-
fessor Lindley recorded it in the Linnaea already in 1853 pag.

239. It is identical with Diuris palustiis of the Flora Tas-
manica.

Diuris lonyifoUa, R. Br. pr. 316. Port Dalrymyle, R. Brown
accord, to Bentham, though the Tasmanian locality is not
recorded in R. Brown's prodromus.

Acianthus fornicatus, R. Br. prodr. 321, Kelvedon j Dr.
Story.

FrasopJiyllum australe, R. Br. pr. 318. Adventure Bay, D.
Nelson, Southport.

* FrasopJiyllum nigricans, R. Br. pr. 319. Oyster Bay, Dr.
Milligan ; Southport.

FrasopJiyllum intricatum, C. St. in Benth. flor. Austr. VT.

346. Southport. The analytic details of Mr. W. Archer's

figure of P. rufum (R. Br. pr. 319 ; P. nudum, J. Hook. flor.

Tasm. t. 113) belong, according to Mr. Bentham's recent

researches, to P. intricatum.
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Blandfordia marginata, Herb, in Bot. Eeg. 1842 ; Misc. 93.

Eldon's Eange ; Hon. J. E. Scott.

JDrymophila cyanocarpa, E. Br. prodr. 292. At Lake St.

Clair, Hon. J. E. Scott ; therefore also alpine.

JBartlingia minor, F.v.M. fragm. phytogr. Austr. vii. 88 (Lax-

mannia minor, E. Br. prodr. 286) ; Southport.

Milligania densiflora, J. Hook, in Kew Miscell. v. 298.

Mount Olympus ; Hon. J. E. Scott & Th. Gulliver. Mount
Laperouse ; Oldfield.

Triglochin procerimij E. Br. prodr. 343 ; ascends the Alps in

its small form.

Lejpyrodia stricta, E. Br. prodr. 248. Swanport ; Dr. Story.

*Calosirophus elongatus, La Bill. Nov. Holl. plant, specim.

ii. 78, tab. 228 (not of any other authors). At the base of Mount
Laperouse (C.S.), where it attains a height of 15 feet, being

therefore as tall as the South African Cannamois cephalotes.

This plant is perhaps not rare in other sub- alpine localities or

deep mountain recesses of Tasmania,but may have been passed,

being considered perhaps identical with the following ex-

tremely common species. As it is, the plant was not re-

discovered since La Billardiere's time, until the specimens
from the above-mentioned locality were obtained.

Calostrophus laterijlorus, F.v.M., frag, phytogr. Austr. viii.

84; Calorophus elongatus, J. Hook. Fl. K Zeal. i. 267; Fl.

Tasm. ii. 75 ; Eestio lateriflorus, E. Br. pr. 247. One of the

most gregarious of all Tasmanian plants, from the lowland

swamps to the alpine moors.

^Lepyrodia paniculata, F. v. M. Second report 1854, p. 16 :

fragm. phyt. Austr. viii. 70. Southport.

Eestio gracilis, E. Br. prodr. 245 ; Eecherche Bay. Dr,

Hooker had no Tasmanian specimens.

Eestio complanatus, E. Br. prodr. 245. Swanport, Dr. Story

also at Southport.

Caustis pentandra, E. Br. prodr. 240 ; Swanport, Dr. Story,

GJicetospora capillacea, J. Hook. Flor. Tasm. ii. 81, tab. cxli,

At Bay of Fires, Bissill ; also at Southport.

Chcetospora nitenSf E. Br. prodr. 233 ; King's Island, Ambr.
Neate.

TJncinia tenella, E. Br. prodr. 241 ; Alpine country about

Lake St. Clair, Hon. J. E. Scott.

Danthonia penicillata, F. v, M. fragm. phytogr. Austr. VllI,

134, var. pygmaea. The whole plant only rising to a height

of 1—1J inch. From the tufts of Abrotanella forsteroides.

Spikelets only two in number. Bracts i/e to Vs inch long.

Arista hardly 1/12 of an inch long. Mount Field East, F. v. M.
Danthonia nervosa, J. Hook. flor. Tasm. II., 121, tab. clxiii.

;

D. Archeri; J. Hook. I.e. South Esk and Southport.
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HierocMoe rariflora, J. Hook., Flor. Antarct, i., 93 ; J. Hook,
fl. Tasm. ii., 108, tab. vii., Bay of Fires, Bissell, St. Paul's

Eiver, C. St. Swanport ; Dr. Story.

HierocMoe alpina, JRoem. et SchuH. syst. veg. IT., 515. Sum-
mit of Mount Lapcrouse, Oldfield ; Mount Olympus, Gulliver

;

Mount Field East, F. v. M.
*Aira caryophyllea, Linue sp. pi. 9^. On various places.

Trisetum suhspicatum, Beauvois essai d'une nouvelle agros-

tographie, p. 88 ; ver. submutica. South Esq.

*AnthoxantJium odoratum, L. Naturalized at Swanport

;

Dr. Story.

*Imperata arundinacea, Cyrillo icon. fasc. ii., t. 11. Swan-
port ; Dr. Story. This conspicuous and remarkable grass was
already recorded as Tasmanian by K. Brown {vide prodrom,

203.) Dr. Hooker seems not to have had any Tasmanian
specimens.

*PTialaris Canariensis, L. sp. pi. 79. Together with the

emaller variety (P. miner, Eetzius obs. iii., 8) now spontaneous

at Swanport, Dr. Story ; George Town and Launceston,

S. Hannaford.
Ehrharta disticJiophylla, Labill, Nov. Holl. plant, specim. i,

90, t. 117. Southport.

Ehrharta acuminata, F. v. M. in transact, phil. Soc. Vict, i,

p. Ill, according to note. Swanport, Southport, Mersey
Kiver. A small-flowered variety occurs in Alpine regions, at

elevations of about 4,000 feet.

Ehrharta diarrhena, F. v. M. fragm. vii, 89. Diplax Tas-

manica, J. Hook. fl. Tasm, ii, 105, tab. 355. Southport. Van
Bub-alpina ; smaller in all parts ; Mount Laperouse ; occurs

also at Lake St. Clair.

*Bro7nus mollis, L. sp. pi. 112. Swanport, Dr. Story. This

invading plant, not without some utility, yet inferior to many
other fodder grasses, bids fair to become as frequent in

Australia as it is in Europe. Bromus arenarius (Labill. Nov.

Holl. plant specim. i, 23, t. 28), which is common in the

South of Australia, may be looked for on the isles of Basa'

Straits. It is the only indigenous species.

*Bromus unioloides, Humb. Bonpl. & Kunth, gen. et spec,

plant, orbis novi i, 151. King's Island ; A. Neate. EstabHshed

as a spontaneous and highly useful grass.

*jBromus sterilis, L. sp. pi. 113. Mr. Neate found this also

truly naturalized in King's Island.

Festuca disticho'phylla, J. Hook., flor. Tasm. IL, 127. D'En-
trecasteaux's Channel, La Billardiere ; Swanport, Dr. Story.

Festuca HooJceriana, F. v. M. in J. Hook. fl. Tasm. ii, 127,

tab. clxv. Near Launceston in the lowlands ; S. Hannaford,

Esq. Meander and South Esk.
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*Briza minor, L. sp. pi. 102. Naturalized in King's Island,

at Swanport and in other localities. The perennial Briza

media is mentioned as a Tasmanian introduced grass in

Dr. Hooker's introductory essay pag. cix.

Polypogon monspeliensis, Desf. flor. Atlant, i 67. Swanport,

Dr. Story. Lolium perenne, long since spontaneously dissemi-

nated almost everywhere in the Tasmanian lowlands, is given

by Dr. Hooker as belonging to the naturalized plants of the

island among the introduced plants in his introductory essay

cix. Some accidental omissions may have occurred in Dr.

Hooker's work among the Tasmanian gramineae, as the

genera xv and xx are passed.

*IIordeum murimim^ L. sp. 126- Immigrated into many parts

of Tasmania ; for instance, common about Launceston (Hanna-
ford), King's Island (A. Neate). Not mentioned by Dr.

Hooker as Tasmanian, either in the prefatory essay, or in the

general work.

*Rordeum secalinurrif Schrad. spicileg. flor. Lipsiens, p.

p. 148. Southport.

*IIolcus lanatus, L, sp. pi. 1485. Eendered spontaneous

in King's Island, Lieut. Stanley ; Launceston, S. Hannaford

;

Swanport, Dr. Story.

*Alopecurus agrestis, L. sp. pi. 89. Swanport, Dr. Story.

Isoetes Gunnii, Al. Br. in Monatsber. der. Kgl. Acad, der

Wissens. Berlin, 1868. Marginal bottom of Lake St, Clair
;

Hon. J. E. Scott and Th. Gulliver.

Lycopodium densum^ La Bill. Nov. Holl. plant, spec, ii., 104,

t. 251. Alpine at Lake St. Clair ; Hon. J. R. Scott.

Lycopodium Selago, L. sp. 1565 ; var. L. varium, R. Br.

prodr. 165. Alpine at Lake St. Clair and Eldon's Eange

;

Hon. J. E. Scott.

Osmunda harhara, Thunb. prodr. flor. Cap. 171. In the

mountain glens near the South Esk. Todea and Leptopteris

might well be considered subgenera of Osmunda, as transitory

forms of 0. regalis and other species to the Todeas exist, and
as in Grammitis and a few other fern genera we have species

with coriaceous and also transparent membraneous fronds.

Schizaea hi/Ida, Sw. filic. 151 ; var. simplex ; Southport.

SchizaeaJistulosa, Labill. Nov. Holl. plant, specim. ii., 103,

t. 250. South Esk and Southport.

*Gyatliea affinis, Sw. synops, fil. 140. Under Anodopetalum
trees at Adamson's Peak ; Hon. J. E. Scott. The species is

closely allied to Cyathea meduUaris, a tree fern very common
in New Zealand. In Australia it is as yet only found in the

Cape Otway ranges, and it is there accompanied by Aspidium
hispidum, that being the only known locality of that remark-

able fern out of New Zealand. In all probability it exists
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also in Tasmania along with the Cyathea. The latter is very

remarkable for its great height, combined with extreme
slenderness of stem and paucity of fronds. Its occurrence in

Tasmania was indicated some time since by the writer from a

specimen kindly sent by Eonald Gunn, Esq., in Mr. Thomas'
creditable little book printed for Tasmanian tourists. Mr.
Scott found the Cyathea to have a stem 40 feet high. The
species may have been passed in other parts of Tasmania and
Australia in dense fern groves of the ranges. Its discovery

in Tasmania came not altogether unexpected.

Pteris comans, G. Forst, florul. insul. Austral. 79. Near
Circular Head ; S. B. Emmett.

Lomaria Fatersonij Spr. syst. iv., 62. St. George's Bay

;

Bissill.

*Polypodium memlranifoliumj E. Br. pr. 147. Honeywood

;

Mr. Blytb.

*Sargassum tasmanicum, Sonder in Linnsea xxv., 673. The
precise locality not mentioned.

* Cystopliora retorta, Ag. sp. Alg. 74. Near George Town ;

Miss Goodwin. At Swanport ; Mrs. Meredith.

^Sporochnus Scoparius, Harv. in transact. Royal Irish Acad,
xxii., 535. Swanport ; Mrs. Meredith,

*Sporochnus caudatus, J. Ag. Swanport ; Mrs. Meredith.

Sporochnus radiciformis, Ag. spec. Alg., i. 149, Swanport

;

Sphacelaria paniculata, Suhr in Eegensb. hot. Zeit., 1840,

278. Swanport ; Mrs. Meredith.

Polypliacum smitMcB, Harv. Ner. Austr. 17. t, 3. Entrance
of the Tamar ; Miss Goodwin.

Mesogloia virescens, Carmich. in Berkeley's Gleanings of

British Algae, p. 44. Swanport ; Mrs. Meredith.

*Chondria corynepliora, Harv. in transact. Eoy. Irish Acad,

xxii, 539. Eecorded by the late Professor Harvey at page
xxviii. of his synopsis, but without note of special locality.

PolysipJionia tasmanica, J. Ag. sp. Alg. ii., 1018. George Tn.

*Polysophonica ferulacea Suhr in J. Ag. sp. Alg. ii, 980,

Table Cape, Miss McKenzie. It may here incidentally be

remarked, that the name Hutchinsia, bestowed by Bishop
Agardh on this genus in 1817, should be restored, inasmuch

as those species of Eob. Brown's cruciferous genus, which

have accumbent cotyledons are referable to Thlaspi, while all

those with incumbent cotyledons, belong to Capsella.

Laurencm elata, Harv. in Hook. Lond. Journ. vi. 401.

Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith.

Champia tasmanica, Harv. in Hook. Lond. Journ. iii. 407,

tab. 19. Swanport ; Mrs. Meredith.

Champia olsoleta, Harv. in J. Hook. fl. Tasman. ii, 307,

Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith.
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Wrangelia plumosa Harv. in Lond. Journ. of Bot. iii, 450.

Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith.

*Corallina Cuvieri, Lamour. Pol. flex. p. 286. The special

locality not recorded by Dr. Harvey, who found it.

*Ampliiroa tasmanica, Sond. in Linnsea xxv, 686. Like
Sargassum tasmanicum, this was given about 25 years ago to

the writer of these lines from the northern shores of Tas-

mania, but the special locality remained unknown,
Nitophyllum crisj)um, Kuetz, sp. Alg. 868. Swanport ; Mrs.

C. Meredith.

Nitopliyllum Ounnianum, Harv. in Lond. Journ. of Bot. vi.

403. Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith.

*Phacelocarpus a_podus, J. Agardh. Discovered by Eonald
Gunn, Esq., F.R.S.

**Curdiaea lachiiata, Harv, in Annals of Nat. Hist. ser. IL,

XV., 333. Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith ; also found by S.

Hannaford, Esq.

Gracilaria confervoides, Grev. Alg. Brit. 123. Swanport.

Mrs. C. Meredith.

AcantJiococcus Ewingi, Harv. Phycol, Austr. 141. Mychodea
hamata Harv. in J. Hook fl. Tasma. ii., 323. Discovered bythe

Eev. Mr. Ewing, and collected also at George Town and Port
Arthur by Dr. Harvey.

^Thamnoclonium claviferum, J, Ag, Found by R. Gunn, Esq.

Ifemalium insigne, Harv, Phycol. Austr., 284. Nemastoma
densa, Harv. in J. Hook. PL Tasm. ii., 328. Tamar. Pruit

as yet unknown, and the genus therefore doubtful.

Flocamium procerum, Harv. in Hook. Lond. Journ. of Bot.

iv., 542. Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith.

Flocamium costatum, Harv. Nereis Aust., p. 122. Swan-
port ; Mrs. C. Meredith.

^RJwdophyllis ramentacea, J. Ag. Swanport ; Mrs. C.

Meredith. Entrance of the Tamar ; Miss Goodwin.
Mhodophyllis hypnoldes, Harv. phyc. Austr. ex., cix. Hypnea

planiculis, Harv. in J. Hook. PL Tasm, ii., 315, Swanport.

Mhodymenia corallina, Grev. in J. Hook, and Harv. Cryptog.

antarct., p. 169. Swanport ; Mrs C. Meredith.

*Rhabdonia JlagelUfonnis, J. Ag. Allied to E. robusta.

Collected by Ronald Gunn, Esq.

Erythroclonium Muelleri, Sond. in Linnaea, xxv., 691.

Swanport; Mrs, C. Meredith.

*Spyridia opposita, Harv. in J. Hook. Plor. N. Zealand ii.,

256. Southport.

Mychodea carnosa, J, Hook and Harv., in Lond. Journ. of

Bot. vi., 408. East Coast; R. Gunn, Esq., F.R.S.

Mychodia terminalis, Harv. in J. Hook, fl. Tasm. ii., 323.

Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith.
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^CallopTiyllls carnea, J. Ag., in Act. Holm. 1849, p. 87.

Swanport; Mrs. C. Meredith.

CallojoJiyUis Lamherti, J. Hook and Harv. in Lond. Journ.

of Bot. vi., 405. Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith.

KaUymenia cribrosa, Harv. in transact, Roy, Irish Acad.,
ixii., 555. Swanport ; Mrs. C. Meredith.

*Gigartina Binderi, Harv. sym. 44. Near Hobart Town
according to Senator Binder's collection.

Gigartina finnata, J. Ag., spec. Alg., ii., 270. Swanport.

*Gigartina radula, J. Ag., spec Alg. ii. 2?8. Swanport;
Mrs. C. Meredith.

**G!oioderma australe, J. Ag. Swanport; Mrs. C. Meredith.

*Ne7nastoma palmata, Harv. phyc. Austr. C.C.L. ixi. Col-

lected by Miss Brown, but the locality remained unrecorded

;

neither is the fruit known.
**Dumontia proUfera, J. Ag., Swanport; Mrs. C.Meredith.

A new species to science and a new genus for Tasmania.

*Ceramium isogonum, Harv. in transact. Eoy. Irish Acad,

ixii, 65. Collected in Tasmania by Sam. McGowan, Esq.

Precise locality unknown.
Ftilota rJiodocallis, Harv. phycol. Austr. t. 44. Swanport;

Mrs. C. Meredith.

Ftilota articulata, J. Ag. Symbol, p. 36. Swanport ; Mrs.

Meredith.

*Caulerpa trifaria, Harv. phycol. Austr. C.C.L. xi., Swan-
port ; Mrs. C. Meredith. Port Arthur ; Dr. Harvey.

*Caulerpalongifolia, Ag. Swanport; Mrs. C. Meredith.

*Caulerpa furcifolia, J. Hook, and Harv. in Lond. Journ. of

Bot. vi., 416. Swanport; Mrs. C. Meredith.

**B?yopsis plumosa, Lamour. Annal. du Mus. xx., 281.

Common on the coasts of Tasmania according to Dr. Harvey.

**Valonia Gigas, 1. Ag. Swanport, Mrs. C. Meredith. The
genus is new not only for Tasmania, but unrecorded for Aus-
tralia at large ; the species is new to science.

*Fo7'phyra WooVwusicB, Harv. phycol. Austr. cclxv. On
macrocystis. From Miss Woolhouse's collection. Special

locality unknown.
*Tnva latuca, L. sp. pi. 1632. Southport.

^Ulva rigida, Ag. syst. 189, Swanport; Mrs. C. Meredith.

*0edegoniu7n gracile, Kuetz, I.e. This and the three follow-

ing freshwater Algae came from the South Esk out of the

writer's collection, and were identified by Dr. W. Sonder in

the Linnsea 1853.

*Oedogonium stagnate, Kuetz. sp. Alg. 368.

*Oedogonium capillare, Kuetz. phycol. gen. 255.

**Schizot'hrixfuscescens, Kuetz. phycolog. general, 230.
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Thesium australe, R. Br. prodr. 358. Derwent Eiver ; R.
Brown.

In tlie foregoing article, for the locality of the specimens

furnished by Mrs. Meredith, read " Orford " (Prossers Bay)

instead of " Swanport."
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LAW OF WEATHER AND STORMS.

By the Right Rev. Bishop Bromby, D.D.

[Bead on Monday, V^th Octoler, 1873.]

Great progress has been made of late years in ascertaining

the limits and directions of winds, the result of widely

-

extended observations at sea and on land, which have been
collected and reduced by Meteorological Societies in England.
The first duty of those who wish to aid the labours of

such societies (and few objects can be more philanthropic), is to

register the readings of the barometer and the wind-force, and
the direction of such force. What is next wanted is to

examine and compare these phenomena, and draw practical

inferences from them, for both farming and shipping interests.

I am glad to find that not only Dr. Hall, in the interests of

vital statistics, but our Curator has for some time past

registered some portion at least of these important statistics,

but not all that is necessary. A hasty glance at these

statistics confirms, and a comparison with those of Sydney
and Melbourne goes still further to confirm, a general

principle. Examining the observations made at Melbourne
for eight years, I find the prevailing wind from October to

March, i.e., during the summer months, is southerly ; from
April to September, northerly. Now, this statement is but
another form of saying that the Australian coast is subject to

a prevailing alternation of land and sea breezes, with this

peculiarity, however, that instead of being day winds and
night winds, they are summer winds and winter winds. When
the continent to the north is over-heated during the summer
months there is a prevailing indraught from the sea; and
during the winter there is a prevailing return wind from the

land. If I go to Sydney, which is on the east coast, the

other conditions being the same, I should expect sea and land

breezes, of the same duration, and when I examine the

statistics, I find W. wind from April to September, E. from
October to March, calculated upon the average of six years*

observation. To compare Tasmania, it must be borne

in mind that observations made at Hobart Town are

liable to mislead the observer. The proximity of our
mountain range will cause a deflection of most winds in

the direction of the chain. Captains of our ships know that

the wind in our harbour will be no security for the wind's

direction down the Channel or at Cape Pillar. The true

wind blowing on the higher eminences must be distinguished

from the surface winds of the valley. Tasmania lies upon the
northern edge of the great world-circling west trade-wind.

In the summer months when our land is heated (to say
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notliing of the vaster land of Australia) I should expect at

Hobart Town a turning of this westerly wind northward,
drawn towards the heated land, i.e., I should expect it to

blow from the the S.W. For the converse reason, in the

winter months I should look for the N.W. What are the

facts ? If we examine our own statistics, extended over 30
years, we do find the N.W. prevailing during the winter,

but though the S. W". seldom or never prevails, yet the south

wind more or less modifies or overcomes the usual westerly

wind for the summer months, especially in January and
February. But what is the reason for the frequent preva-

lence of an east wind in the summer months in Bass' Straits

helping on the " Pioneer " on its outward voyage to Circular

Head ? The situation of our island at the extreme S.E. of

the Continent so that it may almost be regarded as a
continuation of the east coast of Australia, leads me
to refer this easterly summer wind to the indraught of the

wind from the sea to the east coast of Australia, felt, as I

have shown, in summer at Sydney. But why it behaves like

a deadly sirocco, as it beats upon the promontory of Circular

Head, blighting the fruit trees and cabbages, and producing

feverish heat and determination of the blood to the head,

inflammatory attacks, opthalmia, and I know not what
besides, isaproblem for which I have no satisfactory solution to

offer. I will draw your attention to another peculiarity of our

local winds. When the hot blasts of Australia reach our
island (which happily is of rare occurrence) they pass over

the northern and midland portions and precipitate themeselves

upon the southern coasts. I do not know whether any
explanation of this peculiar phenomenon has been given. I

apprehend, however, the true solution is to be found in the

analogy of everyday occurrence on a larger scale within the

tropics in their relation to the poles. The heated land of Aus-
tralia heats in turn the air, and expanding its bulk, lessens its

specific gravity, and causes it to ascend. The air over the

Straits would rush in to supply the deficient pressure at the

surface, while the ascending lighter column would pass south-

wards, until when sufficiently condensed and heavier, it would
descend to the lower, stratum. This crisis of equalised

temperature seems to occur when the upper stream of heated

air approaches our southern coast, and meets our colder

southern ocean. Strzelecki observed that while the hot wind
blew from the north at the top of Ben Lomond, 5,000 feet

high, it was not felt 2,000 feet bigh on the windward side of

the same mountain.
But I wish to interest the Society not so much with the

wind as with the whirlwind—not the zephyr but the storm.
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Will no member of this Society utilise the observations alreacly

registered, together with those daily presented in The Mercury
for the purpose of aiding science to the benefit, sooner or

later, of our mercantile marine ? I have no qualifications,

and, if I had, no time. But, from the wish to stimulate

others, I desire to offer a few, and, I hope, useful, if not very
original, remarks. Perhaps the seed may fall upon the soil

of one of our A.A's. who has distinguised himself as a student

of natural philosophy. I am myself content to point out to the

enquirer the gain that science has already made. We now
know that the general character of storms over the world is

circular, or, more strictly, elliptical. A storm is but the name
for the behaviour of the atmosphere attempting " to flow in

upon a central area (to use Buckan's words) of loio pressure

in an inmoving spiral course." But as we find that such
inflow does not, as we might expect, increase the deficient

pressure, Buckan concludes that within and about the centre

of the storm there is a vast ascending current arising into the

upper regions of the atmosphere, and then flowing over to

the right and left. These storms or hurricanes are never
known to cross the equator, but they always move obliquely

from their starting point towards one or other of the poles.

Again, we may accept it as the most fundamental axiom of

the science of " weather prophecy " that the direction and
intensity of the wind depends, not so much upon the state of

the barometer in any given place, as upon the harometric

gradient. By this is meant that if the barometer stands at

a different height in two localities near to each other, such
difference in atmospheric pressure will produce disturbance,

and the amount of such disturbance will depend upon two
things—the difference as indicated by the barometer in the

two places, and i\iQ proximity oi the places one to the other.

I may illustrate this by the gradient of an inclined plane,

which depends not only upon the height but the length of

base of the triangle. In this exaggerated analogy the height
represents the barometric differences in two places, while the

base represents the distance between the two places them-
selves. The violence of the storm will depend upon the
angle of inclination, i.e., the ratio between the height and
base, which in the language of trigonometry might be con-

veniently called the tangent of the angle of inclination.

If every other rule is of doubtful trustworthiness, in the
science of weather prediction, this fundamental principle of

the barometric gradient has been fully established.
* The

advent as well direction of the storm has been familiarly

expressed by Ballot's law, " Stand with your back to the wind,
and the barometer will be lower on your left hand than on
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your right." This roughly-stated principle will account for

the great storms of the Northern Hemisphere, the hurricanes

of the West Indies, and the typhoons of China, all circular,

and moving from right to left, contrary to the hands of a
watch ; as well as those of the Southern Hemisphere, which,
true to the contradictory spirit of the antipodes, have a reverse

circular movement. True to this law of Ballot's, a westerly
gale is never experienced in Ireland and in the British Isles

without many hours forewarning, in the fact that the pressure
at the north of Scotland is a half-inch less than in the south of

England.
From a study of the law of rotatory storms in Europe,

English observers now know that cyclones go in pairs, but in

opposite directions, like two cog-wheels in machinery. Thus,
if the barometic readings in Central England be lower than
in Central France, then England experiences on her eastern

and southern coasts a true cyclone, while in France a secon-

dary or anti-cyclonic storm will be experienced ; the one
rolling round a barometric minimum, the other round the
barometric maximum.

I think that observations are needed for the purpose of

establishing the truth of this reversion of Professor Ballot's

law, so that in Australia we must face the wind instead of

turning our backs to it, whenever the barometer will be lower
on our left hand than our right, though perhaps this is

nothing more than we should expect as the converse pro-

position which makes our rotatory storms follow the hands
of the watch from left to right, and not as in the other

hemisphere from right to left. We need also to register the

results of other observations for which our insular position,

and yet not distant proximity to a large continent, gives us
useful conditions. These are, then, the points for the scientific

observer to bear in mind. Can he establish, with any approach
to mathematical certainty, the ratio between the violence of a
storm and the extent of the area of barometric depression ?

When the area is small, do the storms follow rapidly ; and
when large, more slowly ? Can the rate of approach be

estimated by the extent of such area ? If the barometer read
lower at Hobart Town than at Launceston, we ought to expect

more sudden as well as more dangerous storms ; but if the

difference was observed between Hobart Town and Melbourne
we ought to expect them to be less rapid in their approach, but
to last a longer time. To a great extent, wemight expectthat ob-

servations made in England in relation to her position towards
the Continent,wouldbe analogous to those made in Tasmania in

her relation t© Australia. Whenever increased pressure occurs

in England yb//ow;wzy a corresponding increase ofpressure on the
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east coast, a sudden irruption of wind may be expected from the

S.E., to the confusion of the fishing fleet from the Tjne to the

Humber. If the pressure is abnormally high over France, a

cyclonic gale (as Scott shows in a paper lately pul)lished) will

pass over England, the direction of the wind depending upon
what edge the observer is happening to stand. If the area

of continental pressure be very large, the diameter will be

larger also, and the result will be that the greater part of

England will stand upon the southern edge, feeling the force

of a western gale.

Again, the sweeping hypothesis has been lately started by
very trustworthy and scientific observers ; that barometric

depression depends altogether upon vapour pressure, or

rainfall. The larger rainfall upon the coasts of Australia

affords favourable opportunity for testing the accuracy of this

hypothesis. It would be well, too, for the interest of both

science and shipping to register observations how far some

Btorms are due to a rise, instead of a fall, in the barometer.

As some again depend upon variations of temperature, not

between one locality and another, but between one stratum

of the atmosphere and a higher one, it is important to register

the relative readings of the thermometer on Mount Nelson

and other elevations.

Once more, it is equally important to bear in mind that

storms arise from an attempt to force a way between two

opposite currents ; that our island, when at rest, lies straight

in the path of a great western trade wind ; and that, according

to Mr. Meldrum's paper, read before the British Association,

upon observations made at the Mauritius, the east winds in

such conflicts always lie on the polar side of the westerly.

Our duty will be, as soon as we can, not only to register, as

we are now doing, the variations of weather, i.e., the move-

ments of our local atmosphere, but to notice the coincidence

with larger cosmical phenomena, for the purpose of estab-

lishing their physical relation one to another. The connection

between the Earth's magnetism and the greater activity of the

Sun's energy, revealed by the solar spots, has been for some
time past suspected and now established. I have observed,

as you may also have, the coincidence between the Aurora

Australiensis and the Aurora Borealis. The most splendid

exhibition of the former I have witnessed in Tasmania,

occurred upon the night of24th September, 1872. I looked out

for records of the corresponding Aurora in the Northern

Hemisphere, and found them duly noticed in The Times, to

which newspaper I communicated the fact of the coincidence

of our own, whose brilliancy had been witnessed in New
Zealand as well as here. Some important questions remain
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to be answered. Do these Aurorse occur most frequently

during the greater frequency of maximum sun-spots, and
secondly, which portions of the Earth are most affected by
the greater activity of the Sun's energy which they represent?
When speaking of the return of the Sun's spots I need only
add that the shortest estimate of these cosmical gales or sun-

spot periods is 11 years, or according to some, 33 or even 69
years, in order to show that meteorological records, to be
trustworthy guides in the science of weather prediction, must
be extended over long periods of time, and that, therefore, we
cannot begin too early to record our observations. In a word,
for the sake of science and for the sake of its practical results,

it is very important to register phenomena within our reach
for comparison all over the world. The atmosphere round
the Earth, like the ocean, is one fluid, and effects observed in

one place of the globe are to be traced, if we could only trace

them, to causes in another. Excessive evaporation in Europe
may be, and probably is, accompanied by corresponding pre-

cipitation in other countries and in another hemisphere. In
this new sense " a touch of nature makes the whole world
kin." Evaporation may not be the cause of storms, but storms
and evaporation spring from the same cause. That cause is

proximately heat,producinglessatraosphericpressureand conse-

quently greater evaporation. But why is one year's heat greater

thanthe heat of many preceding years,and why is there,as there

can be no doubt there is, a periodicity in the weather and in

weather storms ? It has been satisfactorily shown among
others, by that excellent observer at the Mauritius, Mr.
Meldrum, that cyclones and consequent rainfall show a

periodicity, corresponding to the return of the maximum
frequency of sun-spots. The value of Mr. Meldrum's
observation and hypothesis communicated to the British

Association, which I have read with interest and commend to

your reading, will depend upon confirmatory investigation in

Australia, while the establishment of the law in the Southern
Hemisphere will not only carry with it a direct scientific

advantage of its own, but must prove to be a most profitable

contribution to the pursuit of science in the Old World and in

America.
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MINUTES of the Annual General Meeting of

the Royal Society of Tasmania, held at the

Museum, Macquarie-street, at half-past 7 o'clock

p.m., on the 29th January, 1874 : T. Giblin,

Esq., in the chair.

The Chairman having read the advertisement

by which the meeting had been convened, called

upon the Secretary to read the Report.

The Report for 1873 was then read.

It was moved by Mr. Webster, seconded by
Mr. Abbott, and carried :

—

'' That the Report be
adopted, and printed for circulation amongst the

Fellows."

The Secretary having reported that the retiring

Members of Council were Messrs. F. Abbott, T.
Giblin, Justin McO. Browne, and A. G. Webster,
it was resolved that they should be re-elected.

It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Webster,
seconded by Mr. Abbott, that the Auditors of

Annual Accounts, Messrs. H. Cook and J.

Macfarlane^ be requested to act for the present

year.

Mr. Morton Allport said it had been usual at

the conclusion of the annual meeting to move a

vote of thanks to the Honorary Secretary. This
vote had hitherto been treated rather as a formal

matter, but on this occasion he desired that it

should be a marked expression of the feeling of

the Society towards that gentleman. He (Mr.

Allport) had been more than a quarter of a century

connected with the Society, and had seen its

working under four different Secretaries, including

Dr. Agnew, and was convinced that the present

excellent position of the Society was mainly due
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to the efficient manner in which the duties of
Hon. Secretary were now carried out. The
Fellows of the Society had learned from the
Report just read that valuable additions had been
made to the Library, and improvements effected

in the lonf^ room during the past year, but the
Report failed to state that it was to the personal
liberality of Dr. Agnew that the Society was
mainly indebted for such additions and improve-
ments. He would therefore move ^^ That the best
thanks of the Society are due to the Honorary
Secretary, not only for his past services as

Secretary, but also for his valuable contributions

to the library and museum during the year.''

Mr. Abbott seconded, and the motion was
unanimously agreed to.

Dr. Agnew begged to thank the meeting for

the very kind manner in which the vote had been
proposed and accorded. He was very glad to

take this opportunity of again bringing under
notice the valuable work of the Curator, Mr.
Roblin. The Fellows would, of course, observe
the excellent manner in which the '' Moa " had
been set up, and he might mention that many
other skeletons (and these might almost be con-

sidered the back bone of a Museum) were in

process of preparation. Among these he would
specify two human subjects—a ^^ Killer," two
Blackfish, a Dugong, a Porpoise, also an Emu
and other birds, &c. These would probably all

be completed during the year. He had no doubt
the Fellows would be gratified with the paragraph
in the Report which referred to the railway works
in the Gardens. When these works were first

spoken of, it would be recollected that great fears

were entertained that they would utterly disfigure

a great portion of the Gardens, and also destroy
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the pretty esplanade—a work which has cost a

considerable amount of labour and expense.

These fears had proved to be groundless ; Mr.

Grant, the engineer of the works, with his usual

zeal for the objects of the Society, had made every

effort to do as little injury as possible, and when
the planting and other arrangements in connection

with the cutting are carried out as proposed by
Mr. Abbott, that which threatened to be a

deformity would rather conduce to the beauty of

the Gardens, which would therefore lose none of

their attractions, but would still continue to be
the prettiest resort in the neighbourhood for the

townspeople and visitors. One other point in

the Report was worthy of special notice. In no
year, as far as he (Dr. Agnew) could recollect,

had there been so many admissions of Fellows

and Members.
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REPORT.

The session of 1873 was opened by the Bishop

of Tasmania, who gave an address on '^ Natural

Science, in connection with Dr. Carpenter's

inaugural address at the late meeting of the

British Association."

The following papers were read at the various

subsequent meetings :
— ^^ The transit of Venus in

1874," by F. Abbott, F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S. ;
'' On

the Weaver Bird fPloceus hayaj of Ceylon," by
Lieut. Legge, R.A., F.Z.S., M.R.A.S. ;

^^ Notes
on the Mersey Coal Measures," by T. Stephens,

M.A. ;
'^ Regarding the composition and extent

of certain tertiary beds in the neighbourhood of

Launceston," by R. M. Johnston ;

^' Additional

contributions to the phytography of Tasmania,"

by Baron F. von Mueller, C.M.G., M.D., F.R.S.,

F.L.S.,&c. ; "Notes on ancient Symbolisms,Naked
eye observations, and Modern Astronomy," by F.

Abbott, F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S ;
" The law ofWeather

and Storms," by the Rt. Rev. the Bishop of

Tasmania.
In addition to the regular papers, communica-

tions on the following subjects have also been re-

ceieved, discussed and published :
—" The Tas-

manian Aborigines, their weapons, implements,"

&c., from R. Gatenby, Esq., James Scott, Esq.,

M.H.A., R. Thirkell, Esq., J. Rollings, Esq., and
Dr. Story. " The destruction of Rabbits on the

estate of Lowes' Park," from J. Wilson, Esq.
" On King's Island," from J. E. Calder, Esq.
" Fijian Pottery," from Rev. J. Hutchinson, &c.,^

&c.

The Meteorological Observations have been
regularly carried on at the various inland stations
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Of those taken at the lighthouses and coast stations,

abstracts for 1872 have been prepared and will

shortly be in the hands of the printer.

As will be seen by the list appended, many
valuable presentations of books have been received

from various scientific institutions at home and
abroad. To the Trustees of the British Museum
the Society is specially indebted for a very large

number of valuable works on Natural History.

America has been a most liberal contributor to

the library by presentations from the Surgeon
General's office, the United States Naval Observa-
tory, the Coast Survey office, the Smithsonian
Institution, &c., &c.
The thanks of the Society are due to Messrs.

W. Crosby & Co., Messrs. Macfarlane Bros.,

Messrs. Belbin & Dowdell, Mr. H. B. Evans, &c.,

for the carriage, free of cost, to England and
various Colonial ports, of packages of specimens,
publications, &c.
Thanks are also due to Messrs. Walch & Sons

for the distribution, without charge, of the
Society's ^^ Papers and Proceedings " to country
members.

Four corresponding, and thirteen ordinary
members (of which number two are ladies) have
been elected during the year.

COUNCIL.

No vacancy has occurred during the year. The
list of retiring members has, as usual, been posted
in the library for the last fortnight.

FINANCE.

The income from all sources was as follows :

—

Government grant in aid of Museum, £200 ; ditto

of gardens, £400 ; subscriptions, £154 10s. ; from
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Marine Board, £20 ; sale of plants, &c., at gardens,
£87 Is. 9d.

; this with £30 12s. in the hands of
the Sujjerintendent of the gardens for pa37inent of
wages; £24 arrears of subscriptions

; and £4 10s.

in the hands of the collector will give a total of
£920 13s. 9d. The expenditure as per balance
sheet amounted to £923 15s. lOd., leaving a
balance to debit of £3 2s. Id.

As the balance to debit at the close of 1872 was
£15 Is. 6d., it will be seen that the Society has at

last almost emerged from debt. This is highly satis-

factory as several expenses of an extraordinary

character have been incurred and liquidated since

last report. It will be noticed by the present
balance sheet that arrears of subscriptions to the
amount of £37 10s. have been received; the sum
of £33 is, however, still due. Of this £24 have been
fairly calculated upon as safe. It is earnestly to be
hoped that members will not allow these small

arrears to remain any longer against their names.
From neglect or carelessness in this matter the

Society has for many years incurred a continuous

loss in the item of interest on overdrawn account.

GARDENS.

The cutting in connection with the Main Line
Railway through the Gardens has been completed
during the year, and a substantial ornamental
bridge has been thrown across it. When the slopes

of the cutting are planted, and the ground con-

tiguous to the line laid out, this promises to become
not the least attractive portion of the Gardens.

In consequence of the gang of prison labour

having been greatly reduced for many months,
very little progress has been made with the new
entrance. This work, however, is now in hand
with a view to its speedy completion.

In the propagating yards, two small and inex-
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pensive houses have been completed, one as a
stove heated by a hot water tank, the other

as an intermediate house. The conveniences
for propagation have hitherto been but Hmited,
and the erection of these two houses was under-
taken to supply a want long felt. They have been
of great service during the past few months, and
will be even more so in future in facilitating the

ordinary modes of propagation. ISeveral lattice

work screens have also been erected with a view
of affording protection to young and freshly

potted plants during the summer months.
A plant of Araucaria imhricata (Tlie Chili Pine)

about eight feet high, but of stunted growth, has
produced two Cones, from which about one hun-
dred seedlings have been raised. This fact is

very interesting, not only on account of the

smallness of the plant, but also because it is

generally understood that the genus araucaria pro-

duces its male and female plants on separate plants,

and that properly fertilised seed can only be ob-

tained when the plants are growing in proximity
to one another. In this case, however, we have a
small isolated plant j^i'oducing flowers of both
sexes, and fertile cones from which seedlings have
been raised. It is probably the first time Araucaria
imhricata has produced fertile cones in the Aus-
tralian Colonies.

Between three and fourhundrednewplants, many
of them of considerable merit,liave been introduced.
The estimated number of Visitors was 37,476,

being an increase of 12,810 over last year. This
increase may partially be accounted for by the

interest taken in the construction of the Ixailway
works in the Gardens.

MUSEUM.

In reference to the list of presentations it will
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be seen that many valuable and interesting speci-

mens have been added to the collection durino: the
year. The chief among these is the very fine

skeleton of the ^' Moa " fDinornis giganteus) of

New Zealand, presented by Dr. Haast, the Director
of the Musemn at Christchurch. This has been
articulated and mounted, with his usual skill and
ability, by the curator, Mr. Roblin, and forms a
very striking addition to the Museum. Besides
presenting the large skeleton, Dr. Haast has very
kindly been at the trouble of preparing and naming
a large collection of Moa bones, tlie projDcrty ot

the Society, forwarded to him at his request for

identification of species. These have all been re-

turned, properly named, and are found to com-
prise no less than nine species (of the Genera
Dinornis and Palaptergx) of these gigantic birds.

It is almost unnecessary to add that the special

thanks of the Society have been forwarded to Dr.
Haast for his noble gift, and that he has been made
a corresponding member.
We are also greatly indebted to Mr. C. Gould for

valuable contributions of mineralogical specimens
from this and the neighbouring colonies, and also

charts of geological surveys in New South Wales
and Queensland.

Other contributors to whom we are much in-

debted are mentioned in the list of donations.

The large Tasmanian room has been cleared of

all the unclassified material. Six additional cases

have been erected and are already almost filled

with specimens. Additional table cases are much
wanted for the exhibition of our conchological

collection.

The number of visitors to the Museum was
16,U7, being an excess of 1,191 over that of 1872.
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BOOKS PUECHASED & PRESENTED DUEING 1873.

[Presentations marked thus *]

Arts, Journal of Society of, Vol. 20, 1871-2.

-, Vol. 21, Nos. 1040 to 1091.

Association, British, Report for 1871.

*Akademie der Wissenchaften, Munich, Bavaria, Publications of, 17

Parts, 4to. (1857 to 1871). From the Academy.

*Builder, The. Sundry parts.

Weaver Bird of Ceylon, on the, by W. V. Legge, R.A., F.Z.S.,

M. R. A. S. From the Author.

Weather and Storms, The Law of, by the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop

of Tasmania.

*Society, Zoological, Catalogue of Library. From the Society.

Ray, The, Volume for 1872. " Tubularian Hydroids."
*

, Royal Geographical, Journal of. Vol. 41. From the Society.

*
, Proceedings of, Vol. 16, Nos. 3, 4, 5.

From ditto.

Catalogue of Library. From ditto.

* Asiatic , Journal of, Vol. 5, Part 2, Vol. Part 1.

From the Society.

*Spectrum Analysis, by Schellen. From the Hon. Sir Robert Officer.

*Spectrum Analysis, Roscoes. From Rev. G. Clarke.

*Transit of Venus in 1874, Papers on. From United States Govern-

ment.
*

, On the, by F. Abbott, F.R.A.S., &c.

From the Author.

*Tertiary Beds near Launceston, On the Composition and Extent of, by

R. M. Johnston. From the Author.

*Transactions of Royal Society of New South Wales, 1870-71. From the

Society.

*Report of Kew Observatory, 1872. From the Committee.
* of Colonial Museum, Wellington, N.Z., 1871-72, From Dr.

Hector,
* on Geological Exploration in New Zealand. From ditto.

of British Association, 1871.

* of Exploration Committee, Royal Society of Victoria, From
the Society,

*Record, Official, of Contributions of Victoria to International Exhi-

bition of 1873.

*Statistics of Victoria, 1871. From W. H. Archer, Esq., Registrar-

General Victoria.

Society, Royal Asiatic (Ceylon Branch), Journal of, 1871-72. From the

Society.

*
, Geological, Quarterly Journal of, Nos. 10 to 13. From the

Society.
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*8ociety, Geological, List of Members, 1872. From ditto.

*
, Linnean, Journal of, Vol. 2, No. 55 (Zoology) ; Vol. 13, Nos.

67 and 68 (Botany). From the Society.

*
, Proceedings of, Session 1871-2. Page 39 to end.

From ditto.
*

•

, Additions to Library, 1 Vol., June, 1872. From
ditto.

*
, Zoological, Proceedings of, 1871, Parts 2 and 3 ; 1872, Part 1.

From the Society.

Natural History, Annals and Magazine of. Current numbers.

Nature, Current numbers,

*Observatory, United States Naval, Memoir of. From Rear-Admiral

Sands.

Proceedings Royal Society, London. Vol. 20, Nos. 137-8 ; Vol. 21,,

Nos. 139 to 146.

* Zoological Society of Victoria, 1873. From the Society.

Palaeontology. By K. Owen, F.R.S.

*Patents and Patentees, Victoria.

*Phytography of Tasmania, Additional Contributions to. By Baron

F. von Mueller, G.M.G., M.D., F.R.S., &c., &c. From the

Author.

*MeteorologicalTcibles, Monthly, Hobart Town. From F. Abbott, Esc[.

*
, Swansea. From Dr. G. F. Story.

*
, Port Arthur. From A. H. Boyd, Esq.

*
, Westbury. From F. Belstead, Esq.

*
, Tamar Heads. From R. Henry, Esq.

*
, Melbourne. From the Government

Observatory.
*

, Sydney. From ditto.

*
, Brisbane. From ditto.

Magazine, Country Gentleman's, Vol. 9, Parts 53 to 57 ; Vol. 10, Parts

58 to 60 (O.S.) ; Vol. 1, Parts 1 to 3 (N.S.)
*

, Italian Geographical. Part 1. By Guido Cora.

Metallurgy, Manual of. By J. A. Phillips, F.C.S.

'Meteorology
;
Quarterly Weather Reports for 1871-2. From Meteoro-

logical OiSce, London.
*

; Weather Map, 3 Sheets. From ditto.

—
; Report of Proceedings of Conference at.

— , Leipzig, 1873. From ditto.

of Antarctic Regions. From ditto.

'Meteorological Office, Canada, 2nd Report of.

*"

, Committee, Royal Society, Report of, 1872.
*

, Returns, Results of. From the Rev. Robert Main,

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford.
*

Tables, Monthly, for 1872. From King's Island, Swan
Island, Goose Island, South Bruni, Kent's Group, and Mount
Nelson. From the Hobart Town Marine Board.
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Iron, Metallurgy of. By H. Bauerman, F.G.S.

Journal, Silliman's American, of Science and Art, Vol. 4, Nos, 22 to 24 ;

Vol. 5, Nos. 25 to 31 ; Vol. 6, Nos. 32 and 33.

, Quarterly of Science, Current numbers.

Florist and Pomologist, Nos 59 to 70 inclusive.

Fossils, British, Tennant's List of.

Gardeners' Chronicle, Current numbers.

Geological Terms, Handbook of. By D. Page, F.G.S.

Geology, Guide to. By J. Phillips, F.R.S.

Gold Seekers' Manual. By Professor D. T. Ansted, F.G.S.

*History, Medical and Surgical, of American War of the Rebellion, 2

Vols., 4to., bound cloth. From the Surgeon-General United

States Army.

*Cobden, Richard, Mission of. By Lord Hobart. From the Cobden

Club.

*Coal Measures, The Mersey. By T. Stephens, M.A. From the

Author.

*Crustacea. By J. D.Dana. 2 Vols., 4to. Purchased for the Society

by private subscription.

•Essays— 1. On Colonial Wines. 2. On Preserved Meats. By the Rev.

J. J. Bleasdale, D.D., F.G.S. From the Author.

*EncyclGp£edia, Chambers's, Complete in 10 Vols. From Dr. Agnew.

•Catalogues, British Museum, 41 Vols, 21 Parts (Natural History).

From the Trustees.

* •— British Museum Photographs.

* of Diurnal Lepidoptera of Australia. By G. Masters,

Australian Museum, Sydney.
* of Tertiary Mollusca of New Zealand. By Captain F, W.

Hut ton. From Dr. Hector, F.R.S., on behalf of the New-

Zealand Government.
* of Land Mollusca of New Zealand. By various Authors.

From the same.

* (Critical List) of ditto. By E. von Martens, CM., M.D.,

C.M.Z.S. From the same.

Conchologia Iconica, Reeve's, parts 296 to 307.

.

, Sundry Plates and Letter Press to replace

deficiencies.

*Census of New Zealand, 1871. From Registrar-General New Zealand.

Canopus, The Decree of : hieroglyphics and translation. From the

Hon. Sir Robert Ofl&cer.
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PRESENTATIONS TO MUSEUM DURING 1873, WITH
NAMES OF DONOES.

Aldred, Mr.—A Night Heron (Nycticorax caledonicus), shot at South

Bruni.

Askill, Mr. —A Swamp Parrakeet fPezoporus formosus).

Allport, Mrs. J.—A Coloured Drawing of a Fish (Cheironectes sp.) from

South Bruni.

Barclay, Mr. W., Hobart Town.—-16 Old Promissory Notes used in the

early days of the colony (1823, &c.)

Brown, Mr. J. W., Survey Department,—Specimen of Serpentine, with

Asbestos, &c., from Ilfracombe. Kidney Iron Ore from ditto.

Belstead, Mr. C.—A Land Rail (Hypotcenidia phillipensis).

Blyth, Mr., Honeywood.—3 Whip Snakes (Iloplocephahis coronoides).

Buckland, Miss J.—4 Pairs Chinese Hooks and Eyes. A Russian Copper

Coin.

Bilton, H., Esq.—A Lizard (Omolepida casuarince).

Baynton, Mr. W. E.—A Fossil. (Cast of Euomphalus).

Colvin, Master J.—A Bomb Lance as used in whaling.

Clarke, Mr. Arthur.—A Stone Axe of Aborigines.

Coxen, C, Esq., Brisbane.—20 Varieties Land Shells from Queensland,

60 specimens of ditto from Solomon Islands. 62 specimens

Marine shells from ditto.

Crane, Mr. G.—A Model of a " Salmon Trap," as used by the North
American Indians.

Crowther, Mr. H.—A Fijian Female Dress.

Crooke, Mr., Ballochmyle.—A Young Wallaby from the pouch.

Castray, Miss.—Algae and Corallines from Port Arthur.

Cawthorne Bros., Messrs.—A Double Lamb.

CartWright, Mr.—A Malformed Egg of Hen.

Chichester, C. M.-S., Esq.—A specimen of Valuta EUiott'i, from Western

Australia.

Galder, J. E., Esq. —2 Skulls of Forester Kangaroo (Macropus major),

Davies, Ven. Archdeacon.—Specimens of Coal and Iron Ore from

Rostrevor, Spring Bay.

Dowling, Mr. A.—Specimen of Carbonate of Lime in crustation on

Moss, from Tunbridge.

Dart, Captain.—Part of Skeleton of a large Turtle.

Eady, Mr. C.—Two Parrots, said to have been brought from Fiji.

Exploration Company, Tasmanian Mineral, Hobart Town.—Sample of

Tin Ore from Cape Barren Island.

Edgar, Mr. F. S.—An Old View of the Country round Hobart Town,
taken from Mount Nelson.

Eckford, Mr. F. H.—Copper Ore from Yamba, Queensland.

Festing, Lieut. H.M.S.S. Blanche.—2 Eggs of Megapodium Brazieri,

and six shells, from New Britain, &c.
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Freeman, Rev. D.—Specimens of Prawns from New Zealand.

Foster, J., Esq,—Tin Ore from Mount Bischoff, Tasmania.

Flexmore, Mr.—A Kingfisher (Alcyone azurea).

Fenton, Captain.—A young Native Tiger (Thylacinus cynocephalus).

Finlay, A,, Esq.—A young Brown Trout from Bagdad Creek.

Giblin, T., Esq.—Tin Ore from Mount Bischoff.

Gatenby, R., Esq.—Skin of Owl (Strix delicatidus). 2 Snakes. A
Lizard. Specimen of Gordlns. A Native Tiger. A very large

Wombat.
Gould, C, Esq., F.G.S.—A Lithographic Portrait of Sir Roderick

Murchison. A large collection of Tasmanian Fossils and

Minerals. Tin Ores and other Minerals from New South Wales

and Queensland. Land and Marine Shells from Flinder's Island,

&c., &c., &c.

Gates, Mr. Edward, Richmond.—Specimens of the Apteryx and Night

Parrot of New Zealand.

Gill, Mr. Rheban.—Palate of Angel Ray.

Government, The Home.—A Suit of Steel Armour of a man-at-arms of

the 16th century.

Gregory, Mr. —Four young Native Cats from the pouch.

Girdwood, Mr. D.—Fossil Ostrea (?) and Terebratula from Greymouth,

New Zealand.

Glover, Mr. C. A., Sorell.—8 Tasmanian Shells.

Grant, Jas,, Esq., TuUochgorum.—The first Gold found in Tasmania,

with the original note from Sir W. Denison, giving its sp.

gravity, &c. Weight of specimen, 3dwt. 9 grains.

Hissey, Mr.—12 specimens of Helix Sydneyensis. A White Rabbit. A
Ferret. A Bantam Hen. Two specimens of Haliotis. A Silver

Pheasant.
Hutchison, Rev. J.—9 specimens of Fijian Pottery.

Hull, H. M., Esq.—Sample of Queensland Sugar.

Hedberg and Harcourt, Messrs.—Specimens of Fire-clay, Bricks, and

Tiles from Seymour Coal Mines.

Hedberg, Mr. 0. H.—Twopenny-piece, Geo. III., 1797.

Harrison, Captain.—Prepared Skull of a large " Killer " (Orca sp.), and

Jaws of an enormous Shark.

Hedberg, Mr. 0. H.—A Harpoon, much twisted, taken out of a whale

kiUed by the Maid of Erin whaler.

Hanlon, Mr., River Styx.—A curiously twisted root of Wattle.

Hull, Mr. H., jun.—6 Copper and 1 Bronze Coin.

Huston, Dr., New Norfolk.—A " Native Companion," or Australian

Crane (Grus Austrcdiensis).

Hull, Mr. F. C—Iron Ore from Swanport. Limestone Fossils from

Tolosa, O'Brien's Bridge.

Haast, Dr. J., F.R.S., Christchurch, New Zealand.—A Skeleton of the

** Moa" (Dinornis gigantem var. maximus), prepared for articu-

lating.
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Inches, Mr.—Fossiliferoua Limestone from Shipwrights' Point, Huon.

lies, Mr., Sorell.—An unusually large Egg of Common Goose.

Johnston, Mr. E,. M.—A Collection of Tertiary Fossils from near

Launceston.

James, Mr. H. J.—A Land Rail (Hypotcenidia philipensis).

Lewis, H., Esq., Geelong.—A Collection of Weapons of the Aborigines

of the Lower Murray District, Victoria.

Lewis, Master E.—A pouched Lamprey.

Low, J. J., Esq., Richmond.—Specimens of Stream Tin, with Gold,

&c., from El Dorado, Beechworth, Victoria.

McArthur, Captain.—Fragments of a " Bomb Lance " after explosion.

Maclaine, Mrs.—Algse and Corallines from Clarke's Island, Bass's

Straits.

McArthur, Captain J.—The Figure-head of a New Zealand Canoe.

McGregor, A., Esq.—A "Cow Fish " (DelpUnus or Chjmenia sp.)

McCoy, Mr.—A Portuguese Copper Coin.

Meredith, Hon. C—Tin Ore from Mount Bischoff.

Macpherson, D., Esq.—A young Kangaroo Rat from the pouch.

Newman, Mr. J.—A large species of Mantis from Adelaide.

Nevin, Mr., Kangaroo Bottom.—A piece of Peat, or Turf, used as fuel

in Ireland and elsewhere.

Ogilvie, Mr. A. J., Circular Head.— Skull of Delphinus sp.

Priest, Mr. T.—A Promissory Note for 50 Guineas, London, 1809.

Piguenit, Mr. F. L.—Two Butterfly Gurnards.

Parsons, The Rev. Canon.—3 Silver and 7 Copper Coins.

Randall, Mr. A.—A Rock specimen from Cascades.

Shrimpton, Miss E., Hamilton.—4 Plovers' Eggs.

Stewart, Mr., New Town.—A Butterfly Gurnard.

Stopford, Mr.—A curious excrescence on Root of Black Wattle.

Simpson, Mr.—An Exploded Bomb Lance, and the Ear Bone of a

Whale found on Bird Island.

Swan, J., Esq., M.H.A.—Two Fish from Derwent.

Simmons, Rev. J. W.—Specimen of Tin from the smelting works of

Bolitho & Co., Penzance, Cornwall.

Scott, J., Esq., M.H.A.—A large number of Stone Implements used as

knives by the Aborigines of the colony. Found on the Mount
Morriston Estate.

Sharland, W, C, Esq., New Norfolk.—Sample of Coal from bed of

Derwent at Charlmont.

Townsend, Mr. J., Forcett.—A curiously twisted stem of a Climbing

Plant from Bream Creek.

Walpole, E. A., Esq.—A hollow spherical mass of Iron Ore from Hope
Island, Port Esperance.

Wilson, F. L,, Mount Nassau.—Samples of Epsom Salts and Common
Salt from Caves in that locality.

Williams, Mr., " Kestrel. "—Iron Ore from East Coast.
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Walch, Messrs.—Slates from Piper River, Tasmania.

Webster, A. G., Esq.—Specimen of Carbonate of Lime and Maganese

from Beechworth, Victoria.

Watson, Mr., Muddy Plains.—A Musk Duck (Blziura lohata).

Wintle, Mr. S. H.—Mineral Specimens from various parts of Tasmania.

Watson, Mr., Kangaroo Point.—A young Native Cat (Dasyuras

viverrinus).

Young, Mr., Howrah.—A Sacred Kingfisher (Halcyon sanctus).

DONATIONS OF PLANTS AND SEEDS RECEIVED AT THE
ROYAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS DURING THE YEAR 1873.

January 25tli.—From Ch. Huber, France.—25 packets seeds.

March 1st.—From Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, London.—One
box tree scions.

March 3rd.—From Ch. Huber, France.—Collection Quercus seeds.

April 7th.—From the Botanic Gardens, Christchurch, New Zealand.

—

A collection of Veronicas.

June 5th.—From Wm. Bull, New Plant Merchant, King's Road,

London.—83 packets seeds.

June 17th.—From the Botanic Gardens, Christchurch, New Zealand.

—

One case containing 70 plants.

July 25th.—From Mr. G. Brunning, Nurseryman, St. Kilda, Mel-

bourne.—One case containing 74 plants, 11 varieties scions.

July 30th.—From Dr. J. D. Hooker, Royal Gardens, Kew.—Seeds of

Cedmo Deodara.

August 30th.—From Ch. Huber, France.—12 varieties seeds Primula

Linensis, 1 Mixed Cineraria.

August 30th.—From the Botanic Gardens, Adelaide.—64 varieties scions.

Ornamental Trees, and Shrubs.

September 14th,—From the Royal Gardens, Kew.—Seeds of Cedrus

Deodara.

September 14th.—From Ch. Huber, France.—Seeds of ^Morus Alba.

September 18th.—From S. P. H. Wright, Esq.—7 packets seeds

received from India.

September 11th.—From T. Stephens, Esq.—4 packets Coniferze Seeds

from India.

October 22nd.—From Ch. Huber, France. —Seeds of Morus alba van

fuille de rose.

October 81st.—From Baron von Mueller, Government Botanist,

Victoria.—Seeds of Bentickia Candassava, a fine rare Palm.

November 20th.—From Wm. Bull, New Plant Merchant, London.—

9

varieties Vegetable Seeds from India.
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November 25th.—From the Botanic Gardens, Christchurch, New
Zealand.—1 case containing 50 plants.

November 27th.—From Baron Ferd. von Mueller, Melbourne.—Seeds

of a Bamboo (Bheesa transancarica).

November 29th.—From Mr, C. F. Creswell, Seedsman, Hobart Town.

—52 packets seeds (Imported.

)

December 20th.—From Mr. C. HoUinsdale, Seedsman, Hobart Town.

—

11 packets seeds (Imported.)

PLANTS AND SEEDS DISTRIBUTED FROM THE ROYAL
SOCIETY'S GARDENS DURING THE YEAR 1873.

January 27th.—To the Royal Gardens, Kew.—13 species Tasmanian

Orchidese.

January 30th.—Per ** Wagoola," to Mr. Wm. Bull, London.—8 Tree

Ferns.

February 18th.—Per "Harriet McGregor," to Jean Verschaffelt, Ghent,

Belgium.—2 cases containing 25 Tree Ferns.

March 24th.—To Ch. Huber, France.—11 packets seeds of Tasmanian

Plants.

April 15th.—To the Botanic Gardens, Christchurch, New Zealand.

—

One case containing 57 Plants.

May 8th.—Per " Wynaud," to Mons. Jean Verschaffelt, Ghent, Bel-

gium.—2 Large Tree Ferns.

July 7th.—To W. G. Brunning, St. Kilda Nurseries, Melbourne.—100

packets Seeds.

July 12th.—To Mr. Wm. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea, London.—

6

packets Seeds.

August 4th.—To Mr. G. Brunning, St. Kilda Nurseries, Melbourne.

—

One case containing 100 Plants.

August 10th.—To the Canterbury Acclimatisation Society, New
Zealand.—80 packets Seeds.

September 6th.—To the Botanic Gardens, Christchurch. New Zealand.

—One case containing 61 Plants.

September 6th.—To Mr. E. B. Heyne, Seedsman, Adelaide.—One

packet Seeds.

September 6th.—To the Botanic Gardens, Adelaide.— 1 packet con-

taining Seeds of Coniferse.

October 15th.—To Justin McC. Browne, Esq., for transmission to New
Caledonia.—30 packets Seeds.
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PLANTS SUPPLIED FROM THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS
DURING 1873 FOR PLANTING PUBLIC PLACES.

April 10th.—For the grounds of the Telegraph Ofl&ce, Macquarie-street.—
6 Plants.

June 24th.—For the grounds of the Church of England, Longford.

—

123 Plants.

June 24th.—The grounds of the Church of England, Bothwell.

—

114

Plants.

June 25th.—The grounds of the Church of England, Avoca.—25 Plants.

June 25th.—The Hobart Town Cemetery, Cornelian Bay.—373 Plants.

June 28th.—The Launceston and Western Railway Station, Launceston.

—

120 Plants.

July 4th.—The Cascade Burying Ground, Macquarie-street.—95 Plants.

July 22nd.—To the grounds of the Church of England, New Norfolk.

—

50 Plants.

July 28th.—For St. David's Cemetery.—12 Plants.

July 29th.—The Friends' Burying Ground.—36 Plants.

August 11th.—For the grounds of the Church of England, Richmond.

—

136 Plants.

August 14th.—The grounds of the Church of England, Green Ponds.

—

101 Plants.

August 25th.—For St. David's Cemetery.—48 Plants.

September 20th.—The grounds of Sandy Bay Public Cemetery.—200

Plants.

F. ABBOTT, JuN.
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PLANTS INTRODUCED INTO THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
GARDENS, 1873.

Abutilon Thompsonii
yEsculus flava

JEthionema grceca

,

,

saxatile

Amelancliier botryapium
Ancausa arvalis

Andropogon Schamperi
Anemone pavonia
Angelonia granclitlora

Aristotelia fruticosa

Arthropodium candidum
Astelia grandis
Astragalus Marianus
Bambusa pubescens

,, variegata stricta

Bentinckia candasava
Calixena parviflora

Campanula grandiflora

,, medium alba

„ calycanthema
Canna Bihorella

,, Fintelmanni

,, Houltii

,, Zebrina
Cannavallia Bonariensis
Carmichaelia nana
Cemia turbinata
Centaurea dealbata

,, Fenzlii

Celmisia spectabilis

Chamaepeuce dicantha
Chorozemia macrophylla

,, noria

Cocculus palmatus
Colchichum tessellatum
Cordyline pumilio
Corokia budelleoides
Cosmidium engelmaunii
Cotoneaster fiorabunda

,, flava

Cuphea sileneoides

Cupressus africana

Daphne Gneorum superbum
Diantlius deltoides

,, nitidus

,, vicidus

Diasia graminifolia

Dicentra chrysantha
Dictylotemum regyptiacum
Dracophyllum longifolium
Echeveria metaliica

Erica giloa

,, ventricosa superba
Eryngium criticum
Fagus fusca

Fagus Solandri

Fraximus lentiscifoliu3

,, variegatus

Fudisia Kirkii

Godetia Dunnettii

,, reptans insignis

Grammanthes gentianoides

Gynerium argenteum nanum
,, ,, roseum

Hes peris tristis

Hibiscus mutabilis fl. ploeno

,, purpurens striatus

Iberis giberaltarica

,, ciliata

Ipomcea ficifolia

,, pentaphylla
Iris chinensis

,, foetidissima variegata

,, marceoides

,, ochroleuca

,, spuria

Juniperus Virginiana variegata

Kennedya bimaculata

„ comptomana

,, longiracemosa

,, Marryattce
Lasiandra macrantha
Linaria alpina

Linum roseum
Leptosiphon androsaceus aureus

,, densiflorus luteus

Mesembryanthemum scabrum
Morus Cedrona

,, calcar—galli

,, bispanica

,, japouica

Nelumbium Leicbtlinii

Nicotiana cavoto
Olearia dentata

,, ilicifolia

Opuntia Tuna
Papaver setigerum
Pentstemon (sev^eral)

Peperoma Urvilleana
Photinia serrulata variegata

Pinus Lambertiana

,
, Beai'dsleysii

Pittosporum Bucannannii
Picea firma

Ehodochiton volubile

Ehododendron Massonii
Bobinia latisliqua

Salix moschata
Scutellaria Bolandieri

Sedum glaucum
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Bedum palustre latifolia

Senecio Huntii

,, rotundifolia

,, sciadophyllus

Silene alpestris

Sophora tomentosa
Statice Thuinii
Tilia pendula
Thymus vulgaris limonium
Ulmus campestris variegatus

,, montana fastigiata

,, ,, major

,, planifolia

,, viminalis

Veronica Hectori

,, traversi

Verbena various

Weigela purpurata
Widringtonia juniperoidea

Zenobia speciosa

», ,, florabunda

ROSES.

Tricolor Italia Unita
Double L'Thibaut

,, Le Veseuve
Double Sparkhill Beauty
Single Willsii rosea

FUCHSIAS.

Alliance
Enchantress
Wave of Life

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chromotella
Gurnsey Nugget
Meyerbeer
Mrs. W. Morgan
Norma
Yeddo Lilac

BeUe Lyonaise
Eugene Scribe

Exposition de Brie
Felix Genero
Janne d'Or
Lamarque
Lord Herbert
Madame Fillion

Priucess Beatrice

Souvenir d'Elise Varden

GRAPE VINES.

Alicant
Black Muscatel Alexandria
Calabrian Raisin

Graham's Muscatel Muscadine
Sultana

PELARGONIUM.
APPLES.

Bertha
Bonnie Charlie

Cardinal
Clarabel
Eclipso

Gem of the Season
Gustave Mallet
Harold
Lady Edith
Prince Noir
Princess Teck

Anne Elizabeth

Barchardt Reinette
Cobham
Eve Apple
Fairy
Foxley
Hoary Morning
Maiden's Blush
Stamford Pippin

PEAR.

GERANIUM.

Tricolor L'Empereure

Bezi Mai

F. ABBOTT, Juif.
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METEOROLOGY.
FEBRUARY, 1873.

Private Observatory, Hobart Town.



MARCH, 1873.
Pkivate Observatory, Hobart Town.



APRIL, 1873.

Private Observatory, Hobart Town.

!l



MAY, 1873.

Private Observatory, Hobart Toww,



IT.

JUNE, 1873.

Private Observatory, Hobart Town.



V.

JULY, 1873.

Private Observatory, Hobart Toww.

Bar. 37 feet



VI.

AUGUST, 1873.
Private Observatory, Hobart Town.





SEPTEMBER, 1873.

Private Observatory, Hobakt Town.





NOVEMBER, 1873.

Private OiisERVAToiiY, Hobart Town.



Till.

DECEMBER, 1873.

Private Observatory, Hobart Town.
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